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Preface
This book describes how in one Andalusian township,
a nuclear, urban-like settlement and its way of life came
to dominate the countryside.
That forms of social organization express their character in specific spatial arrangements was noticed long
ago. Aristotle related the designs of Greek towns to their
type of government. The idea has also been examined by George
Simmel, Emile Durkheim, and Claude Lévi-Strauss. The writings
of Norbert Elias and Fernand Braudel, who combine historical,
sociological and geographical perspectives, have been particular sources of inspiration for this book. But I consider
space as more active than a mere mirror of human interdependencies. I have attempted to show how spatial forms shape
life-styles and social relations and vice versa.
I selected Santaella from among the municipalities in
the campiña--the plains--of Córdoba during a visit in December
1976. Santaella township has the advantage of a wide range of
settlement forms--from isolated farms to rural hamlets to
urban center. And unlike some other municipalities, Santaella's
rural settlements have existed for centuries. During twelve
months of research in Andalusia in 1977-78 and the spring of
1979, I combined anthropological fieldwork with extensive
archival research.
I wish to thank William Christian for his encouraging comments
and for his thorough revision of grammar and style.
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PART ONE
TOWN AND COUNTRY IN PRESENT-DAY ANDALUSIA

1

CHAPTER ONE:

INTRODUCTION.

THE SF.TT1NG AND THF, PROBLEM

From Center to Periphery
In Spain most roads run to Madrid, nodal point in the
national network of communication. When Philip II (1556-1598)
transferred his court there in 1561 and made it the heart of
the Habsburg empire, it was a town like many others. Since
then it has become the undisputed center of the Spanish state.
The National Highway IV runs to the south over flat and
arid tableland--the Meseta--to the spurs of the Sierra Morena.
These are harsh and barren mountains, strewn with boulders
and scrub oak. The road passes through them at Despeñaperros,
where bandits were common until the late nineteenth century.
Gradually the road descends and the landscape changes:
scrub oaks alternate with rows of olive trees in the province
of Jaén. At Andiijar the highway meets the Guadalquivir--Great
River in Arabic--and continues west along the river's left
bank. At the border of the province of Córdoba one begins to
see, in addition to the olive trees, cotton, vegetables, fruit
trees, and gently rolling grain fields.
Córdoba, together with Cádiz, lluelva, and Sevilla, is part
of Western Andalusia. With an area of about 14,000 square
kilometers, it is one of the larger provinces, and covers
about three percent of the national territory. Its capital,
the city of Córdoba, is situated in the valley of the
Guadalquivir where mountains and plains meet. Forty-three
kilometers southwest of Córdoba in the campiña is Santaella.
The Guadalquivir cuts the province into two unequal parts.
The northern part includes about two thirds of the province
and is mainly mountainous. The portion south of the city of
Córdoba is made up of the fertile plains of the Guadalquivir
Depression and is bordered on the south by the Sub-Betic
mountain chain. The undulating plain is one of the most fertile areas of Spain. During Muslim colonization, Arab authors
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already recognized the campiña as a region with a personality
2
of its own.
Linguistically and culturally mountains and
plains are different. The inhabitants of the plains claim
to be more civilized, and their settlements are larger and
more numerous.
Since Roman times, the Guadalquivir Depression has been
the most important granary of Spain. Without the campiña,
cities like Cordoba and Sevilla would never have developed.
These fèrtile plains made Andalusia the center of Roman and
Muslim Spain:
Every time it was 'conquered', Andalusia became the
jewel in the new crown.... Any plain that is claimed
for agriculture becomes an economic and human power,
a force. But it is obliged to live and produce for
an outside world, not for its own sake. This is both
a condition for and a cause of its subordination and
its troubles.^
With the Christian Reconquest, Andalusia became politically and
economically subordinate to Castile. It was from Sevilla that
Spanish fleets sailed out to conquer the New World, and their
crews were fed with Andalusian grain.
Soil, Climate, Communications and Habitat
The soils of the campiña and of Santaella in particular
have long been celebrated for their fertility. A heavy, compact, grey-colored soil, called bujeo by the peasants, predominates in the campiña and is ideal for grain farming. In
Santaella, this soil covers half of the municipal territory.
Other sandy and red soils are more apt for the growing of
olives and vines. They comprise about two-fifths of Santaella's
4
lands.
Nowhere in the territory of Santaella does the land
rise above 300 meters.
The long summers in the campiña are hot. The maximum temperature is among the highest of the entire peninsula. In
July and August temperatures of over forty degrees celsius
(100 F.) are quite common. Nearby Ecija, a big town just across
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the Cordobese Border, has for centuries been known as the
"frying-pan" of Andalusia. Rains come mostly in fall and
winter, between October and March. From 1949 to 1969 the
yearly average of rainfall was over S00 mm. in Santaella.
In the campiña, crops dependent on rainfall, like cereals,
are sown in fall and harvested in late spring. Winters are
normally mild and short, but the notorious helados or freezing
winds may destroy or stunt the growth of olives and grains.
Although the climate is favorable, it is a constant source of
uncertainty for the farmers, and the roads, soil and inhabitants suffer from the extremes in temperature, drought and rainfall.
Communications are deficient. The two national highways
from Madrid to Sevilla and from Cordoba to Granada that cut
through the campiña are fairly well maintained. But the district and local roads are narrow, winding, and in a bad condition. Especially during the rainy season, local communication
becomes difficult. The heavy clay soil inhibits drainage, and
many roads turn into muddy streams. The majority of local
roads are no more than bumpy tracks, accessible only to tractors and Land Rovers. The Andalusian road network reveals
the region's peripheral status.
People from Northern Europe and North America may be struck
by the abruptness by which towns end and countryside begins.
The pattern of settlement is predominantly nucleated, and the
majority of the campiña inhabitants live crowded into small
urban spaces (see Table 1) .
The opposite extremes of the concentrated settlement are
the cortijo (a complex of buildings that is the administrative
and economic center of a large estate of grain lands) and the
casería (the center of an olive-growing latifundium). As of
the last few decades most of these farms remain uninhabited
during most of the year. Like the towns, most cortijos lie on
hill-tops, a position that favored defense, and favors ventilation during the long, hot summers. Cortijos, caserías, and
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probably small farms existed during Roman and Arab colonization.
Rural villages and hamlets have a more recent origin.
Table 1. Nucleation in the judicial district of
Montilla. Source: Nomenclátor de Cordoba, 1970
Township
Fernán Nuñez
Montalbán
Montemayor
San Sebastián
La Rambla
La Victoria
Montilla
Santaella

Population
9,635
3,829
4,014
911
6,625
2,0 36
22,059
5,360

Nucleati'
100
100
100
98.9
98.5
95.7
84.8
47.3

Land Use and Land Tenure
With 270 square kilometers, the territory of Santaella
ranks among the largest of the Cordobese campiña. A high proportion of the municipal territory has always been dedicated to
agri culture.
The generally accepted and persistent notion of Andalusian
agriculture as monoculture does not correspond with the reality
of the campiña.
It is true that wheat, olives and grapes have
always been the 'holy trinity' of the plains, but a broad gamut
of additional crops like beans, chickpeas, vegetables and tree
crops, although small in quantity, have played an important role
in the local and regional economy. Since the 1950's agriculture
has diversified. Traditional summer crops like melons and
chickpeas have gradually been replaced by garlic, sunflowers,
cotton and sugar beets. Extensive dry-farming is still the predominant mode of cultivation, but parallel to crop diversification there has been a slow increase in the acreage of irrigated
land.
Land is still the main means of subsistence and the most
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important source of power. Throughout the ages, the quality of
Santaella's soils has been praised, but its extreme concentration
in a few hands and extensive use has been damned by the landless
and smallholders. The latifundium has been the dominant mode
of production in the campiña since Roman times. One of the consequences of extreme monopolization of land has been an extensive and deficient mode of cultivation. Underutilization is
connected with landlord absenteeism, very high in Santaella
7
compared to the campiña as a whole.
For centuries the majority
of the local population had to gain a meagre living as landless
laborers, unemployed during half of the year. Until very recently, a small group of landholding families dominated the local
economy and society.
Early History
Andalusia has been invaded by conquerors, traders and
settlers: Greek, Phoenician and Carthaginian traders were succeeded by Roman, Visogothic and Arab colonists. Apart from the
Visigoths, all came on the Mediterranean, attracted by the great
plains of the Gaudalquivir Depression and the minerals of the
mountains. The rivers and roads connected the campiña and its
wheat, olives and grapes to cities like Cordoba and ports for
export.
There were Iberian, Roman and Visigothic settlements at
Santaella. Santaellanos have found Roman coins, amphoras,
tombstones, and even statues while plowing fields or digging
foundations. By the Arab period, more than half of the contemporary townships of the Cordobese campiña, including Santaella,
already existed. Ten other municipalities were founded as
fortified towns between the Reconquest of the area in the thirteenth century and the fifteenth century. Three more were
founded under Charles III in the second half of the eighteenth
century, one in the nineteenth, and the last in the first half
о

of this century.

The People
In 1975 S a n t a e l l a had 5,290 i n h a b i t a n t s , l e s s than twenty
g
per square k i l o m e t e r .
This i s the lowest d e n s i t y in the
campiña of Cordoba, although the s o i l i s highly f e r t i l e , water
i s ample and l a r g e - s c a l e i r r i g a t i o n is now f e a s i b l e . An except i o n among the highly nucleated towns of i t s j u d i c i a l d i s t r i c t ,
only f o r t y - e i g h t p e r c e n t of the population l i v e in the urban
c e n t e r , or S a n t a e l l a proper. The r e s t i s s c a t t e r e d over the
h i n t e r l a n d , mostly in hamlets. There are twelve such s e t t l e ments ranging from s i x t e e n to 955 i n h a b i t a n t s .
In the I960 1 s the i n d u s t r i a l boom in o t h e r Western European
c o u n t r i e s and S p a i n ' s i n d u s t r i a l c e n t e r s , absorbed a high percentage of Andalusian's r u r a l p o p u l a t i o n . Between 1960 and
1970 S a n t a e l l a l o s t about one tenth of i t s r e s i d e n t s . Most of
the other townships in i t s d i s t r i c t l o s t a l o t more--from a two
to four t e n t h s . Cordoba c i t y , on the o t h e r hand, expanded by
nineteen percent in the same decade.
Since the e a r l y 1970*5
the p r o v i n c i a l r u r a l population has been s t a b i l i z i n g , in p a r t
because Western European i n d u s t r i a l i z a t i o n has slowed down.
About forty p e r c e n t of S a n t a e l l a ' s population i s g a i n f u l l y
employed. The wide range of occupations in S a n t a e l l a town i s
12
s t r i k i n g - - n o l e s s than seventy d i f f e r e n t occupations in 1975.
Since s p e c i a l i z a t i o n i s t r a d i t i o n a l l y one of the c r i t e r i a for
d i s t i n g u i s h i n g urban from r u r a l , t h i s matter w i l l be t r e a t e d a t
i
length below.
*
The a c t i v e population in S a n t a e l l a town as well as in count r y is n e v e r t h e l e s s predominantly . a g r i c u l t u r a l (see Table 2 ) .
Almost 3 out of 4 employed town dwellers work in a g r i c u l t u r e .
Moreover, many of those working in n o n - a g r i c u l t u r a l jobs own
land, which they l e a s e to the farming p o p u l a t i o n . According to
the o f f i c i a l census of 1972, about forty percent of the 811
owners of a g r i c u l t u r a l property have t h e i r p r i n c i p a l occupation
o u t s i d e a g r i c u l t u r e . Many of them are o u t s i d e r s .
Santaella, town as well as country, predominantly c o n s i s t s
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of agricultural laborers. Ninety percent of the townspeople
working in agriculture (and eighty-three percent of the country people) are dependent on casual wages.
When these day
laborers have work, they work hard. During the long periods of
unemployment, they are prepared to hire themselves out for any
menial odd job. Seasonal migration and getting by on little
mark their lives. They glean the fields after the harvests,
gather wild asparagus and snails, poach birds and rabbits, and
hang around in the local taverns. They are continuously engaged
in seeking a living (buscarse la vida). If lucky they are enlisted in a work relief project, but they hate this work, which
is often meaningless. They hold a dual view of their community:
on this side are "we, the poor, who must work the land;" on the
other "they, the rich who own the land without working." Although most of them vote Socialist or Communist, they are politically cynical. Many of them are virtually illiterate. Yet
they are eager to learn and excel in both verbal and gesticulais
tory expression.
Table 2.

Distribution of active population in 1975,
Source: Padrón 1975

agriculture
commerce
civil service
professions,
manufacture
total

town
694
26
69

country
1,128

189
978

13
1,160
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On the other side of the divide are the local elite, who
look down on the illiterates. The educated consider themselves
as the carriers of cultura. They despise manual labor and live
segregated from the rural proletariat. Metropolitan society is
their frame of reference and they pursue its material symbols.
Between proletariat and elite is a growing group of hardworking

8

self-employed tradesmen, farmers, lower civil servants, and
skilled workers.
The country people outside the urban center do not form
part of the pueblo. They live in a different world, though in
some respects the worlds are interdependent. Country people
are regarded as inferior by almost every townsman simply because
they live in the countryside ("with the beasts"). Educated
town dwellers consider them hardly more intelligent than goats
and mules. Despite (or because of) their stigma, rural folk constitute tight-knit communities and with increasing effectiveness
defend their interests against the urbanités.
The social cleavages between town and country and between
the educated and possessing class and working class are basic
traits of the local society.
The Problem
Since Mediterranean Europe has come under study by cultural
and social anthropologists, its patterns of settlement have
drawn the interest of several scholars.
In an early survey of
the Mediterranean as a culture area, Pitkin stressed that:
Mediterranean Europe can best be described as
essentially urban in its overall orientation and
indeed has been so since it first took form as a
cultural area. "
The rest of Pitkin's essay attempts to show that "...from
Spanish pueblo to Italian commune to Greek polis, from plaza
to piazza to aghora, a basic settlement pattern is reiterated."
He connects the negative attitude of country people toward the
land, the lack of a tradition of independent peasantry, and the
landed elite's preference of cultivated city life over rustic
life to the settlement pattern. In this respect, Mediterranean
life clearly deviates from Redfield's "universal pattern of
peasant attitudes and values," a fact that aroused much debate
18
among anthropologists.
Yet most anthropological writings on Mediterranean

9

communities seldom go beyond a mere description of settlement
19
patterns in a section on the setting of the community. " This
relative neglect of systematic study of space may be due to an
academic division of labor, in which patterns of settlement
traditionally belong to the field of geography. However, studies by geographers, though valuable in themselves, are often,
in turn, partial from the point of view of anthropologists. 20
For the latter a settlement is in the first place a living
community of interdependent human beings who share the same life
space, and consequently, also share problems involved in coresidence. These problems vary according to settlement form.
For instance, compact forms of settlement and housing require
considerable skill in self-control, since it is hard to avoid
one's enemies. In constrast, people living in highly dispersed
settlements have to solve problems of social isolation. Just
how forms of settlement are tied to social structure and mode
21
of life in the Mediterranean has only begun to be examined.
The predominant settlement pattern in the plains south of
Córdoba city--fairly representative for Andalusia as a whole-is the agro-town, ranging in population from 900 to over 22,000.
It is urban in size, density, administrative functions, and
occupational diversity. On the other hand, it is rural because
of its overwhelmingly agrarian population. The concept of agrotown perfectly expresses this double face. These rural towns
are surrounded by an almost empty countryside, here and there
dotted with cortijos and scattered cottages, which merely reinforce the impression of desertion. The physical structure of
the nucleated settlements, long unbroken rows of houses, paved
sidewalks that line the narrow streets, numerous architectural
details, well-kept flower beds, the absence of barns and
kitchen-gardens, all these features make even a village of 900
look like a town. Moreover, people living in these agro-towns
consider themselves as townspeople rather than country folk.
Unlike most other agro-towns, however, Santaella has long
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since ceased to be an island in an empty countryside. Apart from
the usual cortijos, small, permanent settlements of diverse
character have emerged along the periphery of its large territory. These settlements were mainly peopled by immigrants.
But, paradoxically, instead of bridging the gap between town
and country, the development of hamlets and villages seems to
have widened the cleavage. As elsewhere in the Mediterranean
area, daily life in the township of Santaella revolves around
the town-country opposition. This fundamental opposition is
particularly strong in an area where towns have for almost two
millenia dominated the countryside.
In this book I have tried to deal with the social forces
that have shaped and maintained this structural opposition between town and country. Before presenting a historical analysis of these forces, I will give a picture of the local arrangement and perception of space in the ethnographic present. In
the second part of this study I will systematically consider
through time a set of factors that are interrelated--the problem
of insecurity in the countryside, demography and the agrarian
2
regime--and their impact on settlement patterns and life styles.
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Notes to Chapter One
1.

Campiña conveys two meanings: plains as opposed to mountain; and land devoted to cereals. According to MartinezAlier's classification (1968: 14) the following townships
belong all or in part to the campiña: Guadalcazar, La
Carlota, Fuente Palmera, Almodovar del Rio, Posadas,
Cordoba, Bujalance, Cañete, Fernán-Núñez, Montemayor,
Santaelia, La Rambla, Montalbán, La Victoria, San Sebastián
de los Ballesteros, Baena, Castro del Río, Valenzuela, and
Espejo. Although there are other, slightly deviating classifications, in this study I follow Martinez-Alier.

2.

Cf. Edrisi (1866: 209).

3.

Braudel (1975: 83, 85).

4.

Loring Miro (1975: 370).

5.

Ibid. Part I: 179. Compared to many other Spanish provinces rainfall in the Cordobese campiña is considerable.
From 1930 to 1960 Valledolid, Zaragoza, Ciudad Real,
Vilencia and Almería, had an average rainfalll of 362, 341,
398, 419, and 230 mm. respectively (Carrion 1973: 251).
Hence the widespread opinion that scarcity of water causes
concentration of habitat in Córdoba is mistaken. The
annual average rainfall of the province is 500 mm.

6.

Cf. Martinez-Alier (1971: 25).

7.

Martinez-Alier (1968: 324).

8.

Cf. López-Ontiveros (1973: 33).

9.

This average includes only permanent inhabitants.

10.

Most data in this section are taken from the Padrón of 1975.

11.

Computed from demographic figures in the Censo Agrario de
Córdoba, 1972.

12.

To be sure many of these professions are only part-time.
So-called "multi-employment" is widespread.

13.

Several agricultural laborers, especially those living
in the country, own or rent mini-plots from which they
derive additional income. Unfortunately, exact data on
the total acreage of land hold by the rural proletariat
are not available.
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Wives and daughters of agricultural laborers take an
active part in seeking a living. However, they do not
hang around in the cafés, nor can they enlist in relief
projects. Ideally their place is at home.
In one of the first attempts to delimit an anthropology
of European cultures, the importance of studies on settlement patterns has been recognized by Arensberg (1963).
Pitkin (1963: 120). Also Sjoberg (1960: 113). Though
many towns are rural in their basis of subsistence, they
are urban in their orientation.
Ibid.

127.

Cf. Redfield (1971: 63-71; 73).
Exceptions are Foster (1960), Pitt-Rivers, Саго Baroja
(1963), Blok (1969), Davis (1969), Schneider (1972), and
the more recent monographs by Silverman (197S) and Tax
Freeman (1979) .
Whereas the tradition of the géographie humaine fruitfully combined geographical, ethnological and historical
perspectives, the so-called locational theory adopts a
fundamentally a-cultural and a-historical view of settlement. The fallacy of voluntarism looms large in locational
theory. Writes Chisholm, one of its representatives:
"the process of choosing a situation in which to establish
settlements or farmsteads" is an exercise in "least-cost
location analysis, or maximum profit location" (1962: 117).
Another spokesman of locational theory holds that "ultimately locational patterns can be traced to human decisions," though he recognizes that "there are many events that
can not be readily explained in an economical manner but
can be treated as random events." (Cox 1972: 374; his
emphasis). The scope of theory that treats cultural and
historical factors as "random events" is rather restricted.
See Silverman 1975 and Tax Freeman 1979.
Most anthropologists and geographers will agree that it is
fruitless to conceive of settlements and cultural codes
as the consequence of one or two causal factors (cf.
Demangeon 1947, Den Hollander 1947 and Blok 1969).
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CHAPTER TWO:

THE PUEBLO.

URBAN SPACE IN A RURAL TOWN

In Spain the municipio or municipality is the smallest
administrative unit and is often coterminous with the parish.
The concept of pueblo expresses: a) a rural town and b) a
community and parish of people with a proper administration
and jurisdiction. Tins conception of community, as primarily
based on locality, is widespread throughout the Mediterranean.
Each municipality is composed of an urban nucleus (casco
urbano) and a municipal territory (término municipal).
Administratively and economically these two components form an
organic whole, but physically, socially and culturally they
are clearly differentiated from each other. In this chapter
we will be concerned with the urban nucleus.
The town of Santaella is situated on a hilltop approximately m the center of its municipal territory. The hill is
made up of a higher and lower part, corresponding to two clearly
defined barrios. The older barrio, the ancient villa, is
dominated by the large parish church and has an oval shape.
Steep slopes separate it from the rest of town. The plaza
lies between the two barrios.
Architecturally the town demonstrates the urban aspirations of its past and present inhabitants. It has the compactness of an agro-town and dominates the surrounding countryside.
The plaza is the heart of public life. It is bordered by a
recently reconstructed town-hall, apartments of the municipal
secretary, the cas ino, and the telephone and telegraph office.
In front of these buildings is a square with a fountain and
flower beds, which serves as a social meeting place during
the evenings. Across from the town-hall is a group of two
and three-story buildings-- an inn, a café and a luxurious,
modernized house where one of the wealthiest local landowners
lives. On the side of the plaza with the two gateways to the
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ancient town lies an Arab tower, with a tiny shop and ice
cream stand clinging to it, and a row of old-fashioned somewhat neglected houses, one of them a tavern. Where the main
street, named after the founder of the Falange, but popularly
called by its age-old name Corredera, leads away from the
plaza, there is a ramshackle, centuries-old aristocratic
mansion, a newly-built bank with some apartments above it, and
a luxurious house with a modern bakery. About twenty-five
meters away from the plaza, a narrow steep street, inaccessible by car, branches off from the main street and leads up to
the barrio alto, the upper neighborhood where the local elite
live concentrated in predominantly two-story, modernized
houses. The Corredera street, which continues into the wider
Quiepo de Llana street, is the main traffic artery where the
greater part of local commerce and trade is located. It gives
access to a road around the upper town and some smaller, newer,
barrios. This circular road meets another road that goes out
to the Virgin's chapel and the cemetery, a kilometer and a
half out of town, (see map IV)
Local Patriotism
Local patriotism is a vitrually universal feature to
Spanish life. The people living in the urban area of Santaella
tend to consider the space where they live as the pueblo proper, to the exclusion of the settlements in the town's hinterland. The urban elite considers itself as the carrier of a
long urban tradition. For the urban population the pueblo is
Santaella and Santaella is the urban center of a rural territory.
Common residence is an important basis for a sense of
community. This is most strongly and dramatically expressed
in the relationships of the pueblo with the outer world, and
in the contacts between local people and outsiders (vecinos
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and forasteros). Outsiders or those born elsewhere are given
legal membership in the pueblo or vecindad (neighborship)
automatically after two years of continuous residence, and
they can request it after six months. Although they will
then be legal members of the pueblo with all rights and duties,
they (and even their children born in the pueblo) may still be
considered as outsiders. Usually such persons, in fact live
up to their label as outsiders by maintaining contacts with
family and friends in their pueblo of birth. With their loyalties and interests still partly outside the pueblo of residence, they often seek the company of other outsiders. They
betray their origin by a different accent or dialect and are
often nicknamed by their place of birth. So "El Soriano"
is a man born in Soria, "El Serreno" a man from the sierra,
"El Montalbefio", a man from Montalbán. Often these nicknames
arc transmitted from father to son.
Thus one of the first qualities that define a person is
his or her place of birth. When a forastero becomes too prominent in local affairs, he may easily come into overt conflict with "sons of the pueblo." This happened in the local
flamenco circle where some outsiders tried to gain control
over the committee. Since its foundation in 197.3, there has
existed an opposition between members who consider themselves
to be purists, who like to transform the club into a sort of
'flamenco university,1 and who complain about the lack of
feeling for the cultural values of flamenco in Santaella, and
those who have joined the circle for more prosaic pleasures
such as drinking, eating and sociability. The first happen
to be forasteros and the latter sons of the pueblo. The
secretary, a schoolteacher born in Santaella, reproached the
spokeman of the purists, a tailor born in Montalbán, with
the fact that he still "felt more Montalbeno then Santaellano
after so many years of residence here." This sense of local
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identity is also expressed in the football games between
Santaella, Montalban and La Rambla. Sometimes games end in
violence between opposing players and supporters.
Recent elections brought out the same interurban hostility
and conflict: during the election campaigns of May and the
beginning of June 1977, Communists from Montalban, who constituted the overwhelming majority in their pueblo and were
well organized, were very active in the propaganda struggle
in Santaella. Santaella's inhabitants were mainly Socialists,
weakly organized, who professed their creed mostly in silence.
The Montalbeños came to "instruct and confess their ignorant
neighbors" but their behavior provoked much tension and aversion among residents of all classes and creeds. There was a
similar reaction to rightists from La Rambla.
The images that neighboring pueblos hold of each other are
also instructive. In the eyes of Santaellanos, their neighbors
are arrogant, nosey and uncivilized. Montalbeños think their
neighbors haughty, doublefaced and stingy. Some positive
qualities are admitted--Montalbeños are considered more economically enterprising. There are also many local sayings and
rhymes that express antagonistic relations between neighboring
pueblos. In Montalban the following rhyme can be heard of
Santaella:
Santaella la bella,
monte sin leña,
rios sin pesca'o,
mujeres sin vergüenza,
niños mal educa'os

Beautiful Santaella,
woods without fire wood,
rivers without fish,
women without shame,
and children badly educated.

The following sayings are told in Santaella:
Santaella e'ta en un cerro,
La Rambla en un valle,
pobre Montalban no tiene
ma' que tre' calle'.

Santaella lies on a hill-top,
La Rambla in a valley,
poor Mantalbán doesn't have
more than three streets.

Es falso como un Rambleño.

He is false as a Rambleño.
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Λ campiña, capilla y campana.
nadie nos gana.

As to plains, chapel and
church bell nobody can beat as.

It is said that the old Santaella church bell was so big and
loud that it could be heard up to thirty kilometers from the
pueblo. It broke down years ago and was sold by the parish
priest, an outsider, without the knowledge and consent of his
parishioners. The sale was a scandal among inhabitants of all
classes and persuasions, and his obstinate action sealed his
fate in Santaella forever.
"Better not to meddle" in the pueblo's affairs was also
learned by a Dominican friar invited to preach during the Holy
Week. This man, who came from the north of Spain where relations between pueblo and church are different, was shocked by
the profanity of the Holy Week processions. During the processions much codfish and wine is consumed, so that the tossing movement of the men who carry the floats with the images
of the saints is transferred to the saints, who swing in rhythm
to the music. When the friar tried to intervene, he was
threatened with a knife by one of the drunken members of a
religious brotherhood and quickly departed.
This kind of tension between local people and outsiders
has nothing to do with folklore. Nor does opposition of natives
to interference in local affairs from outside imply backwardness, stubborness or timidity-- an opinion widespread among
provincial and national authorities. Montalbán, for instance,
with a municipal territory that is more than eight times
smaller than Santaella's, traditionally depends on landed
resources beyond its municipal bounds and has always coveted
the territory of its neighbor. Landowners from Montalbán
acquired plots in Santaella and bring gangs of casual laborers
from their own pueblo to work their land. When asked about
his prospects the mayor of Montalbán said:
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The land is fertile and it will be more so if it
is irrigated. The projpct nf Genil-Cabra will
water some 900 hectares in this territory, to
which one has to add those in Santaella which are
in the hands of Montalbenos.
Traditionally Montalbenos are formidable competitors in
sharecropping and highly specialized in the growing of melons
and garlic. Here economic interests of the two towns clash.
The attachment by birth to the pueblo is also mirrored in
the institution of the patron saint, the Virgin of the Valley,
a main focus of local loyalties. There are two religious
brotherhoods that focus on the cult of the patron saint. The
first existed at least as early as 1567.
It had its times of
prosperty and decline. In 1883 it was revived by some local
landowners and the parish priest. The committee of the brotherhood was and still is controlled by a few powerful families,
who provided the bulk of "brothers" until the Civil War.
After the War the brotherhood was revived by the victors, who
continued to control the conunittee. They tried to get the
entire pueblo to join the brotherhood by means of patronage,
charity and intimidation, seeking to make the Virgin the symbol of a (fictitious) moral unity. Although it is the only
association that can claim community-wide membership, it is
riven with class tensions and in fact does not act to integrate the town population. The second brotherhood devoted to
the patron saint is the "Brotherhood of the Absent Sons of
Santaella" founded in 1942 by three middle-class men, who were
among the first of the post-Civil War wave of emigrants. It
has mainly recruited middle-class members. In 1977 the chairman of this brotherhood, who owns a bakery in Cabra, voiced
the feeling of the members as follows:
We all live far away from Santaella. But our hearts
and thoughts are always in the pueblo. Every son of
Santaella carries his pueblo in his blood.
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A proof of the ties that bind emigrants to the pueblo of
birth is the return of hundreds of "lost sons and daughters"
to their natal town during the yearly festivals. Particularly
the annual fair--the festival of the Virgin of the Valley-and the Holy Week processions serve centripetal functions for
emigrants from all strata. The town is then crowded with
cars of emigrants. The license plates show they come mostly
from a few provinces: Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Castellón,
Málaga and Sevilla, provinces where industries and services
are concentrated. Even in the proletarian lower barrio of
the town one can see the latest models of prestigious cars
parked in the narrow, twisting streets in front of modest
day-laborer houses. Through the behavior of the emigrants one
becomes aware of the contrasts between the urban way of life
in agrarian settings and that in metropolitan areas of Spain.
These contrasts are evident in the pattern of spending in
the cafés, where the emigrants drink what to local standards
are expensive cuba-libres and cognac, eat all kinds of snacks
and hand out American tobacco. They seem to want to show
those they left behind that they did not leave in vain, that
their standard of living is definitely higher than that of
their friends and relatives in the pueblo.
Manolo has worked for more than two decades in the
Renault factories in Paris. In 1977 he came to
spend his holidays with his wife in their home pueblo
after a long absence. For days he was the center of
attention because Manolo, a simple factory worker,
arrived in a Mercedes Benz. The Santaellanos could
hardly believe their eyes, and children came to admire his car while the emigrant drove from bar to
bar throughout the day.
Local patriotism is intimately tied to ambiente or atmosphere, which derives from the assemblage of large numbers
of people marked by differences of sex, age and occupation.
Differences are necessary to fuel heated discussion and provoke
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curiosity. In turn ambiente is the main basis for claiming
urbanity. Townspeople, regardless of class or occupation,
think of their community as open, friendly, and with a distinctive character. If there is one feature of community life
that is permitted no criticism from outsiders, it is precisely
4
the pueblo's ambiente.
Local patriotism has to be viewed
also in relation to a near absence of wider frameworks within
which relations between neighboring pueblos can be organized,
frameworks of common interests and joint action. The administrative, ecclesiastical and military districts do not facilitate community-wide inter-town cooperation. The nucleated
Andalusian pueblos are fairly self-contained and to a high
degree are replicas of each other.
Locality, then, serves as an integrating principle. The
classes in the local community are dependent on one another in
several ways. The economic interests that tie inhabitants to
their place of birth are also the basis for their interdependence. Santaellanos share the same compact life space, in
which members of conflicting parties live in each other's
proximity and everyone has to use the same streets and facilities. They also share many values about the good town life as
opposed to life in large cities. Moreover, Andalusians hate
to leave their pueblo of birth, they despise a migratory way
of life, and hold itineracy in low esteem.
On the other hand, we have to be careful employing the
term 'community,1 for this concept carries the meaning of communal sense, esprit de corps and unified activities which
easily divert our attention from Santaella's built-in tensions
and class conflicts. Many forces divide the pueblo.
Family, Neighborhood and Class
In a town of limited size where houses are huddled together
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on narrow streets and the climate invites the people into the
open air, it is very difficult to maintain privacy. One's
direct neighbors can often be heard and seen. Almost all public places in town are exposed to constant scrutiny. Sociability, spontaneity and conviviality are qualities that are
highly praised. People who withdraw too much from public life
cannot be controlled and are severely criticised.
This happened to a family from Estepa, a nearby town
in the province of Sevilla. The man came to work as
the foreman of a textile workshop in Santaella and
rented a house in a new barrio at the periphery of the
pueblo. The family avoided any contact with its neighbors in the street, who felt very uncomfortable with the
forasteros. They spent all of their leisure time in
Estepa. The man covered the distance from his home to
the workshop, about 300 meters, by car, which created
even more distance from his neighbors. His wife never
greeted her neighbors and their two children played
alone. This was vehemently criticised and comdemned
as "uncivilized" and "ugly" behavior. The family in
question was said to behave like nuclear families in
cities of Spain "where one even does not know one's close
neighbors," a phenomenon considered by rural townsmen
as the height of alienation.
At the same time there is a high value put on the privacy
of the family. The casa (house or home) is the focus of
strongest loyalties. It is a locally-used term that refers to
a kinship group that shares a common living space. Ideally
the casa is coterminous with the nuclear family. It is also
the operative economic unit par excellence. Individuals can
retreat to the casa from the exigencies of public life, but,
as we have seen in the above example, only within narrowlydefined limits. The sharp boundaries between public and private space coincide to a high degree with male and female space.
In an Andalusian town "a home is a castle", in a certain sense
literally, because houses are traditionally characterized by
heavy wooden doors, windows protected by iron bars and blinds,
and walled-in patios. There does not exist a tradition of
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reciprocal visits among adult male friends and neighbors.
Only close relatives are allowed to intrude into the private
space of the family. Friendship and neighborliness are
acted out on the public space of the street, plaza, cafés and
shops. Women visit each other more freely, but always for a
few minutes only, to admire a fine plant in the patio or a
newly bought piece of furniture, and then they usually bring
along their small children. They nevertheless have time to
see whether the house of the neighbor is clean and well-kept.
These short visits only take place during the day when their
husbands are not at home. Other exceptions are the adolescents of the well-to-do families and students, who visit each
other more frequently.
The majority of men hold that women belong at home with
the children. However there are increasingly acceptable
places outside the home that are defined as female: the street
in front of the house (i.e., the neighborhood in the strict
sense), shops and the market place. The ambulent traders who
visit the streets capitalize on this. They park their cars in
the center of a street, and housewives leave their houses and
gather around the car. Often the women come only to exchange
and hear the latest news and remain talking after the trader
has left. The frequent sweeping of the sidewalk and street
in front of the house may easily be mistaken for a neurosis
by a foreign visitor. Cleanliness is indeed valued highly,
but the sweeping above all is a way for women to meet and
talk.
During the day men are seldom at home. They consider their
homes as eating, sleeping and mating places. The cafés,
plazas, streetcorners and barber's shop are the male encounter
spots. Here the intense urban and public life is enacted
over a glass of wine. The pattern of settlement thus poses
the problem of how to maintain privacy. There are several
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paths frequently used by people who want to hide their movements from public control. Farmers, for example, do not like
to be seen in soiled working clothes and thus take routes to
their houses where the risk of meeting somebody is minimal.
Every person's ideal is to guard the independence of his
family, an ideal closely connected with economic conditions
in the pueblo. The fragmentation, dispersal and instability
of the means of subsistence, age-old wage-labor in combination
with ownnership of a small piece of land, tenancy and sharecropping, a trade and peddling, have favored the formation of
small nuclear-family households among the poor. The practice
of partible inheritance is an aggravating factor. By contrast,
the medium and big landholders have pursued extension of kinship as a basis for economic cooperation beyond the nuclear
family, though this objective does not always result in the
formation of co-residential extended families. People of
means, however, could afford maintenance of extended households.
Yet in Santaella economic conditions had not produced the
"amoral familism" that Banfield describes in Southern Italian
rural society. People recognize the importance of groups beyond the family and the existence of common interests, not only
spiritual, like ambiente, but also material. Where means of
subsistence are highly fragmented, close communal living has
the function of quick flow of information about job opportunities. Nuclear families are not isolated units that reject
cooperation and association.
One higher level of integration is the neighborhood
(barrio). A neighborhood in the broad sense is a spatial configuration of houses, more or less demarcated physically,
socially and culturally. It has a name and the people who
live there are associated witli its name. Like in many
Andalusian towns, in Santaella there are two main neighborhoods:
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the barrio bajo and barrio alto, the lower and upper barrio.
The former corresponds with the ancient town and the latter
extends from the main plaza upwards and comprises the rest of
the town settlement. The upper barrio is physically and
socially less discrete, more amorphous and diffuse than the
lower one. Several sub-sections are distinguished in the
upper barrio. The older upper quarter coincides with the
social center of the town. Included are: the plaza of General
Franco, the streets of José Antonio Primo de Rivera, Antonio
Palma Luque, Rafael Mateos, E. Cantillo and Amaya Castellano
(see map). These official street names perfectly fit the
national and local political loyalties of most of the people
living in this section during the Franco era. The originally
neutral, physical denominations "low" and "high" have acquired
in the course of time sociocultural connotations in the sense
of "the barrio of low quality people or plebs" and "the barrio
of upper class or civilized people." Although the ancient name
of "barrio de la villa" still exists for lower barrio, this
name is never used in daily parlance. Some people use the
name "old barrio" motivated by a feeling of solidarity. On
the other hand, members of the local elite sometimes use
scornful descriptions like "the barrio of little shame." The
physical lay-out of Santaella reflects a social organization
that is structured along class lines. The social segregation
between upper-- landed-- and lower-- landless-- class tends to
coincide with a spatial segregation of classes in neighborhoods. A detailed analysis of the distribution of class and
occupation by street and neighborhood will be presented in
the second part of this study.
One sub-division of the upper barrio is called barrio isla
or island barrio. It is predominantly inhabited by workingclass families. The barrio nuevo or new barrio is also called
barrio de la cooperativa or barrio de Mochuelo (barrio of the
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barn owl; Mochuelo is the name of an estate that borders on
this neighborhood). It is mainly lower middle-class.
Most of the families living in a barrio share an identity,
based upon class, occupation, and life style. The place where
a person lives is part of his or her social definition and reputation. Ideally close relatives, in particular mothers
and daughters, like to live near each other. Class endogamy
is strong, enhancing the possibility that people choose partners who live in the same neighborhood. Moreover, marriage
between relatives is not rare, particularly in the upper
barrio where the landed elite lives. There is widespread
agreement that couples should have their own house, increasingly
feasible as a result of rising standards of living. If there
is no house available, they may take up their residence at the
home of the bride's parents. Nor is it unusual when an outsider marries a local girl for him to move to Santaell.i if
he is able to find work there.
So there is a tendency toward matrilocality, which can be
explained by taking into consideration that the mother-daughter
tie is very strong and that daughters take care of their aged
parents. It is the daughter who inherits her parents' house.
It is common knowledge in the pueblo that when mothers go to
live with their married sons or vice-versa, they will quarrel
almost inevitably with daughters-in-law. Men call their
mothers-in-law tormenta when talking among friends. It is
argued that a daughter will tend her parents with more love
and dedication than a daughter-in-law who hardly knows her
husband's parents. Traditionally, the long period of courtship took place at the girl's home, so her future husband knew
her parents better than she would know his. The relationship
between mother- and daughter-in-law is one of respect, dis7
tance and avoidance.
Within the large barrios there are smaller, often overlapping
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femnle domains that cannot be defined sharply. They do not
have a name and they usually consist of a single street, or
part of a street. Daily face-to-face contact is most frequent
and social control is strong. They constitute the nodes of
information networks. Here is the main stage where family
reputations are assessed, attacked and defended. It is the
heart of the woman's world from which run strategic paths,
clearly patterned. Lines of communication between different
barrios are mainly managed by women and usually maintained
through kinship. Exchange of mutual aid and favors takes place
among the members of these small neighborhoods.
These neighbor groups enjoy a ceremonial life. They cooperate to decorate their street for the processions of the Holy
Week and Corpus Christi. For the Day of the Cross (May 3)
neighbors and their children make a cross on a small platform
adorned with flowers and leaves and the children carry it from
door to door in the wider barrio. There is at least one occasion on which a neighborhood meets as a whole--men, women, and
children. This is the day of Candlemas (February 2) when
neighbors make big piles of firewood, mainly recently-pruned
olive branches, which are burned in the evening while circles
of neighbors share food and drink and dance. In 1978 there
were three such ceremonies in the new barrio, but the participants told me they were pale reflections of what they used to
be.
There are also instances of joint actions of neighborhoods
and streets under the aegis of the municipality to decorate
streets, and also of joint action against the municipality's
projects. When the town started to plant fir trees and
eucalyptus on the eroding slopes of the lower barrio, people
living near these slopes opposed the project because they were
afraid that the trees would catch fire during summer and the
flames would spread to their houses. When the local authorities
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continued, groups of people started to pour chlorine and other
noxious substances on the young trees, although in the end the
trees survived.
A prominent characteristic of neighborhoods is their spirit.
One of the four streets in the new barrio, for instance,
is said to possess more spirit (ambiente). In this
street all but two of the houses are inhabited, whereas in the others many houses are vacant. It is one
of the two inner streets with houses on both sides; the
two outer streets face the country. It is the street
with the nicest gardens and the most geranium pots
hanging on the best whitewashed walls. Ultimately,
this is where most social traffic between neighbors
takes place. People clearly prefer the close presence
of neighbors. No member of the housing cooperative
that built this barrio wanted a house in the street
that faced the empty plains, so people had to draw
lots. One man who drew a lot in the less preferable
street immediately sold it. When we came to live in
this barrio, only two of the ten houses on this street
were inhabited and when we left a year later three
houses were still vacant. Cosmopolitans would have
fought for the houses in the last street because of
the view. Not so Santaellanos who said: "We see
enough of the country. When at home, we want to see
neighbors."
In general, proximity to the social center determines the
desirability of houses and the ambiente of streets. This
kind of distance is obviously cultural and has little to do
with geography. The people who are living in the new barrio
complain of "the great distance to the pueblo" although it
is only a five to ten minutes walk. Another factor seen as
detracting from the ambiente of the new quarter is the absence of shops and cafés, although it is visited daily by
the fishmonger, baker, ambulant traders and the garbageman.
Santaellanos living in or near the center consider the barrio
marginal. None of the customary strolling and procession
routes come through it. Most townspeople living in other
barrios of the town have in fact never been there because "it
is too far away." All seven cafés are situated on the plaza
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and main street.
barrio.

Men usually go to the café nearest to their

Formal Associations
Besides the family and barrio there are corporate groups
of diverse character and composition based in the local urban
community. They are valued in part because they contribute
toa town's ambiente and its urban ethos. Almost all families
in Santaella have wider loyalties and interests because of
membership in at least one and often more of the twenty-two
formal associations. With few exceptions, these associations
recruit their members in the town. This underlines the distinction between town and country, for town dwellers consider
the presence of a broad range of associations as an important
indication of urbanity.
Only one of the associations can claim community-wide membership. It is the brotherhood of the patron saint, the
Virgin of the Valley, which includes about 600 out of the 640
heads of family in Santaella-pueblo. Many associations are
recreational and cultural: the municipal band of stringed
instruments for boys and girls, the flamenco-club, the football-club and the sportsclub. All were founded or reestablished in the 1960's and early 1970's ; the first two are
largely middle class, the latter include all classes and
occupations. The sportsclub, however, is split into two
class-based factions known as "the band of the neckties" and
"the band whose boots are caked with clay" or "breadhunters".
Religious brotherhoods are active in Holy Week. There are
seven of them and they are mainly organized along class lines,
and most have been founded or reestablished since the Civil
War.
Still other organizations foster economic and political
cooperation. Most of these have been founded since Franco's
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death. With the exception of the two housing cooperatives,
all of these associations are based on class interests. They
include agricultural and industrial cooperatives, workers'
and employers' unions and associations and three local branches
of national political parties.
I have treated two basic aspects of social organization in
an Andalusian town. First, locality, attachment to the place
of birth, and territoriality provide a major frame of reference and identification. Second, class and occupation tend
to divide the local community into socially conflicting and
spatially segregated neighborhoods and associations. The concept of community has to be handled with caution. It does not
a priori imply moral unity and concerted communal action.
Santaella is thus unlike the corporate communities which have
been described in the monographs of Pitt-Rivers (1971), Kenny
(1966), Freeman (1970), Brandes (1975) and Aceves (1971) to
mention only some, and which have been criticized by MartinezAlier (1971) and Gilmore (1980), who worked in the large agrotowns of the Andalusian campiña. But it is also unlike Gilmore's Fuenmayor, an agro-town which is said to be prevented
from "flying apart" by the action of external forces (1980:
218). In Santaella there are spheres of overlapping interests
and shared values which act to keep the local society together in spite of class conflict.
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Notes to Chapter Two
1.

Galicia in the north-west of Spain is a notable exception.
Here widely scattered farms and hamlets often constitute
a municipality with more than one parish. In Andalusia,
the seat of the municipality is often the only settlement,
nucleated pueblo and municipio being coterminous.

2.

Cf. Pitt-Rivers (1971: 7, 30).

3.

Cuentas de Fábrica, I, A.P.S.

4.

Gilmore (1980: 203) also found this to be true in an agrotown of 8,000 on the plain of Sevilla.

5.

For an excellent discussion of different forms of friendship in an Andalusian agro-town see Gilmore (1980: pp. 187213) .

6.

See the vignette presented in Bailey (1971: 1,2); housewives in a village of the French Alps follow pathways around
the backs of gardens and houses in order to lessen the risk
of meeting other people and thus avoid charges of gossip.

7.

These points are treated at length in Gilmore (1980:
Chapter Seven). On courtship see Price ξ Price (1966).
Boissevain (1969: 23-25) also points to this matrilateral
bias which derives from the importance of the mother-daughter
bond.
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CHAPTER THREE: EL CAMPO. RURAL SETTLEMENTS AND COUNTRY PEOPLE
In Santaella ejl campo designates the rural land of the
municipality and the people who live there. Santaella's territory of 27,000 hectares is one of the largest in the campiña
of Cordoba. But municipal boundaries are often arbitrary.
Estates on the edge of Santaella township are closer to towns
like Montalbán, La Rambla, Puente Genii and La Carlota than to
Santaella, and almost half of Santaella's land is owned or
rented by people who live in adjacent towns.
The Ruedo
Between town and country there is an intermediary space of
intensive cultivation called ruedo, usually a rough circle with
a radius of one to two kilometers from the edge of the builtup area.
Compared to Santaella's large territory, its ruedo
is quite small. Starting a few hundred meters from town the
ruedo is broken by large and medium size holdings. Beyond,
the campiña of big estate lands unfold, hardly interrupted by
small and medium size plots (hazas sueltas). Some cortijos
and hamlets, however, have their own ruedo-like belt of land.
The ruedo is clearly different from the campiña in four
important respects: small and medium size plots as opposed to
fairly homogeneous latifundia; intensive as opposed to extensive cultivation; polyculture as opposed to monoculture, and
resident as opposed to absentee ownership. The ruedo is transitional space. On the one hand, it is an extension of the
urban zone mostly owned and worked by townsmen. On the other
hand, it is countryside.
Two locations in the ruedo are considered more urban than
the rest. The first is the Chapel of Our Lady of the Valley
with the municipal cemetery. Although situated one kilometer
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out of town in a rural landscape, it is nevertheless considered
urban space. On most days there is a continuous movement of
people visiting the shrine of the patron saint and the community of the decesased. It is also a place where engaged couples
can go without being chaperoned. The road leading to the
chapel was paved long before most streets in town. Before the
disentailment of church and common lands, many inhabitants
depended on the ruedo for survival and the patron saint's home
was built there to watch over the crops. The Virgin is the
symbol of the pueblo; her chapel and cult are one of the expressions of the pueblo's civilization. Tor this reason too
the site where she dwells is considered a civilized and urban
area. As if to emphasize this, the chapel has been built in
sight of town.
Another extension of Santaella town is a group of rural
houses, called Las Huertas, located at the base of Santaella's
old barrio. Though extramuros ("outside the walls"), this
area is also considered part of the town, and inhabitants customarily stroll out there in late afternoon. The gardens of
Las Huertas supply Santaella with vegetables and fruit. Las
Huertas too was a cult place, the site of a chapel to Saint
Sebastian.
Beyond the ruedo extends the campiña. Eight of the twelve
rural settlements are located along the perimeter of the municipal territory (see map and table 3). Cabeza del Obispo,
Las Pedernías, La Montiela, Huertas Bocas del Salado, Huertas
del Sol, lie along the southwestern border on the Genii River,
ten to fifteen kilometers from Santaella town. Las Casillas
is at the eastern edge of the territory on the border with
Montalbán, ten kilometers from the town. La Guijarrosa lies
nine kilometers to the north of Santaella and borders the
territories of La Carlota, La Victoria, and San Sebastián. The
four remaining hamlets of El Toril, Siete Torres, El Porretal,
and El Fontanar are three to six kilometers from the center.
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Most of these hamlet-like settlements consist of modest rural
dwellings, scattered around the buildings of what once was or
still is a latifundium. Only La Guijarrosa, El Fontanar,
La Montiela, and Huertas del Ingeniero have a clear-cut nucleus
where the houses are close together.
Cottages among Olive Groves
La Guijarrosa is the largest, oldest and most important of
the satellite settlements. The official nomenclature classifies this village as a pago, a rural district of estates. Its
inhabitants claim it is a town, and the close-knit social unity
of La Guijarrosa sets it apart from Santaella. Its name refers
to its gravel-like soil, which is good for growing olives,
hence the settlement's other, popular, name, Los Olivares.
La Guijarrosa is on the road from Santaella to the National
Highway IV. Among the olive trees there are small wheat, sunflower, and beet fields. Cows and goats graze in front of
small farms. This rural district, distinctive in its dispersed
settlement pattern, is inhabited by about 950 people, one third
of whom live in a village center. Closer to this center, the
rural houses grow more dense, more modern and show more variety. The settlement includes a small church built in the early
1950's, a cemetery, a school, some new workshops and stores,
five taverns and a few two-story houses. In contrast to the
dominant settlement pattern of Andalusia, there is no sharp
distinction between this centrally built-up area and the surrounding countryside. From La Guijarrosa the road leads to
the town of La Victoria and from there to Aldea Quintana
where it runs into Highway IV.
La Guijarrosa is connected to San Sebastián and La Carlota
by a dirt road, which intersects with the road to Santaella.
At the intersection is a complex of farm buildings called
Molino Blanco, one of the estates around which La Guijarrosa
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originally formed. The present inhabitants of this village
are descendents of farm workers from the neighboring pueblos.
Largely because of immigration from these towns, the population of La Guijarrosa more than doubled from 1900 till 1950,
a rate of growth twice that of Santaella town in the same
period.
Starting in the late fifties, many of the country
people emigrated to industrial cities. By 1965 La Guijarrosa's
population had fallen back to the 1900 level.
Modernization began to affect rural Andalusia in the 1960's
and it also reached major rural settlements like La Guijarrosa,
although somewhat later and in a more attenuated form than in
Santaella town. In the early 1970's state funds have been
used in the nucleus of La Guijarrosa to build new houses, pave
the main street, bring piped water, electricity, lay a sidewalk and construct a new school. There is more commerce in
the form of shops and traveling merchants. Tractors, trucks,
motor-bikes, telephone, radio and television have arrived, and
with them more communication with the world outside. Access
to these resources has begun to change the balance of power
between center and satellite.
The nucleus of La Guijarrosa has expanded and begun to
function as a service center for the isolated farms in its
hinterland, partly as a result of government modernization
policy that favors the larger, more concentrated settlements
at the expense of the smaller, more dispersed ones. La
Guijarrosa has long served as the center for Siete Torres and
El Toril. These tiny hamlets are located on olive and grain
estates, for which in the past they served as permanent labor
reserve. Unlike the nucleus of La Guijarrosa and like its dispersed cottages, they have none of the modern municipal facilities, and they are gradually ceasing to be permanent settlements. Their decline followed the mechanization of agriculture
and transport, the disappearance of draft and pack animals, and
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the decline of animal husbandry in general.
In 1970 Siete Torres consisted of 56 loosely grouped
modest dwellings, with a population of 251 persons. El Toril
consists of thirteen houses, occupied by 49 people. Five
years later the population of Siete Torres has dropped to 155
and El Toril to 16; but at the same time the population of
La Guijarrosa increased by 1/6, compensating for the decline
of the hamlets. The male heads of household who continue to
live in these settlements work as permanent field hands on the
large estates. Other family members serve as day-laborers.
Most people of La Guijarrosa derive their main income from
day farm labor. In 1975 there were 327 of them, male and female. Another thirty-nine were permanent farm laborers, some
of them working on their own account as tractor drivers. These
two groups amount to ninety-four percent of the active population. The remaining six percent include a few shopkeepers,
café owners, skilled workers, civil servants and truck drivers,
4
all living in the village center.
In spite of its overwhelming proportion of rural proletariat, La Guijarrosa has the
most differentiated set of occupations of all Santaella's rural
satellites.
This embryonic set of town-type inhabitants reinforces La
Guijarrosa's growing sense of self-consciousness. Public funds
are accessible through the official bodies in town like the
municipality, church. Camber of Agriculture, and Agricultural
Extension Service. The cohesion and articulation of the village as a community is a help in obtaining access to these
resources. La Guijarrosa is fairly self-contained; it has its
own patron saint, basic commercial services, Holy Week celebrations, religious brotherhoods, and youth-club. A small market
in the settlement is visited by ambulant merchants. Villagers
rarely participate in the social and cultural activities of
Santaella.

Table 3 Settlements

ui the Township of Santaella: 1970. Source: Noinenclätor de Córdoba and Padrón de

Santaella, 1975
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Several factors account for the solidarity of the inhabitants of La Guijarrosa. First, they came from a small number
of nearby pueblos. Second, immigrants chose their spouses
from their pueblos of birth. Third, the rate of marriages
among affinal and consanguinai relatives has been relatively
high in La Guijarrosa, compared with those in Santaella.
And finally, community solidarity is far less threatened by
class divisions than in the town.
Before mechanization of agriculture became widespread, the
La Guijarrosa cattle fair at the beginning of October was known
throughout the province. La Guijarrosa was the center in the
township for the breeding and keeping of farm animals, and the
cattle market was the main occasion Santaellanos and people
from other towns deigned to visit it. It still has some specialities that draw Santaellanos with automobiles: it supplies
the first early olives (verdeo) of the season, excellent goat
cheese, and the only fresh bread on Sundays. But most urbanités do not have any contact at all with country dwellers,
and the latter know only a selected number of Santaellanos,
like the doctor, teachers and civil servants. These relationships are vertical and single-stranded. Lack of contact reinforces the stereotypes both communities hold about each other.
How La Guijarrosa came into being and developed will be the
subject of the Chapters Six and Seven.
A Modern Settlement of Small Farmers
La Montiela is a new and modern settlement, a creation of
the agrarian reform policy of the Franco era and one of the
thirteen planned villages established in the province of Cordoba
7
by the Institute of Colonization.
With 705 inhabitants, thirteen percent of the total municipal population, this settlement
ranks third in size after the town center and La Guijarrosa.
It is the most prosperous of all rural settlements. The name
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is derived from a big estate, part of which was expropriated,
put to irrigation and redistributed among landless peasants.
Its popular name in town is the "New Pueblo" or "Pueblo of
Irrigation". From Santaella two roads, both in bad condition,
lead the ten kilometers to La Montiela, a neat assemblage
of whitewashed houses and red tiled roofs on a gentle slope,
dominated by a slender church tower. One glance is enough to
know that La Montiela is planned. The orderliness of its geo
metric design and the uniformity of its houses and streets are
telltale signs. In the plaza there is a modern church, schoolhouse, and houses for schoolteachers. An open-air cinema lies
unused. The starkly functional buildings resemble shoe-boxes.
The layout of La Montiela is almost identical to settlements
designed for Charles II two hundred years before. A sign at
the entrance of the village says that there are 118 houses.
The village is a few hundred meters from the road from Ecija
to Puente Genii. Next to the road is the Genii River; its
waters irrigate the settler's plots. The village is more spread
out than Santaella. Most houses are two-storied and have large
yards with annexes, one serving as a dormitory for day-laborers
during the cotton harvest. A row of one-story dwellings at
the outskirts of the village is for the married sons of the
colonists who continue to work the plots of their fathers. La
Montiela has ten wide streets. The layout clearly expresses
the ideology of rationality, efficiency, and order of the
state planners. For them the basic unit is the independent
rural family guided to economic success by the State.
The settlement and its irrigation canals was the state's
response to the chronic unemployment of day-laborers in
Santaella. From 1950 onwards local authorities petitioned the
Ministry of Agriculture several times to expropriate several
о

badly-managed estates "in the social interest of the Nation."
Only in the I9601s did the State respond to a small part of
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these demands. In 1963 the I.N.С expropriated fourteen par
cels totalling 645 hectares. Eighty-one colonists were
selected, and each received a plot of six to seven hectares.
All houses were equipped with electricity, running water and
sewers. All streets of the village and the road to Santaella
were paved. Five houses were allocated to workers, two to
craftsmen and nine to civil servants. The primary school cong
sists of the first four grades.
At present the school and the apartments for schoolteachers
are not being used, for a new consolidated school was opened
in town in 1976 to which the colony's children commute by bus.
The church of La Montiela is maintained by IRYDA, and on
Saturdays a mass is said by the parish priest of Santaella.
At the time of their selection all colonists were living in the
municipal territory of Santaella, most of them in the country
side. Seventy percent were born in the township, ten percent
in other Cordobese pueblos, fifteen percent in the remaining
Andalusian provinces and the remaining few outside the region.
There were three applications for each opening, an indication
of the magnitude of the land problem. The colonists were
selected by a board of representatives from all local official
institutions. Loyalty to the Franco regime and family size
were the main criteria of selection. With an average of 5.8
persons, family size in La Montiela is the highest of all set
tlements in the township.
After Santaella, La Montiela is the settlement with the
highest degree of agglomeration. Ninety percent of its inha
bitants live in the village. The rest live dispersed on four
nearby estates where they work. The colonists' parcels are a
short distance from the village. The advantages of living in
a nucleated settlement are obvious. It makes the supply of
modern municipal facilities less expensive and facilitates
cooperation among the farmers. People dislike the isolation
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of the countryside and prefer to live in clustered settlements. We have here a central value of Andalusian society.
I was introduced to La Montiela by Alfonso (25),
son of one of the colonists. He had recently
married a girl from town, where they had taken
up residence. Alfonso has two younger brothers
and sisters, who all live from the father's plot.
His father worked as a seasonal migrant in the
sugar beet harvests of Northern France before being
selected for the colonization project. The father
is happy with his present condition because, as he
said: "Nobody orders me around here, we work hard and
are living well." According to him, more of these
projects would put an end to seasonal employment
and increase the standard of living in Santaella.
Alfonso's father has a house equipped with modern
amenities including a refrigerator, television,
stereo and car. He likes the ambience and the
tranquility of the village. The problems, however,
come when the children marry and will have children.
Although the parcel may provide them with some
additional income, sooner or later they have to
look for alternative employment. Alfonso had to
take up where his father left off--doing agricultural
daylabor and unskilled construction work. Since he
married, he works on his father's land only when
needed during the cotton harvest. Alfonso is fully
integrated in the town life and has become a member
of the Veronica brotherhood.
The colonists I talked to in La Montiela all said they live
much better than before and, except for one, they all said they
had no reason to complain. All agreed that the spirit is good
and that there is a climate of cooperation (unión).
Juan is a timid, thin, wornout man whose face bears
the marks of humiliation. For more than ten of his
forty-eight years he worked as an unskilled laborer
in France, Germany and Switzerland. He has six
children. According to him, a family of six children can hardly make a living with a five hectare
plot. On the other hand he admits that life as a
colonist is more чесиге than that of an agricultural
laborer. The emblem on his cigarette lighter shows
he is a member of the Communist Party.
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The younger generation complains that there are no opportunities for entertainment in La Montiela. Those with motor bikes
go to the larger towns in the vicinity or to the recently
opened discotheque in Santaella town.
In many aspects La Montiela is quite unlike the other rural
settlements. The inhabitants, for instance, maintain close
contacts with Santaella. Many inhabitants are members of one
or more town-based organizations--more than seventy percent of
the families are member of the Brotherhood of Our Lady of the
Valley. As one of them suggested, many joined this brotherhood
because membership improved their chances of getting the certificate of good moral character that was a prerequisite of selection. Various villagers are also members of other religious
brotherhoods, the local branches of the Communist and Socialist Parties, the football and hunting club, and the agroindustrial cooperative, Green-White. In fact, no other rural
settlement has more intense contact with the town than La
Montiela, where kinship and marriage relationships are ties
between village and town. Other ties are economic. La
Montiela's relative prosperity makes it an important market
for the traders and merchants of Santaella. Once a week the
tailor of Santaella drives to La Montiela, where he has many
clients. One of the two bakers in Santaella supplies the entire village with bread. Agents from large companies who live
in Santaella act as middlemen between the farmers and the enterprises they represent. Many female laborers of Santaella
work in the cotton fields of the village.
Individual inhabitants of La Montiela are sometimes the
subject of town gossip, while country people from other settlements only figure as a collectivity in the gossip circuit,
an indication of the multiple contacts between La Montiela and
Santaella.
In May La Montiela celebrates its festival. One of the
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days coincides with the feast of Isidore the Farm-Servant,
celebrated in Santaella with procession, an open air mass, and
a picnic in the small pine wood along the river Cabra near
La Montiela. After the picnic many of the Santaellanos with
cars go on to the La Montiela festival. They comment that
this festival is the only time that the village displays some
ambiente. They assume that for the rest of the year the village is sad because of its small size.
Many townspeople express jealousy at the relative prosperity of La Montiela's onetime poor and landless field hands.
The Santaellanos have rather exaggerated ideas on the matter-"everybody in the New Pueblo has a car and a color television."
Such a remark is often followed by the opinoin that "those
from La Montiela put on airs and are snobbish." Townspeople
also maliciously accuse colonists of abusing unemployment
benefits and illegally subletting their plots. This attitude
is due in part to the fact that many laborers from the town
have to work in La Montiela for their former equals, and it
persists despite the fact that the colonists continue to consider themselves part of the proletariat, and usually work
alongside the laborers they employ. The way in which land reform has affected La Montiela will be discussed later.
A Onetime Cortijo Turned into Hamlet
Five kilometers out of Santaella to the east lies El
Fontanar. Its 250 inhabitants constitute about five percent
of the total population in the township. El Fontanar is the
third largest rural settlement. Situated on an elevation in
the vast plain, once the site of a cortijo of the same name,
El Fontanar is a small, tidy, cluster of typical white Andalusian houses. It is commonly referred to as an aidea or hamlet.
The road that leds to this hamlet is paved as soon as it
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reaches t h e first h o u s e s .

Most houses are grouped around a

square. In 1970 the center of this settlement consisted of
forty-three dwellings inhabited by thirty-eight families, and
in the environs were thirty-one dispersed farms inhabited by
thirty-four families. Ninety-five residents were day-laborers,
some of whom held a small parcel of land and thirteen others
were permanent laborers. Like the other rural settlements,
El Fontanar has been losing inhabitants--about a third over the
last thirty-five years.
Like La Guijarrosa, El Fontanar is a tight-knit community.
All families are members of the only brotherhood, which is
dedicated to the patron saint of the hamlet. The brotherhood's
president is a small farmer, who acts as the informal community leader and mediates between the inhabitants and the Santaella
authorities.
For more than forty years before the first free
local elections in April 1979, El Fontanar had not been directly represented in the municipal council. Yet by united, concerted action the Fontanarenos have achieved much for their
community. Between 1972 and 1974 the streets of the nucleus
were paved, sewers installed, and drinking water piped to the
houses. The costs were shared among the township, the Agricultural Extension Service and the inhabitants of El Fontanar.
On the eighth and ninth of May, the Fontanarenos celebrate the
feast of their patron saint--0ur Lady of the Forsaken (Nuestra
Señora de los Desamparados). They begin with a mass in the
small school building that now serves as a community center.
This is the only occasion that the parish priest, the mayor,
and the commander of the Civil Guard visit the hamlet. Neighbors and their guests gather, chatting and drinking, in the
main street. The two cafés-stores are overcrowded. Most
guests are emigrants who have returned to pass a short holiday
with their relatives and friends. During the day there are
sporting competitions, and at midday a banquet is given for the
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official guests from Santaella by the members of the religious brotherhood. The climax of the fiesta is the procession
of the patron saint's image, a small statue on a platform.
It ends with a public auction of presents given to the saint,
the proceeds going to the brotherhood. After more drinks the
Santaellanos return to their town, where they discuss the dullness of the El Fontanar fiesta ("What else can you expect from
hicks"). Apart from the official guests, few Santaellanos
attend the fiesta. In fact, most of the townspeople have
never visited the hamlet, and for them its inhabitants are
strangers.
Garden Settlements
On the municipal territory's southwestern border between
the Genii River and the road from Ecija to Puente Genii are
three small rural settlements called Las Huertas (The Irrigated
Gardens). Huertas Bocas del Salado, del Sol (or Fuente de los
Santos) and del Ingeniero lie eleven to fifteen kilometers
from the urban center. They consist of small, dispersed onestory dwellings on mini-plots of irrigated land. Only Huertas
del Ingeniero includes a tiny center of fifteen houses. In
each of the three Huertas there are about twenty-five houses
inhabited throughout the year. Three hundred fifty persons,
comprising about seven percent of the township's population,
live hard-working and simple lives in these relatively isolated
neighborhoods.
The people of the Huertas stick together, mostly marrying
among themselves and with people from similar places on the
other side of the river in the territory of Ecija. Apart from
visits to school, religious, and administrative matters, relations between these country dwellers and townspeople are practically non-existent. The Agrarian Extension Service, for
instance, maintains intensive contacts with farmers from
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La Guijarrosa and La Montiela, but has no relations with those
of the Huertas. F O T leisure, shopping and to obtain casual
labor, they go to the bigger towns of Puente Genii and Ecija.
The Huertas were originally settled by families from these
towns, and from Casariche in the province of Sevilla, Montalbán,
La Carlota and some towns in the province of Granada. Most of
them own or rent a small plot of irrigated land to complement
*
their income from wage labor on nearby estates.
Traditionally the inhabitants of the Huertas were called
hortelanos, growers of fruit and vegetables largely for local
consumption. In the last twenty years traditional huerta hoefarming has been almost completely abandoned, due to the competition of large-scale artificial irrigation, and the lack of
cheap, modern means of commercialization. Inexpensive canned
fruit and vegetables from other regions have become widely
available. Fruit and vegetables have been almost entirely replaced by cotton and sugar beets since the hortelanos began to
use the marketing facilities of La Montiela.
Families from the Huertas who moved to town can be
counted on the fingers of one hand. One of them is
the Reina Carmona family. Francisco, the head of

Other immigrants settled permanently on the estates. But these
estates have been gradually abandoned as permanent settlements
during the last fifteen years. Rapid mechanization of agriculture has rendered resident fieldhands superfluous, and cars have
facilitated movement between work and residence. In 1970 two
families from Fernán Núñez, one from Montalbán, two from La
Carlota and two from La Rambla still lived on the estate of Las
Perdernias. This amounted to thirty-five residents, seven working permanently and nine as casual workers. Three years later
the last family left the estate. Since then it has served, like
most cortijos at present, only as a temporary residence for
agricultural laborers during the harvest season. The same is
happening with the Cabeza del Obispo estate, part of which is
irrigated by water from the Genii. In five years its population
of sharecroppers and laborers has declined by a half, and it
will be only a matter of time before the remaining residents
depart.
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the family, was born in Ecija and married a woman
from Santaella. He owns a fourteen-hectare farm in
the Huertas Bocas del Salado. Some years ago he
bought a house in the new quarter of the housing
cooperative in Santaella. Only during the winter
months does the family live in town. The wife does
not like life in the huertas, for she misses frequent contacts with her relatives and neighbors as
well as the modern facilities of her new house.
In the country they lack piped water and electricity.
Francisco, however, prefers to live on his land, not
only because the crops he grows need intensive care
and country life is cheaper than town life, but also
because he frequently visits his relatives and friends
in Ecija. In Santaella he never goes out, never
talks with his neighbors. His behavior reinforces
the image townspeople have about the "stiffness" of
country dwellers. Their car enables them to live in
town throughout the year and still work their land.
More than purely economic circumstances seem to
determine the pattern of residence.
Few townspeople visit the Huertas. There is, for instance,
a group of friends of the co-owner of the Pedernias estate.
Once in a while for heavy drinking they visit the café of
Bocas del Salado where they can get away from the social control of the town. There they order about and make fun of the
countrymen, who must tolerate the 'jokes' of the visiting
townsmen because they depend on the owner of Pedernias for
work.
Of the remaining two rural settlements, one is declining
and the other totally abandoned. The hamlet of Las Casillas
is five kilometers from El Fontanar in the eastern part of the
municipal territory. It was mainly settled by peasants from
Montalbán and in the early 1940's the number of houses and
inhabitants had risen to 45 and 365 respectively. By 1975
the population had dropped to 150 persons, most of whom lived
there only temporarily. El Porretal was once a caserío of
twenty scattered one-story houses three kilometers from
Santaella town along the road to La Montiela. In 1940, 132
persons lived there permanently, but this number declined in
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the 1950's and 1960's, and the last family moved to town in
1977.
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Notes to Chapter Three
1.

Cf. Malefakis (1970: 218 η. 22).

2.

Not to be confused with the Huerta-settlements on the
southwestern border of the municipal territory, seen as
definitely countryside.

3.

Population figures in this chapter have been derived from
local censuses.

4.

Derived from the 1975 census.

5.

La Guijarrosa in many ways is like its neighbor La Carlota,
including the settlement pattern, the physical appearance
of the inhabitants, land tenure, and political orientations.
Contacts between the two are reinforced by bonds of kinship
and marriage.

6.

See Appendix One.

7.

The so-called I.N.C., from 1971 on referred to as IRYDA
or Institute of Agrarian Reform and Development.

8.

Cf. Martínez-Alier (1971: 107-108).

9.

Source:

IRYDA.

Provincial Delegation of Córdoba.

10.

Derived from the 1975 census of Santaella.

11.

The position of men in the procession in honor of the patron
saint indicated their status and authority. The informal
community leader walked in between the mayor of Santaella
and the chief of the Civil Guard, directly behind the float.
The same pattern was repeated during the banquet offered
to the municipal authorities by the brotherhood.
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CHAPTER FOUR:

PUEBLO AND CAMPO.

THE LITTLE OPPOSITION

The concept of "little opposition" refers to relations
between Santaella and its rural settlements, until recently
characterized by town dominance and country subordination.
"Little" distinguishes this opposition at the local level from
the "great" one between city and countryside at the regional
and national level, which is the subject of the next chapter.
Physical Contrasts.

Communication

Unlike parts of Northern and Eastern Spain, in Andalusia
town and country are two different worlds. The urban built-up
area is compact and ends abruptly. The noisy and lively social
traffic in the streets of Santaella contrasts sharply with the
tranquillity and solitude of the surrounding countryside.
Until recently, the settlements in the countryside were
relatively isolated from Santaella town, especially during
the rainy seasons. For instance, on a winter day some time
before the Civil War, a man from Santaella town on his way to
Bocas del Salado with a mule packed with foodstuffs drowned
while crossing a stream, which is still popularly known by
his name. Before the mechanization of transport, distances of
ten to twenty kilometers had to be covered on foot, horse,
muleback or by cart. Complaints of the municipal councils
about the isolation of Santaella, its lack of roads and bridges,
have been made time and again in the last three centuries. In
1905 a countryman from La Guijarrosa was elected into municipal office for the first time in local history. After some
weeks the man had to resign "for reasons of health, the late
hour of the meetings, and the distance between the pueblo and
2
La Guijarrosa."
Even today, travel within the municipal territory and
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between neighboring towns is uncomfortable and timeconsuming.
During heavy rainfall roads become almost impassable for cars.
The marketing of harvests is often hampered because only
trucks of limited size and tonnage can use the local roads.
When the IRYDA built the settlement of La Montiela in the
1960's, it also constructed a fine paved road to Santaella.
But this road quickly deteriorated because the IRYDA never provided funds for maintenance and the Provincial Deputation
declined responsibility. Now taxi drivers refuse to take people
to La Montiela. Bad communication between Santaella and its
hinterland has always severely limited contact between town
and country.
Distribution of Power between Town and Country
Politically and administratively the country has always
been dominated by the town. All of the political and bureaucratic functions of the township are concentrated in Santaella.
The townspeople thus have had a greater sense of involvement
in administration, politics and civilization than the country
people. The world of country dwellers has been their neighborhood, and their way of life virtually limited to hard work
on the land. For the local authorities, who were nationoriented, the rural settlements hardly existed and references
to them in the minutes of the municipal council are rare. Only
in the population censuses and tax lists did country people
figure as citizens. For centuries municipal services were
monopolieed by townsmen. Doctors, teachers, priests, other
professionals and officials, as well as the important local
landowners, artisans and traders, lived in Santaella town.
It was only during the Second Republic (1931-39), that the
countrymen started to defend their interests and make demands
for basic facilities upon the town council.
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The 1977 municipal council was still totally controlled
by townsmen. The only member from the countryside was a farmer from La Guijarrosa. Alcaldes pedáneos mediate between
the municipal authorities and the main satellite settlements.
They are mere representatives of the mayor and do not have
powers of their own.
The former corporate agricultural syndicate, which has
been remodeled after Franco's death as the Chamber of Agriculture, is run by townsmen. So is the town hall, with the exception of a female typist who lives in La Montiela. The postoffice is run by a townsman who is also secretary of the
court. The justice of peace is a school-teacher who resides
in Santaella. All local agricultural enterpreneurs who employ
permanent laborers live in town. In town are the two banks,
as are the many local representatives of regional and national
businesses, the gestoría--an office where bureaucratic affairs
are arranged for people who are unable to handle these matters
themselves or who simply cannot read or write. Other important
functions and buildings in Santaella town include the telephone
exchange, the barracks of the Civil Guard, the grain warehouse,
the big mechanized olive plant, the two pharmacies, the cinema,
the football field etc. The fifty girls who work at the local
textile plant are predominantly Santaellanas. Except for the
beginning grades of elementary school in La Guijarrosa, primary
and secondary instruction is also centralized. Apart from the
inhabitants of La Guijarrosa, all country people are baptized,
married and buried in Santaella.
The office of the Agricultural Extension Service is housed
in the old town hall of Santaella. The representative of this
institution, which promotes rural development in the broadest
sense, is a young, industrious agronomist from Sevilla. He
is one of the few local servants of the state who tries to
reinadn neutral in the face of factionalism and favoritism.
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The distance between his office and the rural settlements has
hindered his communication with country dwellers, and as of
1977 he has succeeded in maintaining regular contacts only
with workers and farmers of La Guijarrosa and La Montiela.
The elections of June 1977 for the Cortes and Senate
illustrate the relations between town and country. Four polling
places were established, one in La Guijarrosa and the remaining three in town. One of these three was set up in the lower
barrio and the other two in the upper barrio, one of them for
the country dwellers. Hence, one quarter of all the registerd
voters had to travel to Santaella to cast their vote. The
polls opened at eight in the morning and at noon already three
out of five townspeople had cast their vote, as compared to
one out of five country dwellers. In the afternoon, when most
townspeople had already voted, there was a long queue of rural
voters before the polling place for the countryside. Small
groups of urbanités stood near the entrance of the station
joking about the country people and telling them how to vote.
Given the distance country dwellers had to cover, the relative
high turnout of the campo-distri et is surprising: seventyeight percent of them voted compared to eighty-six percent in
La Guijarrosa, eighty-four percent in the upper quarter and
ninety-three percent in the lower quarter.
With the exception
of three religious brotherhoods, and a branch of the Socialist
Party (PSOE) in the two largest villages, there are no associations in the rural settlements, a fact that townspeople attribute to lack of sophistication and cultura. Urban life, on
the contrary, is marked by a broad gamut of associations, as
we have seen. Membership in these associations is almost
exclusively urban. Power resources are thus unevenly distributed between pueblo and campo.

S3

Images of and Attitudes Towards Rural Folk
The asymmetrical nature of relations between peublo and
campo is reflected in the perceptions and images of townspeople
and country dwellers. If a person in town talks of "el
Pueblo", he or she refers exclusively to urban Santaella.
Physical contrasts in settlement and residence patterns, means
of subsistence, life-style and education are the bases for
stigmatization and stereotyping. These differences may seem
exaggerated to outsiders, more imagined than real. But they
are very real for the townspeople themselves, who feel different from country people.
For Santaellanos their pueblo is endowed with positive
qualities--ambiente, cultura, comfort and cleanliness, and all
these 'civilized' qualities are lacking in the rural settlements. Life in the country is said to be slow, primitive,
uncomfortable and filthy. They consider their rural counterparts as people of a different raza (race). They do not belong
to the same community, though technically they are vecinos.
Officials treat them as second-rank citizens. If townsmen
talk about their rural peers, they do so in a derogatory
sense. This perception of people who live in the country,
though most pronounced among the middle and upper class, is
widespread. "Vivir en al campo," to live in the country, and
"gente del campo" are pejorative expressions. Countrypeople
are pictured as mentally and culturally backward: "la gente
de los Olivares son muy humilde, no tienen cultura" ("the
people of Los Olivares are very simple, they don't have any
culture").
Townspeople make jokes about the slowness of country
people:
Did you know that in Los Olivares people do not
walk around trees but try to walk through them?
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A man from El Fontanar was having a shave at the
barber's when el Guapo (the nickname of a Santaellano notorious for his practical jokes) entered,
simulating raving madness. The barber quietly
continued to shave his client but the latter got
scared and took to his heels with a half-lathered
face.
These anecdotes may seem silly and harmless to us. However,
townspeople often treat countrypeople in humiliating ways.
I observed at various times how country dwellers without means
to defend themselves came to the town hall for official matters
and were made fun of by the clerks. Officials act as if by
serving country folk they were doing them a personal favor.
A townsman who treats a countryman as an equal or puts himself
in a relation of dependence, runs the risk of criticism by his
companions. A merchant who goes once a week to sell his wares
at the weekly market of La Montiela, was considered ridiculous
by his friends for "he does not need to, earning enough with
his shop in town." The images townspeople sustain about country people are a clear expression of the unequal power balance
between urban and rural people.
Stigmatization of country dwellers is facilitated by an
almost total ignorance of their way of life. Most Santaellanos
have never been to La Guijarrosa, the Huertas or El Fontanar.
Their lack of knowledge of even the most basic facts is astonishing. Hardly any Santaellano, not even civil servants, has
even an approximate idea about the number of people living in
the country.
During a conversation in the casino, the secretary
of the Chamber of Agriculture asked the mayor if he
happened to know how many people were living in El
Fontanar. The mayor had to think some time and
finally answered that there could be no more than
thirty or forty houses. The secretary estimated that
there were 400 inhabitants. The exact figures were
254 inhabitants and 74 dwellings.
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Most teachers, all but two of whom live in town, regard country
children as backward and treat them as such. Although they
know that rural children are more likely to be kept from school
in order to help their parents on the land, especially during
the olive and cotton harvests, several teachers are convinced
that this is not the real reason for their apparent backwardness. According to them the real reason is cultural deprivation
--that their parents "do not possess culture." According to
the population census of 1965 analfabetism was only three percent higher in the countryside. Probably near-analfabetism
was much higher, for the criteria of the census-takers were
very flexible, but this applied also to the urban population.
Stigmas tend to keep the balance of power uneven by justifying economic differences in power. In Santaella these material differences are phrased in terms of character and education.
In a conversation with two young agricultural entrepreneurs, one the son of a local latifundist, the
other a son of a land laborer, the former started
to talk about the backwardness of the people living
in the country and gave the following evidence: one
of the customs and attractions at the yearly festival
of La Guijarrosa consists of putting a rocket into
the anus of an old mule. When lit, the beast holts
away with pain and terror to the amusement of the public. After he had controlled his laughter his companion confirmed the evidence and concluded with:
You know what I mean, these people are just animals.
Until recently this kind of cruelty to animals was also
common during the festival of Santaella town. Today real
pigeons have been replaced by clay ones. Cockfights, however,
were still held during the festival of 1978, while bullfights
are still popular among the older generations. Over the last
hundred years, nnimals have been gradually removed from the
urban space to the countryside. Indeed, animals help define
what is rural space. It is important to note that urban informants draw a relationship between the attitudes towards
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animals and culture.
The doctor who serves the population о Γ La Guijarrosa
considers the majority of his clients uncouth (inculto)
and says that they come to him for medicine for every flea
bite. Unlike his urban clients, they occasionally bring him
presents of eggs, chickens or sausages.
Attitudes of the townspeople toward the land are at best
ambivalent, and often downright negative. Few landowners have
emotional ties with their property. Returning emigrants who
buy land do so mainly because it is a safe investment and a
sure means of survival in time of crisis.
Women especially are brought up to be ignorant of the
1
country and to abhor working the land. Until the I960 s the
poorer women and girls used to work as servants in the house
holds of the well-to-do. During the last two decades, they
have abandoned these jobs because agricultural wages have gone
up as a consequence of emigration. Other drawbacks to serving
were its isolation, the inherent humiliation of the work and
the social control exercised by thoir mistresses. If they
cannot get the more coveted jobs as typists, shop-assistants
or textile workers, they choose work in the cotton and olive
harvest gange over serving in houses.
When women do field work, they dress in special clothes.
They wrap up their whole body, wearing (men's) trousers under
their long, wide skirts, a long-sleeved shirt witli sweater, a
kerchief, a big straw hat, and gloves. Even unmarried girls,
who dress more freely in town, bundle up to work outdoors.
They do this in part to protect their skin against the summer
sun and winter winds. The ideal of woman's beauty demands a
fair, soft skin, and "Farm labor makes you ugly." Perhaps an
additional reason is to hide their sexuality. If they can af
ford it, women avoid working on the land.
The establishment of one textile factory, in fact, was
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in part a reaction against women working in the fields. It
was founded in 1977 by an agricultural cooperative of land
laborers and mini-holders. The president, a farm worker, said
that one of their main objectives was to keep their wives and
daughters off the land.
In general, men believe that under conditions of unemployment, employers should hire men before women for field work.
But laborers and employers agree that there are certain jobs
proper for women such as weeding and the planting of young
crops. They also hold that women work less than men, and so
they should be paid lower wages.
Another reason that agricultural entrepreneurs employ women is that they are easier
to control.
Farm workers will maintain that theirs is the only real
and productive work for a man, and support this by showing their
hands. "It is we who really work. What would happen if we
didn't?" But in truth they despise work and life on isolated
farms, and strongly resent that they, "the poor, must work
while the bosses eat." Theirs is the toughest work, the lowest
paid, and inevitably brings long periods of unemployment. At
the first opportunity many have left the countryside for a
job in construction or in a factory that provided more security and prestige.
The country is not usually considered recreational space.
Nobody would consider going for a walk there. Echar un paseo,
to go for a stroll, is exclusively associated with the built-up
area. The few forms of recreation in the countryside are
strictly masculine. Hunting is largely reserved to middle
class men. This is also the case with the peroles at cortijos,
a picnic of sorts that involves overeating, boozing and
obscenities. It is significant that this 'uncouth' activity
takes place in the countryside, which townspeople regard as
uncivilized space.
There are two occasions when families do go out to the
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countryside. The festival of Saint Isidore, the patron of
the farmers, is celebrated with a mass and a picnic in the
country. On the Sunday after the Holy Week two religious
brotherhoods organize a countryside picnic for women and
children.
All these recreational outings are collective. Nobody
voluntarily seeks isolation and aloneness in the campo. Men
whose work requires isolation in the countryside, like private
guards of farms and fields, arc seen as lone wolves and
marginal persons. Urban living is highly esteemed and culti
vated by Santaellanos, regardless of sex, age, class and
occupation.
A Shifting in the Balance of Power Between Pueblo and Campo
Although the balance of power between town and country
strongly favors the town, the local elections of April 1979
served to accelerate a process that began years before--a
gradual increase in the power of the major rural settlements.
In spite of heavy population loss due to emigration and pro
found changes brought about by mechanization, rural settle
ments like La Guijarrosa and El Fontanar have become stronger
and are shaking off the negative self-image forged during
centuries of domination by the town. This situation contrasts
with the commonly-accepted notion of modernization disrupting
kinship ties and local cultural institutions and promoting
о

individualism.
A similar development has taken place in La
Montiela, where state resources have helped the inhabitants
to improve their status vis-á-vis the center. Unintentionally,
the project produced politicized farmers, organized by the
Socialist and Communist Parties.
The rural settlements increasingly bypass the Santaella
agencies and middleman in their dealings with the outside
world. Government programs like Social Security have improved
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the standard of living for those who still live in the countryside. As a consequence of the recent democratization of
Spanish society, country dwellers are eagerly seizing opportunities to organize themselves economically and politically.
These changes are clearly expressed in the 1979 town
council elections. Twenty-six out of a total of thirty-nine
candidates were countrymen, all of them from La Guijarrosa,
La Montiela and El Fontanar. Those from La Guijarrosa were
on three lists (Union of the Democratic Center, the Socialist
Worker's Party and the Communist Party); those from La Montiela
were on two lists (Socialist and Communist Parties); and those
from Fl Fontanar on one (Socialist Party). The pre-election
climate was lively and exciting. Because of personal conflicts,
there were no candidates for the Democratic Center from
Santaella town. Many Democratic Center voters in town hesitated to vote, for all candidates of their favorite party were
men from La Guijarrosa. As some of them put it:
I won't vote for uneducated laborers whom
I even don't know.
Those bumpkins we cannot trust.
As men from Los Olivares they will only defend
their own interests.
I will rather give my vote to M. (the leading Socialist
candidate for Santaella), who is at least from my own
pueblo.
In the seclusion of the polling booth, those who voiced anticountrymen feelings finally let ideo Iogica1 loyalties outweigh
spatio-cultural ones. In the upper barrio, thirty percent
voted for the Democratic Center, only four percent less than
in the preceding elections.
The local branches of the Socialist and Communist Parties
presented a unified list for all settlements in the municipal
territory. The Democratic Center won four out of thirteen
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seats. Socialists five and the Communists four. The five
Socialists were distributed as follows: two from Santaella,
two from La Montiela, and one from El Fontanar. Two Communist councillors were from Santaella, one from La Montiela and
one from La Guijarrosa. The main country side settlements won
nine of the thirteen seats. La Guijarrosa (with twenty-six
percent of the electorate) obtained five. The rest of the
countryside (twenty-seven percent! won four seats--three for
La Montiela and one for El Fontanar. Santaella (forty-eight
percent of the electorate) was represented by only four councillors. The election was a striking victory for the major
settlements of the countryside. It was no improvement for the
minor rural settlements. The councillors elected mayor a
Socialist from La Montiela, the first country mayor in Santaella's
history.
The previous mayor, president of the local branch of
Democratic Center in Santaella, a schoolteacher and owner of
the bookshop (who was in the hospital when the lists of candidates were presented) spoke for the urban elite when he
stated:
These election results are a disaster for the town,
because the council will be dominated by those from
La Guijarrosa, who are really different from us, too
independent; they will fight for their own interests.
(After a short pause he added softly:) ...which is only
natural.
The life histories of the local leaders of the three political parties reveal much about the process of emancipation
of their respective rural communities.
Miguel Pino, the newly elected mayor of Santaella
and also secretary of the local branch of the
Socialist Party, is a self-made man in his early
thirties. He was born in the Huertas del Sol as the
second son of a farm laborer, a Socialist who later
moved to town. Pino attended elementary school
where he did very well even though he had to he
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absent during long periods when his father sent
him to herd pigs in the country. The schoolteacher
tried to persuade his father to let him attend secondary school, but the child was needed to contribute
to the family income. When he was twelve years old,
Pino was working as an adult field hand. In the mid
1960's the family fortunes improved, for Miguel's
father was chosen to be a colonist in La Montiela.
There Miguel combined working for his father with
casual labor on the surrounding estates. Miguel and
his brother spent a short time working in an iron
foundry in Barcelona, but after three months they
returned to their pueblo, homesick and unable to
adapt to the conditions of unskilled work in a metropolis. Miguel married a woman from La Montiela and
started to study in his leisure time. When the
Agricultural F.xtension Service organized an educational
journey for young farmers to visit agricultural cooperatives in Western Cermany, he was one of the participants. On returning, Pino became the local agent of
a Cordobese textile mill that buys the La Montiela
cotton. His wife began selling cloth. After Franco's
death he was one of the founders both of Santaella's
Socialist Party and the first farm laborer's agroindustrial cooperative, and he became secretary of
both. As a member of the Santaella hunting club and
a religious brotherhood, he had many contacts with
townsmen. Tn 1978 he tried to bypass the traditional
harvest brokers by exporting crops directly abroad.
The idea was a success and created employment in the
off-season, strengthening the cooperative financially.
In 1979 lie was persuaded to present his candidacy for
the Santaella mayorship, to which he was elected.
The leader of the Democratic Center (UCD) of La
Guijarrosa also has had experience as an emigrant in
industrial society, and his class background is similar to Miguel's. He returned to his community with a
driver's licence and became a chauffeur to one of the
biggest landowners of Santaella, who lives in Córdoba
but regularly visits his estate near La Guijarrosa.
Through his patron, Manolo Gutierrez came in contact
with provincial politicians of the Center-Right. In
the Córdoba cafés was born the idea to present his
candidacy for the U.C.D. He founded a local branch
in La Guijarrosa independently of Santaella. He invited several well-known figures of the U.C.D. for
political rallies and even succeeded in getting the
governor of Cordoba to La Guijarrosa in the course of
an official visit to the municipality. He was able to
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organize л list of no less than thirteen candidates,
four of whom were elected to the town council.
The third local political leader is a young Communist
from La Montiela, co-founder of the local branch of
the Communist Party and secretary to the Communist
syndicate (Comisiones Obreras). He was born in
Cadiz, son of a Socialist worker who was sentenced to
death under Franco, but reprieved after spending years
in prison.
The family moved to Santaella in the late
I9601s and lived in La Montiela where his father had
a forestry job. José studied at the university without
taking a degree and became involved in politics. He
worked for a while in a factory in Cordoba, but was
fired because of union activities. Since then he
has worked as a field hand and union leader. He is
considered "a man with ideas". One of his ambitions
is to found what he calls a "broad political agrarian
cooperative" and his main objective is "to awaken the
consciousness of the country dwellers."
These life sketches show interesting parallels. All three men
have had rather intensive contact with the wider society before
becoming active as local leaders. At home they became agents
of modernization and innovation. They superseded the traditional, town-based brokers between the township and the greater
society, eliminating an important resource of power of the
town's elite. And all three exploited newly available resources such as subsidies and scholarships. Finally, all
three maintained contacts in the wider society independent of
the economic and administrative center of the township.
Spanish democratization opened new ways for them.
In Santaella town similar developments took place but here
the elite that flourished under Frnnco retired, unable to adapt
To new circumstances and perhaps a little ГсагГиІ of ;i postFranco backlash. New economic entrepreneurs h.'ivc emerged who
arc unwilling to get involved in politics because they have
too much to lose. There are clear signs, then, that the
balance of power between town and country is shifting in favor
of the country dwellers. Democracy in this
rural township
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has meant significant new opportunities to the satellite
settlements.
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Notes to Chapter Tour
1.

The pueblo-campo dichotomy as it is used here is a local
concept, an ideological device of the townspeople, who
overemphasize differences between town and countryside.
As a social scientific model, the rural-urban dichotomy
or continuum has proven to be of little value. Recent
research has shown that neither poles of the continuum
are fixed, unchanging entities. It is thus clear that we
have to take the continuum to mean process. For a thor
ough critique of the rural-urban continuum see Bcnet
(1963).

2.

Actas Capitulares 1905, Λ.M.S.

3.

I was able to draw these data from the voting lists accord
ing to district before the results were lumped together
by municipality and sent to Cordoba.

4.

This is an anthropological fact.
The self-perception of
the informants is used here as one of the criteria for
urbanness. It has mostly been overlooked in the literature
on the rural-urban continuum.

5.

Relations between townspeople and rural folk closely re
semble the "established-outsider" relationships analyzed
by Elias 5 Scotson (1965).

6.

On female farm labor see also Martinez-Alier (1971: 61,
87, 261). It is not true that women work less than men.
During the cotton harvest--usually done at piece-rate-women generally pick more than men.

7.

"He spent all his life in the service of the same employer,
working on a farm at Torraleguna outside Madrid, the city
of which he is now patron saint...clearly he was a model
worker, a kind neighbour and a most devout Christian...
Isidore was canonized at the instance of King Philip III
who attributed recovery from a serious illness to his
intercession" (Attwater 1976: 181).

8.

See also Brandes (1975) on this point.
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CHAPTER FIVE:

PUEBLO AND СШРАП.

THE GRl-ΛΤ OPPOSITION

Small towns and their rural territories cannot be ade
quately understood in isolation. From the rural town to the
city flow agricultural products, labor, taxes, votes, land
rents, and demands. And from cities to rural towns flow influence,
state servants, values, ideas, services, manufactured goods,
and subsidies. The country gives more than it gets.
In the eyes of the people of Córdoba city the local opposition between town and country does not exist; the two are
lumped together; all inhabitants of the pueblo, except for
the upper class, are considered country people, the rural part
of what I call the "great" opposition between city and countryside.
For the inhabitants of Santaella the city is above all
Córdoba, center of economic and political power. The relationships between the pueblo and Cordoba also constitute the nexus
between local community and state, since most state functions
arc represented in the provincial capital. But Santaellanos
arc also aware of Sevilla, Madrid, Valencia, Barcelona, and
Bilbao. Among these cities Sevilla and Madrid occupy special
places. Sevilla is the capital of the region to which
Santaella belongs. It is not only a center of political and
economic importance, but also the central locus of Andalusian
cultural identity. For many Santaellanos and Santaellanas
Madrid is still a distant place of power and authority, a
synonym for the state. This chapter seeks to examine how the
agro-townspeople see the world outside and how the city
impinges on their lives.
Pueblo as Campo vis-à-vis the City
For the Santaellanos the judicial, military, and ecclesiastical districts to which their pueblo belongs have no meaning
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as levels of integration. Every pueblo is known for a
speciality: La Rambla for its fine pottery; Montalbán for
its melons and garlic; Montilla for sherry-like wines; La
Carlota for goat's cheese and sausages and Santaella for its
fine chickpeas. But these specialities were never part of an
institutionalized and integrated pattern of exchange. Most
of these towns are near replicas of each other. They have
in common intensive and frequent relationships with the provincial capital, which is the political, economic, cultural
and religious center of the province. Cordoba is also the
nodal point in the network of communications and energy.
Although in 1970 ten towns south from Cordoba had populations
of more than ten thousand, none assumed anything like the
variety of functions fulfilled by the city. At best big
towns like Montilla and Puente Genii act as secondary commercial centers for smaller towns like Santaella. Even this
function is lost as a consequence of the spread of motorized
transport. The province as a level of integration becomes
meaningful for the pueblos only through their contact with
the capital.
Pueblos that consider themselves urban are considered
rural by people who live in Cordoba city. The city attitude
is justified when we take into account the overwhlemingly
agrarian character of the towns, in which the agrarian sector
usually amounts to more than seventy percent of the active
2
population.
On the other hand, mud-caked, dusty Land Rovers
are also familiar features in Cordoba city, for more than
forty percent of its active population is employed in agriculture and cattleraising. Cordoba in turn is 'country'
within the Spanish state.
The pueblos depend on the provincial capital in several important respects. Almost all
decisions taken at the local level have to be submitted to
the approval of the Civil Governor and the ministerial delegations that back him. All bureaucratic operations pass
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through state servants at Córdoba. Major educational, social,
cultural ind health services arc centralized.
Between 1860 and 1970 the population of Cordoba-city
quadrupled, the greatest increases occurring in the 1920-1940
and 19^0 1970 periods. Their growth was to ι large extent
caused bv emigration of country dwellers.
Most of them
settled down m the periphery of the city or in the districts
of dispersed population and worked as unskilled workers or
day-laborers on the large estates of Cordoba's extensive
campiña.
Гог only a minority of immigrants geographical
mobility resulted in occupational mobility. Imbalances be
tween city and countryside have been exacerbated by the govern
ment policy of industrializing those centers that already had
an mfrastructural lead over other towns
The massive exodus
to Cordoba began in the 1960^ when Cordoba was designated
a "growth-pole" by the technocrats of the Franco regime.
Before the Civil War an even broader gulf existed between
Córdoba and pueblos like Santaella, a barrier not only physical but above all mental. For a peasant or farm laborer,
the city was a far off world where one went only on very spe
cial occasions, e.g. to visit a medical specialist. Although
day-laborers were highly mobile m their work, they rarely
went to other towns or cities. For many the one exception
was military service, which meant the first prolonged urban
experience.
After the Civil War contacts between country and city
increased, and at present most Santaellanos visit Córdoba
several times a year.
Each morning at eight o'clock, except for Sundays
when there are no bus services, the Catalana-- the
popular name for the bus to Córdoba, named after
the owner of the bus which :s a Catalan company-arrives at the plaza of Santaella to pick up residents going "on a lourney" (de viaje) to Córdoba,
43 kilometers away. Those wTTo enter the bus have
put on their best clothes. Indeed, the visit to the
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city is still considered to be a real journey by
Santnellanos who do not have a car; a journey to
a different world. The bus passes through the
settlement of La Guijarrosa, where it stops to pick
up more passengers. After three quarters of an
hour the bus creeps up the last hill where the city
can be seen in the valley of the Guadalquivir. On
summer days a blue haze of fumes hangs over the
city. Before the bus crosses the river, one sees
apartment houses along the right side of the road.
To the left lies the industrial and commercial nu~
cleus of Torrecilla, once the lands of the big
estate near the river. The high-rise flats with rubbish
have been built too fast, never really completed, and
will fall into disrepair too soon. Most streets in
the new immigrant neighborhoods are unpaved and
unkempt. The bus leaves its passengers in a district
of Cordoba where civil servants live in their small
but prestigious apartments. From here the Santaellanos
disperse among the pedestrians and cars. Some go the
hospital, others to the heart of the city to do some
special shopping or to enter an official building.
They go only to certain zones of the city; outside
of these areas one would never meet a Santaellano
or any other country dweller. Even for an outsider
it is easy to pick them out by their behavior and
dress. There are particular cafes where they have
lunch, and often they eat the food they brought with
them in the Garden of Victory park. Noisy and polluting cars drive around, seem to come from nowhere and
have no destination. What is clear, however, is that
many of the cars come from the countryside. For
those who possess a car use it to go to the city,
which seems to be a huge magnet for mobile metal.
At two o'clock the Santaellanos, male and female,
gather at the bus-station to return to their pueblo.
There they will be quizzed about their trip to the
city.
Today most babies of Santaella are born in the hospital
of Cordoba. Only people living in the rural settlements still
call on a midwife. As a result infant mortality has dropped
considerably. A slowly growing minority of those babies return to Cordoba as adults to take up a study at the university. Most of the students who have lived in Córdoba or
Sevilla are ashamed of the pueblo's backwardness. In the city
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they learned to speak a c i t y v a r i a n t of Andalusian, and they
have adopted urban a t t i t u d e s towards the country.
Caro Baroja described the c o n t r a s t i n g imaRes of c i t y and
country as a n c i e n t согшпопріасеь c r e a t e d by c l a s s i c m o r a l i s t s
and p h i l o s o p h e r s . They re-emerge in the works of e a r l y s o c i a l
s c i e n t i s t s . These images form a myth t h a t p l a c e s the peasant
way of l i f e midway between a h y p o t h e t i c a l s t a t e of p r i m i t i v e
anarchy--a l i f e of innocence and v i r t u e - - a n d the s t a t e of
7

corruption, vice, and idleness of city life.
Notwithstanding
Caro Baroja's objections to the myth, he recognizes that:
"...there is a real dichotomy between the social
forms of the city and country, and I accept the
reality of many of their traditional attributes.
I must also stress the wide acceptance о Г the jadgments ofnthe classical moralists by the people them
selves."
Whether or not based on fact, these stereotypes and images
exist, and they influence people's life. For the anthropolo
gist they are empirical evidence that tells much about the rela
tions between city and country. Саго Baroja does not mention
a variant of the stereotype that has found even wider accep
tance among the city's middle and upper classes--the view that
country dwellers are backward, ignorant and unti vili zed. hven
Socialist and Communist Cordobese politicians, who claim to
reject this image, are influenced by it in their dealings
with local comrades. We have encountered the same image be
fore. It is similar to the stereotype townspeople have of
residents of small rural settlements.
These images have a counterpart in the attitudes of
country people towards city people. Such attitudes vary accord
ing to class and age. Landowning and professional elites have
always imitated urban values, tastes and life-styles. Various
well-to-do Santaellanos have apartments in Cordoba, Sevilla
or Malaga where they often spend weekends and holidays. They
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frequently drive their cars to Cordoba to have dinner, see a
movie and have a drink with their urban friends. To them the
city is a positive frame of reference.
The attitude of peasants and laborers is more ambivalent.
Even though they consider themselves more urban than those who
live in the country, they distinguish between town and city.
There are no vacation trips for them when they go to the city,
they do so for practical matters, rarely for entertainment.
For rural proletarians, cities like Cordoba are alienating,
anonymous worlds. They can give many examples of urban immorality. It was a Cordobés who recently set up in Santaella a
whiskeria, a thinly disguised brothel. The prostitutes he has
brought in are from Martinique and live in Cordoba. In
Córdoba live the rich, idle landowners "who do not work and
live off our labor." They tell of neighbors who were cheated
in cities. Hvcn the smaller city of Hcija, situated twentyseven kilometers from Santaella, holds this negative image:
Ecija, a fountain in the plaza,
on every corner a cuckold,
in every house a whore.
The older generations appreciate what they view as the
positive qualities of their pueblo: tranquility, socialbility,
the union of the family, and sanity. On the other hand, they
agree that the city offers superior f acuities--better work
and wages, cheaper articles of consumption and more variation,
better schools, and a wide range of recreational facilities-football, cafés, cinemas, restaurants. Confronted with city
dwellers, often social superiors, they behave and fell inferior.
With reference to Córdoba they say: "Here, we are all from
the countryside," which implies a self-image of simplicity
and honesty as opposed to theatrical and untrustworthy behavior.
But it also connotes a kind of inferiority. And for the
younger generations, the positive values of the pueblo are
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equivalent to boredom and backwardness. We shall return to
these points in the last chapter.
In addition to improved communication, other facts help
to bridge the gap between rural and city life styles. Both
the ramification of national and international market networks
over the countryside and the massive shift of country dwellers
to the metropolitan centers of Spain and Western Europe have
contributed to the spread of consumer goods and tastes. During
the last decades, the circulation in villages and rural towns
of vendors in vans equipped with loud-speakers through which
they announce their products, has become common throughout
Spain. Some of them come with cheap goods to Santaella from
as far away as Catalonia and the Levante. Simultaneously,
there is a rapid increase in the number of local agents of
national firms selling agricultural machinery, fertilizers,
motor bikes and cars, as well as banks to provide credit to buy
them. These local agents are the modern middlemen. National
and multinational supermarkets and chain stores have opened
branches in the Andalusian capitals. Galerías Preciados,
Woolworths, and Hiper are very popular and patronized by
country people. Catalan entrepreneurs increasingly transplant
their factories to marginal regions like Andalusia where land
is cheaper and wages are lower. Some years ago a Catalan
industrialist set up a textile factory in Santaella, employing about sixty workers, most of them women.
The amount of consumer goods that come in from the cities
through circuits of kinship and of agricultural products that
go back in exchange should not be underestimated. Almost
every family in Santaella maintains frequent contact with relatives in the large national cities. The emigrants send or
bring clothes, televisions, radio-casettes, even refrigerators
and washing machines. They receive hospitality when they come
back for holidays, and foodstuffs like garlic, melons, chickpeas,
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and olives that are cheaper and better in the pueblos. For
young married couples of all classes it is now common to spend
their honeymoon with relatives in Madrid, Barcelona, or Valencia.
Well-to-do emigrants have bought chalets in the territory of
their native towns. Others have become members of the local
sports club and come to hunt on Sundays. Through all these
relationships, city values, ideas, and tastes are transmitted.
The pueblo can be viewed as the core in a widely extended
network of reciprocal relationships between relatives and
friends, which constitute one о Γ the key kind of communcation
channels between city and countryside.
I have described an Andalusian agro-town, Santaella, and
its rural settlements in the late 1970's, their interrelations,
and those of town and city. In the second part I will examine
the ways this configuration of settlements and relations came
into being.
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Notes to Chapter Five
1.

These towns are: Aguilar, Baena, Cabra, Castro, Lucena,
Montilla, Palma del Rio, Priego, Puente Genii, and Rute.

2.

Cf. López-Ontiveros (1973: 234).

3.

Twenty-five percent work in the industrial sector, and
thirty-three percent in the service sector. For Spain
as a whole, these percentages are respectively twentyseven, forty, and thirty-four (Guardia-Vcc]ana 1977: 31).

4.

Cf. López-Ontiveros (1974: tables on pp. 74-7S, 78-82).

5.

Cf. ibid. (1973:

6.

Growth Center Theory emerged in economics and geography
in the mid-1960,s. It maintains that the most efficient
way to generate developments in lagging regions is to
concentrate projects in a relatively few places. In
theory, economic expansion "trickles down" to hinterlands.
Policies based on this theory have not been very successful (Cf. Hansen 1978:4).

7.

Caro Baroja (1963).

8.

Tbid. 39. There have, however, been few Spanish writers
who have shown an interest in country life (СГ. Rrenan
1976: 169, 364). This neglect of peasant life seems to
correspond with the high esteem for urban living.

Appendix, 277).
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PART TWO
THE SOCIOGENESIS OF SETTLEMENT PATTERNS.
AN ANDALUSIAN TOWNSHIP IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
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CHAPTER SIX:

SliTTLKMl-NTS AND THE PROCESS OF STATI·: TORMATION

The importance of security and defense in the formation
of the nucleated settlements of the Mediterranean has been
widely acknowledged. The impact of insecurity in the country
side on patterns of settlement points to a critical aspect
of state formation--the gradual establishment of a monopoly
over the use of physical force. A second feature of Spanish
state formation, the state's programs of colonization and townplanning, has affected settlements directly. What follows is
an attempt to describe the sociogencsis, including persistence
and evolution, of the settlement patterns of Santaella as they
relate to the process of state formation.
Muslin Rule and Reconquista:
Settlement Pattern

the Consolidation of a Nuclear

When ΐ first visited Santaella, I noticed an ancient,
nondescript tower by the plaza. ΐ asked a man in a
bar about it, and with a shrug of his shoulders he
dismissed it as "mora." In the local cafés men frequently allow that "properly speaking we Andalusians
are Moors." Though far removed in time, the Moorish
heritage is a favorable topic among countrymen. In
particular the male attitude toward women is mentioned
as an example of this Moorish past. This is as real
to Santaellanos as the few visual testimonies of the
Arab presence in the pueblo, like the tower and part
of the ramparts.
Nuclear settlements probably existed long before the Arabs
conquered Spain. The Romans brought an urban tradition that
was interrupted briefly during Visigothic rule, but again
emphasized by the Muslims in a time when in northwestern
Europe towns hardly existed. Original sources on daily life
in Arab Spain are scarce.
Those that survive concern
political-military events and life in the great cities of
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Muslim Spain, a faithful reflection of the essentially urban
character of Arab civilization in Spain.
The Arab conquest of the Iberian peninsula in the eighth
century was only part of an expansionist phase that started
earlier. The driving force behind the j ihad of Holy War was
a need for space and resources. The political unity of the
Arabs could only be achieved by a transformation of the
2
razzias between the tribes into conquest of new areas.
Although Arabs were in command, the army that penetrated deep
into Spain in 711 was largely made up of converted Berbers
from North Africa.
With the exception of the relatively short period of the
Umayyad Caliphate of Córdoba (912-1009), the Muslims did not
succeed in building a strong central state. From the beginning there were continuous feuds among Arab clans and factions,
and there had always existed a social gap between the Arab
•z

aristocrats and the Berber population.
Moreover there was a
large minority of Mozarabes--Christians who refused to abandon
their religion--who never became fully integrated.
However,
during the long and powerful reign of 'Abd-ar-Rahman TTI
(912-961), whose prime concern was the centralization of
power and the restoration of internal unity, Muslim Spain witnessed its climax of economic prosperity and internal peace.
In this period, which lasted until the turn of the millennium,
the Andalusian plains seem to have been densely populated.
Sánchez Albornoz, without citing his sources, goes so far as to
say that in the surroundings of Córdoba city, which was then
a true metropolis, there were no less than three thousand
villas, small settlements around farms, each with a mosque.
After the collapse of the Caliphate in 1031 Muslim Spain
disintegrated into a number of rival kingdoms (tai fas) and
the Christian principalities in the north of the penisula
grew in strength, only temporarily checked in their advance
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southwards by the emergence of the Almoravid and Almohad
Empires. Post-Caliphate accounts of the Andalusian rural
habitat do not mention small rural settlements, which suggests
that with the collapse of centralized Umayyad power and the
related economic decline, the rural population retreated behind the walls of fortified settlements.
From the valuable descriptions of the Arab geographer
Edrisi, one can get a rough idea of settlement patterns in the
western area of the Cordobese campiña in the first half of the
twelfth century. He concisely describes the Santaella area
as follows:
From the fortress of Polei [present-day Aguilar]
to Cordoba, twenty millas. Τη the vicinity of
Polei lies Santa-ella, a fortified site, constructed
on dry ground; water is only to be found at a great
distance. From here to Ecija, to the west, one
counts fifteen millas, and to Cordoba twenty-three.
F.cija is a town constructed on the banks of a river
from Granada that is called Genii. This town is
pleasant; it has a remarkable bridge built of
square stones, much-visited bazars where trade is
carried on, gardens and orchards where the vegetation
is very rich.... From Ecija to Córdoba, thirty-five
millas.6
Besides Polei, Santaella and Ecija, Edrisi also mentions La
Rambla. Christian sources of those days refer as well to the
fortresses of Montalbán, Montilla and Fernán Núñez. There
were large deserted areas in this part of the campiña: one
was a notorious bandit-infested area between Córdoba and
Ecija, later called the desert of La Parrilla. South-west
and south of Santaella was another wasteland where in the
second half of the thirteenth century a settlement was founded
named Puente de Don Gonzalo (now Puente Genii).
The few
settlements in the western campiña were all fortified; they
seem to have served both as defensive strongholds for the
rural population and as a forti fied ring to prevent enemies
from entering the Guadalquivir valley. It is plausible that
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the insecurity in the countryside forced peasants to live in
or near the Torti Tied towns.
Λη anonymous Arab document gives us a detailed example
of a Christian razzia into Morrish territory by Alfonso VIII
in 1182. The Castilian king took advantage of the Almohad
caliph's absence in Africa to repress a revolt in the mines
of Sus. On the 20th of June Alfonso conquered the fortress
Santafila, taking seven hundred prisoners. After leaving
sufficient food, ammunition and an army of thousand footsoldiers and five hundred horsemen he retreated. In the mean
time the caliph's son rallied his troops and set out from
Sevilla on August 4. He attacked a part of the Santafila
garrison that was raiding the environs of Carmona, and he
besieged the occupied town for thirty-six days. But on
September 7 he had to withdraw, when he learned that Alfonso
was on the way to relieve the garrison. The king retreated
о
with the survivors to the lands of Castile.
This campaign is also mentioned in Christian chronicles.
It must have been an important military event, because the
occupation of the Muslim fortress not only threatened the
campiña, the prime granary of Muslim Spain, but also communication between Cordoba and Sevilla. There is no agreement on
the exact location of Santafila. It might have been the
Sant-Yila (or Shanta lalah) of Edrisi, thus Santaella. But
the settlement of Sietefilla, which lies closer to Carmona,
is a plausible alternative.
It took sixty more years before Cordoba city and most
of the campiña was subjected by the Castilian crown. The
great breakthrough in the Reconquest came after the union of
the kingdoms of Castile and Léon in 1230, which coincided
with the collapse of the Almohad empire. Within a few decades
a large part of southern Spain was reconquered. The campiña
of Cordoba was taken in two phases: in 1236 the city and its
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d i r e c t surroundings; and the r e s t of the campiña between
1239 and 1241.
In the Christian chronicles Santaella is listed along
with Ecija, Estepa, and other pueblos that fall into Christian
hands through pleytesia or pact. Vast areas of the campiña
were in a state of non-cultivation and abandonment. The Moors
of the Cordobese settlements, Santaella included, preferred
to cultivate their lands in peace and handed over the towns
and castles to Fernando. In return the Muslim population
g
was allowed to stay.
Santaella's mosque had to be adapted
to Christian cult and the castle was handed over to the conquerors .
At first there was little Christian emigration to the
rural towns. Royal policy, however, changed radically after
the Muslim rebellion of 1263, when large numbers of Muslims
fled or were expelled. Rural landed properties were confiscated and the king appointed commissions of Repartimiento
to measure and distribute land. Moorish governors had to
assist in demarcating the municipal territories. In the case
of Santaella this committee consisted of the bishop of Córdoba,
the master of the military order of Santiago, the alcayat of
Santaella Ibn Ahmad Zayd and Abu'Amr, alcayat of Ecija.
The book containing the repartimiento of Santaella has been
lost, but fortunately that of Ecija has survived. As Ecija
is a town that borders on the territory of Santaella with a
similar territory (although many times larger) we may extrapolate Ecija evidence to Santaella.
The repartimiento of Ecija was conducted in 1262-63 after
the rebellion of its inhabitants against Christian occupation.
The immediate surroundings of the town, which constituted a
kind of green belt (already indicated by Edrisi, now called
the ruedo), was made up of small plots. These were larger
than urban plots and smaller than the large exploitations of
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the campiña. The territory of Ecija was deserted and ruined
by violent struggles following the fall of the Caliphate of
Cordoba in 1031 until the reconquest by king Fernando of
Castile. The land reallocation committee did not encounter
working farms or hamlets, only ruins of former small settlements (villares). It distributed parcels from one to ten
yugadas ;
foot-soldiers usually received four yugadas. Most
colonists came from Old Castile, Asturias, and Galicia. The
number of settlers per farm or hamlet varied from one to
twenty, four to ten being most frequent. 12
The situation in Ecija suggests that the countryside was
uninhabited. The ruins of farms and hamlets indicate that this
was not the case in more prosperous times (probably during the
Umayyad Caliphate) and that only the fields within the walls
and in the immediate surroundings of the town were cultivated
intensively. Insecurity and defense must have been the main
reasons why this nucleated configuration came into being.
In 1265 the territory and jurisdiction of Cordoba city
was extended by the royal donation of Santaella and its territory, which was "the same as in the times of the Moors."
This addition is important. The size of territories in the
campiña seems to be connected with age of settlement. I'rcReconqucst settlements have larger territories than the ones
founded in post-Reconquest times. tt is likely that in times
of growing insecurity small villages were abandoned and their
land incorporated into the larger, fortified settlements.
Traces of pre-Muslim nuclear settlements have been found in the
municipal territory of Santaella. The motive for the donation
of Santaella to Cordoba was probably the expulsion of Santaella's
Moorish population.
Christian repopulation of the countryside remained sparse:
all manpower was most needed in strategic cities and towns;
the campiña was subject to frequent raids of Moors from
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Γ!ranada; and settlement was inhibited by the severe demographi с and social crisis of the fourteenth century.1 4 The
establishment of large estates can be viewed both as a cause
and consequence of this set of conditions, which favored
the ascendancy of fortified agro-towns.
Most authors on agrarian and economic history of Spain
agree that the geopolitical rhythm of the Reconquista goes
a long way in explaining the different regional land tenure
and settlement patterns in Spain.
The argument may be sum
marized as follows: During the first stage (the ninth and
tenth century) the kingdom of Asturias-Léon expanded from the
coast into the Duero valley, a territory that corresponds with
the northern part of what is now Old Castile. This region was
no man's land that acted as a buffer zone between Christian
and Muslim Spain. Christian peasants began to settle here and
were granted the free possession of the lands they occupied
and cultivated. The communities of peasants enjoyed relative
autonomy. At this stage the Crown and peasants formed a
coalition with the objective to consolidate the newly occupied
lands. The nobility was not strong enough to impose itself
on the freeholders. This pattern began to change by the end
of the tenth century, when pressure increased on the Christian
frontier from the powerful Caliphate of Córdoba and the peasants had to ask for baronial protection.
The second stage of Reconquest coincided with the decline
of the Caliphate: between 1020 and 1040 the Castilians advanced their frontier south to the strategic and fertile Tajo
valley, and in 1085 the city of Toledo was occupied. At this
stage the Crown and the nobles were more directly involved
and free lands were more rarely conceded. But the municipal
councils were still strong enough to counterbalance the
nohility.
In the tili rd phase, during which most of Andalusia was
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conquered in a short period (1212-50) the Crown-peasant coalition was replaced by an alliance hetwecn the Crown, nobles
and the military orders. The major cities remained under
royal control, but most of the countryside was divided between
tlio ordrrs, nobles and ecclesiastics. The emergence of the
Castilian nobility and the decline of Andalusian agriculture
are to be related to the frontier condition of Andalusia which
persisted throughout the fifteenth century.
To argue that the nucleated settlements originated during
the long process of Ueconquest is one thing, to account for
their persistence quite another. The widespread use of private violence and the resulting insecurity in the countryside
has been decisive in shaping the agro-towns. Santaella depended
largely on the city of Cordoba for protection, but the distance
of fifty kilometers between the capital and its satellite was
substantial. Insecurity remained endemic.
Regional Power Struggles
The proximity of Santaella to the frontier of Granada made
it vulnerable to raids and incursions by Moorish bands and impeded effective colonization of the countryside. Hundreds of
Christian merchants and peasants were kidnapped for ransom.
A certain Miguel Pérez and two companions, on their way from
Garavato to Azabuchar in the territory of Santaella, encountered
an armed band of twelve foot-soldiers commanded by one Ilamet,
almocadén from Antequera.
The three were taken prisoner and
conducted to Malaga. One Martin Domínguez from Santaella met
the same fate. Moorish incursions were not the only problem.
Barons, municipal councils and the Castilian Crown were often
at odds, some of them at times in coalition with Arab leaders.
Let us consider some conflicts that involved Santaella.
During the reign of Alfonso XI (1325-50) two powerful
Cordobese nobles, Gonzalo de Aguilar and Fernán Gonzalez,
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supported the crown prince against the legal king and tried
to seize Cordoba city.

The rebels were able to draw support

from the Moorish kingdom of Granada.

In response, Alfonso

fortified the frontier settlements of Luque, Baena, Cabra,
Estepa, La Rambla, Castro del Rio, and Santaella with 3,000
head of cavalry.
The city of Cordoba was extremely important for the consolidation of Castilian territory because of its strategic
location in regard to Granada.

Cordoba was directly subject

to the king and enjoyed a fuero (charter) which regulated and
protected its economic life.

At the end of the thirteenth

century its jurisdiction included almost all campiña, but a
century later it had almost been reduced to its present size
18
in favor of the noble houses of Aguilar and Baena.
These
families were the two branches of the lineage of Fernández de
Cordoba, a warrier from Galicia who fought in the campaigns
of Fernando H I

against the Moors in the first half of the
19
thirteenth century.
In the civil strife of the 1460*5 and 1470's the two noble

houses were on opposite sides, the Count of Cabra supporting
Enrique IV (1454-1474) against Alfonso, the king's brother.
The lord of Aguilar, who was first mayor of Cordoba and a
member of the Royal Council of Castile, chose Alfonso's side.
He took over Cordoba, expelled the king's representative
corregidor), and protected the Jews.

(the

His younger brother

Gonzalo, the famous Gran Capitán, who was commander of Santaella' s fort, was taken prisoner by the followers of the
Count of Cabra.

In an attempt to liberate his brother the lord

of Aguilar partially destroyed the ramparts of the Santaella
гfortress.
*
20
Much of the Seville and Cordoba nobility fought against
the accession of Isabella to the throne of Castile in 1474.
When her power was established they were forced to hand over
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their forts. Luis de Godoy, one of Isabella's main opponents
in Sevilla, was deprived of his fortresses in Carmona. In
compensation he was made an alderman on the Seville town
council and his son, Juan de fiodoy, was appointed commander
21
of the fort of Santaella.
He proved his loyalty to the
Crown in the battle of Lucena against invading Moors. A
month after the defeat of the Christian troops at the Ajarquia
in 1483, Boabdil, king of Granada, led a disastrous campaign
in which the best of the Arab cavalry was destroyed. His
attack on Lucena, Montilla and Santaella succeeded only in
destroying olive trees and crops, and he himself was finally
taken prisoner.
The final campaigns against Granada from 1482 to 1492
were largely financed by the regional nobility and municipalities of Sevilla and Cordoba. In 1487, for instance, Córdoba
provided 402.724 florines. La Rambla 73.234, Ecija 261.018,
Fernán Núñez 69.874, and Santaella 103.181.2 2 During the
attacks on the last bastion of Moorish Spain, two planned
towns were founded for military purposes. Puerto Real in Cádiz
and Santa Fé in Granada were the first instances of towns in
Andalusia based on a grid-plan. 23 Before the reign of the
Catholic Kings the foremost prerequisite of town-planning,
i.e. a strong central authority, had not existed.
It took almost three centuries to repopulate and replant
the vast wastelands caused by the Reconquista. Colonization
was left to the private initiatives of nobles, ecclesiastic
corporations,and of peasants When Fernando III conquered the
campiña of Córdoba, Santaella, La Rambla and Aguilar were the
only permanent settlements of any importance. Montilla and
Montalbán were fortresses; they came under the domain of the
lords of Aguilar, who founded settlements adjacent to them.
Their main motive must have been to increase their revenues.
Fernán Núñez was also a fortress, to which its commander
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transplanted the population of the nearby village of Abcncaez
in 1361 in order to protect the population against the recurrent raids of the Moors. Montemayor was a citadel-settlement
founded in the first half of the fourteenth century by the
second son of one of the leading regional barons. Puente Genii
was founded by Don Gonzalo Yáñez Dovinal at the bridge across
the river Genii in the second half of the thirteenth century.
The remaining three settlements in the western part of the
campiña originated in the second half of the eighteenth century.
Except for the latter, all settlements were compact clusters
around castles, which clearly indicates that strategic considerations were paramount in a highly insecure environment.
That dispersion of population was discouraged by conditions
of insecurity can also be deduced from the fact that the few
farms in the rural hinterlands of towns were large, fortified
buildings constructed on elevations. The first document that
employs the modern name of cortijo dates from 1241; it is used
interchangeably with torre (tower), which suggests that fortification was an implicit aspect of a farm.
The few people who
lived permanently outside the town walls, however, did not
dwell in these cortijos but rather in mills, olive groves,
and vineyards in the direct surroundings of the towns (ruedos).
Fragmentation of the Means of Violence
Even under the strong central governments of Charles V and
Philip IT all of the means of violence wore not controlled by
the state. The efficiency of the Santa Hermandad, the rural
constabulary set up by Isabella and Ferdinand, was minimal.
Each township had to appoint two judges for this "sacred
brotherhood of rural policy," one for the noble and the other
for the common estate. Tt had broad freedom of action and was
empowered to execute robbers "en despoblado" on the spot. The
terminology is significant. "En Despoblado" meant outside the
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town, the expression referring to the empty countryside. The
penalties that could be employed were merciless: they included
the amputation of ears, feet and arms.
The decentralized
character of the Santa Hermandad was its inherent weakness:
the councils lacked sufficient means to maintain an effective
police force for more than 270 square kilometers.
The other instrument of coercion on the local level was
the mititia. This was also local and had an ad hoc nature.
Theoretically, all heads of households could be called on to
serve the king, but in reality this task fell almost completely
on the poor. Often the council contributed money instead of
men, but sometimes it sent men "whom we miss less in this
27
pueblo," an euphemism for beggars, prisoners and the poor
The council had to provide clothes and arms and pay the costs
of transportation.
Го carry arms was a privilege of the nobility. In
Santiella there were three oCCicers of the Inquisition who were
licensed to carry arms as well, "during day time as well as at
night." In fact all men who had to defend person and property
must have carried arms. Within the town wnlls it was safe,
bul men who spent timo in the isolated countryside -travellers,
peasants and shophcrds -were vulnerable. 28
The greater part of the sixteenth century was not only
τη ora of strong central government, it was also a time of
economic prosperity. In Santaella more land was brought under
cultivation, which resulted in a modest dispersal of people
over the countryside and contributed to the emergence of small
hamlets along the periphery of the pueblo's territory. These
trends towards dispersion were, however, di scour iged by royal
decrees, for the state favored concentration of rural population
29
in the interest of police control.
Rut as the reform minis
ters of the eighteenth century realized, nucleation of settle
ments had the effect of creating conditions of insecurity m
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the countryside.
State Formation under the Bourbons
The efforts of the Bourbons in the eighteenth century to
reform and centrnlize the nation, were reflected in a continuous stream of royal provisions and decrees reaching the pueblos.
Although such decrees were incorporated into the council
minutes, they were rarely discussed at the council meetings
and their effects appear to have been minimal. But they do
show the domains into which the dynastic state tried to extend
its power. A decree of 1716 declared that criminal jurisdiction
pertained to the Crown.
There were numerous subsequent
decrees concerning banditry and smuggling.
Since the accession
of Charles III (1759-1788) local councils were obliged to read
at the beginning of each administrative year a decree in which
the local authorities were urged to intensify the prosecution
of "bandits, highwaymen and people of bad living" and to suppress smuggling. A decree of 1770 forbade citizens to wear
the traditional long cape and broad-brimmed hat "in order to
expose criminals more easily."
In practice, the measuresagu inst bandi try were of an ad
hoc nature. From time to time the royal agent (corregidor)
appeared with an armed force of royal soldiers, as in 1724
when he discussed with the local authorities measures against
32
marauders in the territories of La Rambla and Santaella.
But against bandits landowners usually had to organize to defend
themselves. Decrees forbidding the use of fire-arms and long
knives were unrealistic when a permanent, professional rural
police force was lacking. The rural population had to protect its own life and property.
The central government also tried to control domains
which we consider today as highly private: dress, the use of
conspicious consumption and the amount of dowries. During
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the reign of Fcrd іплпсі VI (1746-17591 the state tried to con
trol the many itinerant uncinp loycil by incorporating them into
the standing army. Tn 1759 this happened to five young men in
Snntaella "of little utility and affected with vice"' who
were set to work in royal public works projects.
Under Charles III expansion of state power gained momen
tum in a series of important reforms.
The first full land
cadaster was carried out under the Marquis de Ensenada, and a
council established to work towards a unified tax system. New
legislation was aimed at protecting tenants and regulating
land-rents. The power of the Jesuits and the Inquisition was
curbed. Tax barriers and exemptions came under attack. Royal
hunting decrees of 1754 and 1772 were directed at "men who
under the pretext of being hunters, withdraw from labour; and
under the cloak of hunting, rob as they please." For our sub
ject, the colonization projects are most interesting.
The Agrarian and Demographic Policies of Charles III
From time immemorial the "wilderness of La Parrilla," the
land along the highway from Cordoba to Sevilla, had been a
barren terrain of scrub and oaks, an apt refuge for bandits
and highwaymen. Already in Roman times it was known for its
34
danger and desolation, an area frequented by escaped slaves.
35
Under Arab rule the highway was infested by Berber bandits.
The land was not infertile, although the sandy and stony quality
of the soil might have been uninviting for peasants. Hut for
centuries this area had been a base for robbers who held up
travelers and raided territories of adjacent pueblos. The
state, in the form of the Santa Hermandad, was unable to
suppress this banditry.
In 1761 Charles III ordered the reconstruction of the
royal highway from Madrid to Sevilla.

Simultaneously, his
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ministers began to show preoccupation with the wastelands
(despoblados). They drew up an agrarian reform law, an
important aspect of which was the founding of the so-called
"New Settlements" in the despoblados along the Andalusian
highway. Combating banditry was one of the main objectives
of the colonization project. As the New Settlements code
explained,
The new settlements had to be located along the
highway from Madrid to Sevilla...to facilitate
maximally the sale of crops as well as the additionally-serving as bastions against bandits and highwaymen.
By 1775 fifteen towns and twenty-six villages had been founded
along the highway between Despeñaperros Pass and Sevilla.
They were inhabited by about 1,900 peasant and artisan families and another 3,000 land laborers and servants. 37 Two of
these new pueblos, La Carlota and San Sebastián, and their
hamlets bordered on Santaella. The majority of the settlements
were dispersed, since dwellings had to be constructed as near
38
as possible to the plots of land
La Real Carlota was the capital of the new settlements
founded between Cordoba and Sevilla. The presence of settlers
in the wilderness of La Parrilla and a regiment of soldiers
in the center of La Carlota, may have helped keep the country
dwellers from moving back to the towns. And La Carlota town,
closer to most cottages than Santaella, provided them with
alternative urban services. However, banditry did not disappear. Throughout the nineteenth century the triangle of
Cordoba-Гсіja-Mont111 a, including the territories of Santaella
and the new settlements of La Carlota and San Sebastián de
los Ballesteros, continued to be the scene of marauding,
cattle-rustling and kidnapping. In fact men from La Carlota
were in the bands of brigands.
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ñauJitry and Insecurity in the (^ountrysido
Famous bandits still figure in Santaella's oral history.
The most well-known is the Guapo de Santaella. His certificate of baptism reads as follows:
Alonso- On the seventeenth of this month [September
15461 Alonso, son of Alonso Colorado, was baptized
by the vicar [of Santaella] Nicolas Perez; his godfathers were Pedro Fernandez Postigo and Gonzalo
Paez el Mozo, and godmothers the lady Maria Cabeza
de Vaca and Leonor, wife of Andres de Isla.39
Two of his godparents were of a higher social rank than his
father, not unusual even now.
In the margin of the certificate his nickname is written in seventeenth century script.
The rest of the El Guapo story is local tradition that cannot be verified. It is said that he once liberated in the
Huertas Bocas del Salado a convoy of galley slaves being
taken to the coast. A refrain widely known today refers to
his exploit: "If you take me to the galleys, take me by way
of Santaella" (Si me llevas a galeras, llévame por Santaella).
Tradition has it that Miguel de Cervantes heard about this
event when he was in Santaella and used it as the theme of one
of his most famous passages in his Don Qui jote (part I,
chapter XXII). In this passage, Don Quijote runs across
twelve criminals in chains guarded by two men on foot and
two on horseback. He has them tell their stories and concludes that they have been sentenced to severe penalties for
minor offenses, and he sends the guards flying and sets the
prisoners free. But they ungratefully turn against their
liberator and rob him and his servant of all their possessions.
Then for fear of the Santa Hermandad Don Quijote and Sancho
Panza took refuge in the Sierra Morena.
Cervantes visited Santaella; from 1587 till 1600 he lived
at Sevilla, where he served as a commissioner of provisions
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for the royal j'ai l e y s .

His job took him on t r a v e l s

Arulalusin to r e q u i s i t i o n g r a i n and o l i v e - o i l

through

For the f l e e t .

40

T r a d i t i o n also h a s it that C e r v a n t e s had a m i s t r e s s in S a n t a e l l a ,
a Doña A l d o n z a , after w h o m a street is n a m e d .

Π1 G u a p o is a

source o f local p r i d e and is c e l e b r a t e d as a social b a n d i t who
a v e n g e d i n j u s t i c e done to the p o o r .
Γ.1 V i v i l l o

( 1 8 6 6 - 1 9 2 9 ) , another b r i g a n d c e l e b r a t e d as a

b e n e f a c t o r o f the p o o r , w a s born in E s t e p a
o f many b a n d i t s and s m u g g l e r s .

(Sevilla),

birthplace

As a child o f a p e a s a n t he had

to w o r k h a r d and once h e ran away to the F u e n t e de Los Santos
e s t a t e in the t e r r i t o r y o f S a n t a e l l a , w h e r e his uncle w o r k e d
as an e s t a t e g u a r d .

A f t e r the death o f his father he culti

v a t e d the small p l o t left to him, b u t in 1890 he j o i n e d a band
o f s m u g g l e r s and b e c a m e i n v o l v e d

in c a t t l e - r u s t ! i n g .

Although

he w a s p e r s e c u t e d most of h i s life and s p e n t m a n y y e a r s in j a i l ,
he w a s n e v e r c o n v i c t e d .

He finally e m i g r a t e d to A r g e n t i n a ,
41
w h e r e he c o m m i t t e d s u i c i d e .
An old m a n b o r n in the Huertas
del S o l , told me that his father had k n o w n V i v i l l o

personally

and that he a l w a y s received p r o t e c t i o n , food and s h e l t e r from
the p e o p l e of the H u e r t a s .

A m o n g the caves along the

C a b r a p o i n t e d out as h i d e - o u t s
with Vivillo.

for b a n d i t s , is one

river

associated

A n o t h e r is in a rock named " P e ñ a de P a c h e c o "

a f t e r the name o f a c o b b l e r who o p e r a t e d as
s e c o n d h a l f of the n i n e t e e n t h c e n t u r y .

a bandit

in the

A p p a r e n t l y some of the

b a n d i t s lived in h a r m o n y w i t h p o o r c o u n t r y d w e l l e r s w h o m they
d e p e n d e d upon

for p r o t e c t i o n .

O t h e r b a n d i t s w h o o p e r a t e d in the t e r r i t o r y of S a n t a e l l a
do n o t figure in the oral t r a d i t i o n .
nothing

for the p o o r .

They o b v i o u s l y

did

One o f them is El Bizco de Borge

(1839-

1889) w h o o p e r a t e d in the m o u n t a i n s of G r a n a d a , Coroba and
Malaga.

He was a ruthless criminal w h o m the c o u n t r y

h e l p e d only out o f

Fear.

people

T h e r e is some e v i d e n c e that this

b a n d i t w a s p r o t e c t e d by a p o l i t i c i a n and acted as an election

!)л

η цеп Г Го г his put гон.
territory of Santaclla.

One оГ his crimes was committee] in the
[n May оГ 18Я4 he sent a blackmail

letter to a wealthy farmer who rented the cortijo Cabeza del
44
Obispo.
The farmer sent a fourteen year old boy to the
judge of Santaella, a friend of his, to ask for police protec
tion. The boy was captured by El Bizco on his way back to the
cortijo and tortured. At night four guards arrived at the
cortijo and in the morning of the next day they had a fight
with the bandits who, however, succeeded in escaping.
Thefts of crops and cattle and raids on isolated farms
is a recurrent theme in the municipal records of Santaella
in the nineteenth century, especially when the state was weak
or divided. In the aftermath of the Spanish War of Independence
(1808-13) there was an enormous increase of banditry and the
private use of violence. The banditry coincided with intense
political strife in Madrid between absolutists and liberals.
The occupation of Spain by Napoleon's troops and the flight
of the royal family and a large part of the political elite,
produced a power vacuum. Years of popular guerrilla war
against the French invaders and the philosophical, political
and cultural ideas introduced by the French severely tried the
existing order. In such a situation the local community was
largely thrown upon its own resources for defense. Now and
then the provincial authorities sent troops after the bandits,
but these measures were temporary. In 1814 a posse of labradores
and cattle-breeders received assistance from a regiment of
royal infantry stationed in Cordoba city in capturing gangs
that operated in the municipal territory. The pueblo had to
pay ten re a1 e s daily for this military assistance. Some of
the bandits were caught; the rest laid low until the troops
had gone.
The community was confronted with the same problem in 1816.
The council called an open meeting for landowners to discuss a
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proposal to tax each fanega of land with two maravedises
per month to finance a local police force. The local landowners rejected this proposal because the absentee landowners,
though benefitting from the establishment of such armed forces,
refused to pay a contribution and could not be obliged to pay.
In these years the only permanent, professional police in the
vast township were four celadores del campo, rural guards in
municipal service.
Three years later bandits were again the main topic of
the council meetings:
The robberies committed in this territory by gangs
of bandits are numerous because of the small size
of this population and large size of this campiña.
The brigands, who are usually natives of Kcija,
Hstepa and Osuna, use hide-outs along the river Monturque and Genii.... The raids in these days have
been committed by two armed and mounted bands of seven
and four bandits probably originating in the band of
the 'F.cija Kids' who have frequently burned down
•"arras.... In view of this intolerable situation we
have decided to appeal for military help.48
One of the gangs to which the council referred was the notorious
Siete Niños de F.cija. The boss of this gang, Diego Padilla,
who recruited his men from La Carlota, Osuna, Estepa, Ecija,
and Aguilar, had been an estate guard on a large cortijo in
Santaella. 49 This gang managed to operate for years in the
provinces of Córdoba and Sevilla. On July 1, 1817 the members
were outlawed and high rewards put upon their heads. The gang
was once surprised on the cortijo Barrionuevo in the territory
of Santaella by a military force but they escaped.
The
bands were suppressed in 1819, but a year later new bandits
roamed Santaella's territory and the council took new measures:
the introduction of identity cards for persons who entered and
left Santaella town and permanent vigilance of the town entrances.
Once again the hilltop town reassumed its function of defense. Sixteen years later a civil guard was established
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in order to prevent robberies.
At the beginning of the 184()'s a new wave of private
violence swept the campiña of Córdoba. Again it coincided
with political unrest at the power center. In the summer of
1843 landowners and large tenants from Santaella, La Rambla and
Montalbán met to discuss measures against bandits. A few weeks
later the mayor received a letter from the provincial authorities that read as follows:
...when all districts of the campiña, the richest
and finest part of our province, are infested by
bandits who are excellently armed, have horses and
keep the working population in a constant state of
terror; while nobody is safe even in his own house;
when private properties are robbed in the most cruel
and violent ways and the population has to suffer
incalculable damage--while the infamous behavior of
those perverts leads to the painful and terrible
trial of young girls being raped in the presence of
their parents; when the army cannot assist with
cavalry, the only useful instrument for pursuit in
the campiña, because of lack of horses; we cannot
remain passive in the view of so many crimes and
disasters. The time has come to take active and
effective measures to exterminate banditry and free
the inhabitants of the pueblos from terror and violence. The Provincial Deputies have decided to take
the following measures: in each district there shall
be organized an armed force consisting of twelve men
on horseback and a commander. All municipalities
have to provide the necessary arms, the costs of which
are spread over the inhabitants; each pueblo shall contribute according to the size of its population... 5'
The provincial authorities were not able to pacify the countryside; responsibilities and costs were shifted to the local
level.
One year later, in 1844, the national government of the
moderados took an important step against banditry by founding
the Guardia Civil. The moderados represented a landed
bourgeosie enriched by the purchase of disentailed ecclesiastical
and common lands. They were keenly interested in the maintenance
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of public order and the protection of their newly acquired
wealth. This is why they founded a force that was essentially
rural.
The Civil Guard was a privileged paramilitary force under
the direction of both civil and military authorities. Recruitment was highly selective, limited to those who had
served in the army and could read and write. Its dignity and
honor was maintained by a severe discipline, internal cohesion
and the paternalistic authority of superiors over subordinates.
The private lives of the Guards were completely subordinated
to the institution. The casa-cuartel or home-barracks is a
curious mixture of civil and military, public and private.
The middle-class ideals of the men who created this institution
are clearly reflected in the Civil Guard's code of behavior.
As a simple agent, a Civil Guard executes the commands of his
superior and has no responsibility for his deeds as long as
he follows orders. He has to be Catholic and show his faith
by attending mass.
The Civil Guard was (and is) the coercive arm of the state that reached into the remotest backlands
of the nation. The main preoccupation of its directors was
indeed that it remained a rural force, everpresent in all
pueblos of the country. They were needed; the transfer of
the Civil Guard to the provincial capitals in times of political turmoil was inevitably accompanied by a revival of banditry
in the countryside.
Twelve years after its foundation, the first post of
seven guards and one commander was established in Santaella,
but after a few months it was transferred elsewhere in spite
of strong protests of the municipal council. In 1878 an
attempt to bring back a Civil Guard post to Santaella failed.
Seven years later the council received an official promise
"in view of reports of a gang of bandits operating in the municipal territory confirmed by the commander of the Civil Guard
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of La Rambla." A month later, the promise was revoked "because
of lack of manpower in this province."5 7 In 1888 the town made
another request "in view of the frequent complaints about attacks on property and person, the insufficiency of the munici58
pal police and its lack of necessary moral power."
A promise arrived but again it was broken. Finally, fifty-two years
after the foundation of the Civil Guard and numerous requests
by the town council, a permanent barracks was established in
the upper barrio of Santaella. The township had to provide a
building, furnishings, free medical service and exemption from
the sales tax. 59
The recurrent requests of the council should be seen in
the context of the worsening social climate in the pueblo and
Andalusia. The nineteenth century brought a triple crisis to
the region.
Population growth, the disentailment of corporate lands, the introduction of a concept of common land as private porperty endangered the subsistence of small peasants and
led to further proletari zat ion of the landless. The local
population became divided into 650 poor ramilies and 64 propertied (pudientes) families.
Land-rents increased. Labor
crises, as the municipal council called the yearly seasonal
unemployment of day-laborers, occurred almost every year.
Thefts of crops and foodstuffs increased. Catastrophes like
the great drought of 1882-3 produced fear among the landowners
of the revolt of hungry landless. They appealed for extra
Civil Guards, "for, although, the demonstrations have had a
peaceful character up till now, the land laborers are getting
more and more exasperated.
Traditional secular and sacred
authority was eroded. The Spanish nineteenth century saw
continued struggles between liberals and partisans of the
antiguo regimen, royalists and republicans, secularizers and
clericals and finally landholders and landless. Factionalism
at the local level usually did not involve the political
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Ideologies of the power struggles at the national level. Rather
it concerned private struggles between strong personalities
or caciques.
In the ISôO's and ISTO's banditry assumed such extensive
proportions that the central government sent a special governor
to Córdoba to coordinate the fight against it. Zugasti tackled
the problem on a grand scale, establishing wide networks of
spies, and organizing citizen-guards. He found that many crimes
were covered up by high officials, judges and provincial politicians, and eventually he was forced to resign. Disillusioned,
he wrote ten thick volumes on Andalusian banditry. In a thirtythree page appendix he included a list of reported crimes committed in the province of Córdoba. " For Santaella he reported
the "usual cattle rustling and crop thefts."
Benameji, Doña
Mencia and Lucena in the Sub-Betic mountains ranked highest
on Zugasti's blacklist.
Banditry and caciquismo are interconnected phenomena which
have to be viewed as both cause and consequence of a weak
Spanish state. Caciquismo was an informal way for the Castilian
core to integrate and control peripheral regions like Andalusia.
As such it was more or less sanctioned by the government at
Madrid:
Since graft was a perennial condition in Spanish
politics, all officials were guilty of some misdeed
and thus made prosecution of flagrant corruption
and civil crime particularly difficult.65
Caciques or political bosses often used bandits for their political ends.
The impact of the Civil Guard on violence control at the
local level has not yet been studied systematically. It is
generally assumed to have been considerable.
Rut it may be
argued that the caciques--albeit much less violent than the
Sicilian mafia-- could thrive precisely because until well into
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this century many of the smaller pueblos in the province of
Cordoba did not have a permanent post of Civil Guards. I
think the local government was not as interested in extermin
ating banditry as in containing an increasingly restive
working class. Be that as it may, in the nineteenth century
the Spanish state did not, in fact, effectively protect the
interests of the landowners at the local level.
In 1Θ91 there were 354 Civil Guards in the province
of Cordoba. They had to patrol an area of 13,718
square kilometers, 41 square kilometers per Civil
Guard. More than a tenth of these guards were sta
tioned in the provincial capital. There were only
eight posts in the open countryside (en despoblado).
Of the 74 townships in the province, only 43 had permanent barracks.6'
These figures should caution us against overestimating the
Civil Guard's impact upon insecurity in the countryside.
With the introduction of capitalist property and produc
tdon relations in the countryside a new figure appeared on the
ft я

rural scene, the estate guard.
These private guards were
registered by the local and provincial authorities and could
be sworn in only after the local authorities had gathered in
formation about their background from the parish priest and the
mayor of their pueblo of birth. The Civil Guard had a list of
the private guards operating in the municipal territory. They
were often hated by the agricultural laborers, for it was their
duty to prevent petty thefts and poaching in times of unemploy
ment. These private estate guards usually wore a grey uniform.
1 have studied their certificates of appointment in the
municipal archive. The first certificate was in 1857 and the
last was in 1941. The correspondence between the number of
appointed guards and the intensity of social-political unrest
69
is obvious for the period 1932-1941.
The majority of the
70
guards had an agricultural background.
Only 3 out of 153 had
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two ¡irtis.'ins ;mil one ex- sol il i e г .

ili ('Cerent origins:
Table 4

Appointments of Private Mounted Guards:

Source:

Expedientes de Nombramiento de Guarda Jurado, A.M.S.
1857- 61
1862- 66
1867- 71
1872- 76
1877- 81
1882- 86
1887-•91
1892- 96

3
8
14
13
10
9
6

1897--1901
1902- 1906
1907- 1911
1912--1916
1917--1921
1922- 1926
1927--1931
1932- 1936
1937- 1941

11
15
9
2
2
10
21
20

1857- 1941

15 3

1857-1941

Most guards came From outside; only twenty-five oC them were
born in Santaella.

The nature of their job, acting as a buffer

between the 1 and-controll ing elite and the landless mass, re
quired that they not be bound by networks of kinsmen, neighbors
and friends in the locality where they served.
a rule for Civil Guards.

This was also

The landholders who employed them

usually recruited them in their pueblos of residence:

19 were

from La Rambla, 14 from Kcija, 14 from Puente Genii, 14 from
Aguilar, 13 from Montalbán, and 10 from San Sebastián.

Their

status as outsiders must have contributed to their unpopularity
among local land laborers.

Most guards were employed by owners

or tenants who controlled from 250 to 1,000 hectares or more,
but in some cases a guard was employed by a group of middle and
small landholders.

Unable to establish a monopoly over the use

of physical force in the Anda lus i an countryside, the state
worked out a modus vivendi with the local elites, licensing them
to hire private armed guards.

The difference between political

bandit and private guard must have been relative.

The leader

of the Siete Niños de Ecija had been a private guard on an
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estate in Santaella, and a famous bandit called Pasos Largos
(1873-1934) worked after a long term of imprisonment as a private guard on an estate near Ronda. 71
In addition to the private and Civil Guards, there were
more men licensed to use physical force. We already mentioned
the municipal rural guards, which numbered between three and
six, depending on the municipal budget. Trom 1842 onwards one
rural guard was assigned to La Guijarrosa and another to
Huertas Bocas del Salado. Some municipal guards also had to
patrol the built-up area of Santaella town. Guards, like all
municipal officials, had political jobs in the course of the
nineteenth century, favors dispensed by caciques to their followers. They were replaced every time there was a change in the
municipal government.
The milicia nacional was mobilized every time the progresistas took power and disbanded when the conservatives ousted

72—
them.
Finally, there was a small armed force of royalists
called "Defenders of the King." 73 The army and the Civil Guard
were directly controlled by the state. But their small number
in nineteenth century Córdoba severely limited the state's
tactical options.
Although grain, olives, poultry, pigs and goats continued
to be stolen from cortijos, banditry is mentioned explicitly
for the last time in the Council minutes of 1907, when an extra
force of eight Civil Guards assisted the regular post in eliminating bandits from the area. In the 1920's the difficult task
of Santaella's Civil Guard was somewhat alleviated by the
establishment of a post in neighboring San Sebastián, which-because of the small size of its terri tory-- also patrolled
the district of La Guijarrosa.
Conditions of insecurity go a long way toward explaining
the emergence of nuclear settlement patterns in Andalusia. To
be sure, insecurity is a matter of degree. During the long

Ì02

process of Reconquista, it was Гаг more endemic and widespread
than it was in the Andalusian countryside of the last three
centuries. When in the sixteenth century the central power
was strong, there was an initial-- albeit modest--dispersal of
people in the territory of Santaella, in spite of state policy
to concentrate the population. Certain people took up resi
dence in the countryside more readily than others. For the
propertied classes insecurity in the countryside would have
been a greater deterrent than for the poor. It is significant
indeed that invariably it was the poor who lived outside urban
nuclei. The majority of them were landless immigrants who
after leaving their home towns had nothing to lose.
But from the evolution of settlement patterns through the
eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries, it is clear
that a simple relationship between insecurity and nuclear set74
tlement cannot be maintained.
We must consider other factors
to explain why a) scattered settlements emerged and expanded
in Santaella while agro-towns persisted in the wider Andalusian
setting, and b) why it was outsiders, rather than inhabitants
of Santaella-town, who settled the surrounding countryside.
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Notes to Chapter Six
1.

Some 8,000 Arabic manuscripts were destroyed by Cardinal
Ximénez in 1499 in an attempt to shake off the pagan past
and a fire in the Escorial in 1671 took a heavy toll (cf.
Imamuddin 19.r>6: 15-16).

2.

Watt ζ Cachia (1965: 6-7).

3.

Cf. Payne (1973: 19).

4.

Vicens Vives (1969: 121), Watt ζ Cachia (1965: 31-12).

5.

(1960: 323).

6.

lidrisi (1866: 253), my translation.
xiinately three kilometers.

7.

Cf. López Ontiveros (1973: 33).

8.

This document is reproduced in Hernández Jimenez's little
known essay (1949: 321-38).

9.

On the occupation о Γ the campiña see:
(1955: 740); Gonzalez (1946: 84-86).

10.

Alcayat is Arabic for governor or commander; the Cast i linn
alcaide or alcalde which means mayor is derived from it;
the commission is mentioned in Hernández Jiménez (1949: 327).

11.

One yugada is about fifty fanegas which is more or less
thirty hectares.

12.

Data on the repartimiento of Kcija have been drawn from
the excellent Gonzalez (1951: 57-63).

13.

Ibid. 52, 54.

14.

This crisis is treated in Nieto Cumplido (1972).

15.

See Lacarra (1951); Malefakis (1970: 50-62); Naredo (1971:
11-16); Carrion (1975: 275-286); Niemeier (1935) and Lomax
(1978).

16.

Garavato and azabuchar are the names of two cortijos which
still exist today; almocadén is derived from al-muqadam,
Arabic for officer of infantry; for a list of known victims
in the thirteenth century see Cossio (1942) from which
these examples have been drawn.

Two millas are appro-

Menéndez Pidal
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17.

Crónicas

(19S3:

IH.

CI". Ι,όροζ O n t i v c r o s

19.

Cepeda Adán ( 1 9 6 5 :

20.

Serrano Diaz (1974: 95).

21.

Menéndez Pidal Vol. XVII (1955: 287, 88).

22.

Ladero Quesado (1967: 291). If we take the amounts as an
indication of the importance of the contributing localities,
Santaella ranked high.

23.

Foster (1960: 40-46) .

24.

The early history of the Cordobese settlements was
described in a valuable manuscript by a nineteenth century
Cordobese doctor and historian, Ramirez de las Casas-Deza,
Corografía de Cordoba, a copy of which is in the Biblioteca
Provincial de Cordoba. Of the twenty-two settlements founded
in the fifteenth century in the kingdom of Seville, only
one owed its existence to royal initiative; twelve were
founded by territorial lords (Collantes de Terán Sánchez
1977: 288).

25.

Cf. López Ontivcros (1974: 492-3). See for a striking
parallel the masserie of Sicily (Blok 1969: 127).

26.

Recopilación de las leyes de estos Reynos, Book Two, De las
Leyes de la Hermandad. A.M.S.

27.

Libro Capitular 1659, A.M.S.

28.

When Charles III promulgated a decree in 1769 prohibiting
the carrying of arms in the countryside during the close
of the hunting season (the king being a fanatical hunter),
shepherds, travellers and cultivators were exempted, an
implicit admission that rural areas were insecure.

29.

Bernaldo de Quiros, quoted in Dovring (1965: 21).

30.

This was also obvious in Sicily's western interior (cf.
Blok 1969: 128).

31.

The decrees are attached to the Libros Capitulares, A.M.S.

32.

Libro Capitular, 1724.

33.

Ibid.

1759.

259).
(197л: 6 8 ) .
244).

A.M.S.
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Саго Baroja (1969: 349).
F.drisi (1866: 43).
Fuero de Nuevas Poblaciones de Andalucía, Noviss. Recop.
B, Libro VII, titulo XXII, Ley III-VI, paragraph 32.
A.M.S.
Vicens Vives (1969: 490).
Fuero...paragraph 7.
Libro de Bautizmos, II, folio 50, A.P.S.
See Riquer (1976: 39). In the La Rambla municipal archive
is a document that states that Cervantes visited the
pueblos of the judicial district (personal communication
of the parish priest of Santaella).
The life history of Vivillo is told in Hernandez Girbal
(1976: Vol. I ) .
Without the protection of peasants and authorities, a
bandit would never grow old
Cf. Blok (1972: 498).
In the eighteenth century bandits lived for years in a
ruined castle, Alhonoz, between Santaella and Puente
Genii. They were tolerated by the local authorities and
even entered the town to play cards (Losada Campos 1971:
2 33) .
Hernandez Girbal (1976, TI: 171). Various authors who hav
written on banditry have stressed the intimate relations
between politicians and bandits. Caro Baroja (1969: 350,
385) attributes excellent political relations to Vivillo.
Blok (1972) speaks of political banditry and stresses the
importance of the links bandits maintain with established
power-holders. Hobsbawm (1971: 18) and Brenan (1971)
hold that bandits often acted as retainers for caciques
or political bosses. Bernaldo de Quirós ζ ArdiTä (1973:
253) give examples of famous bandits who participated with
their bands in political struggles. Braudel (1975: 749)
states that bandits received regular backing from nobles.
Zugasti (1876-1880) continuously points to the cooperation
between bandits, wealthy caciques, judges and police.
Cabeza del Obispo is in the lands of Santaella not in the
territory of Aguilar, as Hernández states.
Hernández Girbal (1976, II: 151-55).
Libro Capitular, 1814, A.M.S.
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47.

Ibid.

1816.

48.

Ibid.

1819.

49.

Саго Baroja (1969: 372 / Г . ) .

50.

Саго Baroja (1969: 272).

51.

Libro Capitular, 1820, A.M.S.

52.

Ibid.

1836.

53.

Ibid.

1843.

54.

Martínez Ruiz (1976: 33). This is one of the few monographs on the Civil Guard. Unfortunately, this excellent
study covers only the establishment of the Civil Guard
and the first decades of its existence.

55.

Ibid.

56.

Ibid. 95; also see the classification of the institution's
services, pp. 137, 138.

57.

Libro Capitular, 1885, A.M.S.

58.

Ibid.

1888.

59.

Ibid.

1896.

60.

Cf. Wolf (1969: 280-84) for a general analysis of the
impact of capitalism on the peasantry.

61.

Libro Capitular, 1867.

62.

Libro Capitular, 1883, A.M.S.

63.

Zugasti (1876-80: part II, pp. 237-70. According to him
the reported crimes must have been only a fraction of all
crimes committed.

64.

Ibid.

65.

Kern (1973: 45).

66.

See for instance Aya (1975: 30): "the omnipresent Guardia
Civi1 ...(that)...gave the government an armed force m
t'very community." Brenan (1971: 156) thinks the Civil
Guard and the anarchists prevented the appea r.-ince of a
mafia in Andalusia.

66.

264.
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Elaborated from the statistical survey. Carbonero Romero
(1891).
The institution of guarda jurado has been totally neglected
in the social history of Spain.
It was not possible to establish how many guards were actually in service in a given year or period.
The vague term employed is del campo (litt, from the
country), including land laborers, tenants and small peasants. Seven were "labradores", and one had been a
landowner.
Hernández Girbal, II (1976). One century earlier Ford
(1906: 66) observed: "The 'guards' (of coaches) are realities; they consist of stout, armed, most picturesque,
robber-like men, and no mistake, since many, before they
were pardoned and pensioned, have frequently taken a purse
on the Queen's highway."
In 1854 this milicia consisted of 106 men from Santaella,
22 from La Guijarrosa, and 7 from the Huertas. Libro
Capitular, 1854. A.M.S.
Ibid.

1823 ff.

Blok (1969) arrived at the same conclusion in his account
of South-Italian agro-towns.
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CIIAPTKR SliVEN:

THE DF.MOGRAPIIÏC HISTORY ΟΓ SANTAELLA IN
RELATION TO ITS SETTLEMENT PATTERNS

The principal sources of Santaella's demographic history
before the estalil ishmen t of the Civil Register in 1870, are the
paiish registers. The keeping of a birth register by the parish
priest was required by the council of Sevilla in 1512 and con
firmed by the Council of Trent (1563). The parish registers of
Santaella have been kept reasonably well and only a few years
are missing.

The baptismal registers start in 1526, the mar2
riage résisters in 1563, and the burial registers do not begin
until 1730." We may assume that the local population complied
with the religious observances of rites of passage, so that recorded baptisms and burials more or less correspond to actual
births and deaths, with the exception of 1900-1940 when some
anticleri cals refused religious rites.
From the mid-nineteenth century, official censuses taken
at regular intervals permit a more detailed analysis of demographic trends. For the purpose of this study, surpluses and
deficits of migration, density of population, and the distribution of the municipal population between town and country are
of particular interest. Official figures, on which we must
ultimately rely, are not entirely trustworthy. Many of the
pre-Civil War censuses show inconsistencies that are hard to
explain. Human error and laziness might have played a role,
but there were also political and financial reasons for local
officials to hide information or to provide population figures
that were too high or too low.'
The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries:
Expansion to Prolonged Crisis

From Short-term

Unfortunately, there are no population figures for Santaella
before 1500.

A series of demographic crises marked the fourteenth
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century: in 1304, a part of the Moorish population was forced
to emigrate to the kingdom of Granada; in 1343 famine was widespread in Cordoba; and the Black Death struck the kingdom of
Córdoba in 1349-1350 and again in 1375.6 On the whole, the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries seem to have been centuries of
population decline. We may assume that the Reconquest and the
population crises that followed produced abandoned settlements.
In the province of Córdoba there were at least thirty-four of
them at the end of the eighteenth century, twenty-four south
о

of the Guadalquivir.
There arc four known village sites in
the vicinity of Santaella-- Vil 1acatras, Prado Hazmaymon, Villar
de Palma and Zoftiga, and the names of some of the cortijos in
the territory of Santaella refer to deserted hamlets or villages,
as with Viliargallegos, the "settlement of the gallegos."
Archaeological finds indicate that several small, nuclear set
tlements existed on elevations where cortijos now stand.
In 1 ІібЯ i η Santaella there were 680 vecinos (tax-paying
q

households) or about 2800 inhabitants." In the sixteenth cen
tury births began to increase beginning around 1550. This
trend continued through the 1570,s--in the 1576-80 the yearly
average reached a high of 122 baptisms.
Births started a
decline in the ISSO's that accelerated around 1600 and con
tinued through the seventeenth century (see Diagram 1 ) . This
decline in baptisms is matched by decline in marriages (see
Appendi χ Two).
The years around 1600 brought the four horsemen of bad
weather, plague, crop failure, and famine to the kingdom of
Cordoba, and they frequently returned during the ensuing cen
1 1
tury (see Table 5 ) ,
The crisis was aggravated by the expulsion Trom Spain οΓ
the Moriscos--converted Moors--in 1610 and 1611. The economic
and demographic consequences on Spain of this massive deporta
tion have been disputed; let us see what they were for Santaella.
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Tabic 5.
.SOHIL-C:

D i s a s t e r s in S e v e n t e e n t h C e n t u r y Cordoba
Diaz del Moral ( 1 9 7 3 : 64)

160 2-3
1603-4
1605
1616-17
1618
1610
1626
1635-36
1644
1647
1649-50
1651
1652-54
1677-78
1679
1682
1683
1684
1685
1687, 89, 90
1691
1694
1697
1700

plague
excessive rainfall
drought
idem
excessive rainfall and locust plague
locust plague
excessive rainfall
drought
idem
excessive rainfall
plague
plague and drought
idem
excessive rainfall
malaria
plague
drought
excessive rainfall and typhus
drought
idem
excessive rainfall
drought
idem
idem

A f t e r t h e r e b e l l i o n of t h e A l p u j a r r a r e g i o n of Granada in 1568,
t h e S p a n i s h s t a t e had a d o p t e d a p o l i c y of a s s i m i l a t i o n by
f o r c e d d i s p e r s a l of M o r i s c o s t h r o u g h o u t t h e kingdom of C a s t i l e .
The d i ó c e s i s of Córdoba r e c e i v e d a l a r g e number in 1 5 7 1 , d i s t r i b u t e d as f o l l o w s :
Talólo h.

D i s p e r s i o n of t h e M o r i s c o s
Córdoba, 1 5 7 1 .
S o u r c e : Aranda Doncel ( 1 9 7 8 , I : 24)
Royal S e t t l e m e n t s :
Seigneurial
- :
Cordoba C i t y
:
Total
:

in t h e d i ó c e s i s of

318 Moriscos
1,743
2,301
4,362

( 7 percenti
(40
)
(53
)

Ill

Almost all Moriscos who were not sent to the city of Cordoba
had been forced to settle in the Fertile parts of the campiña.
The initiative taken by noble lords in the settling of Moriscos
is understandable; they were interested in increasing the size
of their villages and towns and thereby their revenue from
taxes.

Santaella and La Rambla became the new homes of eighty12
seven and eighty-four Moriscos respectively.
Their professions were most typically muleteer, water-carrier, baker,
butcher, retailer, and other urban services. ' In 1580 twentyfive houses in Santaella were inhabited by Moriscos.
Λ
source from 1581 gives a number of 140 Moriscos, a high density
of 5-6 persons per house. * The number had dropped to eightytwo by 1589, the last count of Moriscos available for Santaella.
The total number of Moriscos deported from Andalusia
amounted to 2.8 percent of the population.
Hence we have to
agree with Hamilton that the expulsion did not ruin Andalusian
18
agriculture.
However, viewed from the local level the depor
tation might have had more serious consequences. Córdoba,
Ecija and various towns of the campiña had a high proportion of
the total regional number of Moriscos. Τη 1609 in Ecija alone
19
there were 1,100.
In Santaella, Moriscos amounted to only
three percent of the total population, so the expulsion must
be considered only one among many factors contributing to its
crisis in the seventeen century.
The plague, crop failures and famine in the early 1650's
initiated a new wave of depression in Santaella.

The town

council lamented that,
The population has been reduced to less than 200
vecinos who are poor and destitute, the council
lands are reduced and heavily mortgaged, royal
lands have been sold and usurped to outsiders, the
public granary is empty, and the council is not
able to support the vecinos in these times of
scarcity and plagues.20
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Whereas in the first four decades of the century the fiveyearly averages of baptisms fluctuated between fifty and sixty,
in the quinquennium of 1641-45 it dropped below fifty, in
1661-65 below thirty and from 1711 till 1715 it reached a low
point of seventeen. The figures for marriages show a similar
trend.21
This profound depression forced the local notables to sell
the town's administrative and judicial rights to an overlord.
Besides the natural disasters, they gave as causes two additional reasons -- misgovernment and exploitation--which forced many
inhabitants to emigrate. In 1639 there were 324 vecinos in
the township, less than half the number that lived there seventy
years earlier, and eight years later only 203 were left. 22
The sale of its administration and justice did the dwindling population of Santaella no good. The number of residents
continued to fall. The War of Spanish Succession (1702-141
coincided with the absolute nadir of Santaclla's population,
on which it placed a heavy burden. In addition, a locust
plague in 1709 destroyed most of the grain harvest in the
campiña. Dejected observations in the council minutes of 1721
echoed those eighty years before:
The council lands are heavily mortgaged, the council
can hardly find the means to cover the most necessary
expenses and pay tax-debts. The town hall is ruined
and there is no public slaughterhouse; the public
granary has deteriorated as well as the lower barrio,
the barrio Isla, and the Arrabal. The majority of
the vecinos are landless laborers, and although the
population has been reduced to less than 100, taxduties are still the same.23
Slow Recovery in the eighteenth Century
The end of the war in 1714 coincided with the end of the
prolonged demographic and economic crisis of the preceding
century. Although minor crises reoccurred throughout the
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eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth century, the main
characteristic of the new demographic cycle was the steady in
crease in births. In Santaella this cycle began in 1716.
The eighteenth century saw some changes throughout Europe
that had a direct impact on population size. During the first
half of the century the brown rat replaced the black one,
which meant that the plague virtually disappeared. Less viru
lent diseases, successively smallpox, yellow fever, and
cholera, took its place.
Second, the Enlightment influenced the policies of the
state. Γη 1720 a National Health Council was created to coor
dinate response to epidemics. In 1738 the first extensive royal
relief program in Andalusia was organized in response to a
famine. The central government increasingly sought information
about local conditions in times οΓ crisis. Developments in
medical science led to improvements in sanitation, like the
royal decree of 1796 that ordered the removal of cemeteries
from the churchyard to the ruedo. In towns like Santaella
many of these measures found acceptance only in the second half
of the nineteenth century.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century ninety percent
of the Santaella population was concentrated in the town. The
number of baptisms from 1721 on slowly but steadily increased:
an average of thirty-two per year from 1721 to 1725; between
forty and fifty at mid-century and between seventy and eighty
in the second half of the century. From 1731 till 1800 the
natural increase of Santaella's population (births minus deaths)
amounted to 1,087 persons. Compared with the preceding century
there were few disasters. The worst were droughts and famines
in the early 1750,s and the second half of the 1760's and epi
26
demics in 1785-87.
The demographic recovery of Santaella should be seen in
the wider context of Spanish state formation. The disastrous
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imperlili wjrs ol the llabsburgs he Longed to the prist. Ihe
ßourljon kings rationalized and centralized state policies,
creating conditions for relative peace and order. These conditions in turn contributed to economic recovery. Although
the yields of agricultural land remained low and the technology
backward, agricultural prices increased substantially and new
27
lands were tilled.
In Santaella this revival led to the
attempt of local notables to free their town from the seignorial
regime. In 173S the pueblo regained administrative and jurisdictional independence.
For the middle of the century there is a detailed census,
the Catastro de Ensenada. 28 In 1742, 1,441 people were living
in Santaella, almost double the population in 1726. The register of l.iy families contained 381 vecinos and 1,388 inhabitants,
an average of 3.6 persons per household. The number of children per household was low, probably due to infant mortality
and the custom of boarding out young children as servants.
In the 1750's infant mortality fluctuated between fifty and
seventy-five percent of total deaths.29 The sex-ratio shows
slightly more females: 746 compared to 695 males. At the
time of the count, 43 heads of households were unmarried
(.37 males, clergy excluded, and 6 females). Most of the unmarried men were day laborers; the rest were artisans and professionals and labradores. A fifth of the lay heads of households were widowed. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
construct a population pyramid from the census, because only
the ages of the household heads are given.
There was a special register for ecclesι ast ionL house
holds. In Santaella there were twelve, comprising fifty-three
persons, an average of 4.4 per household. Three of these
vecinos were chaplains who lived alone. The rest of the clergy
could maintain large households. An extreme example was the
priest Don Miguel Vizente Alcaide y borite--hidalgo notorio,

иг.
landowner, and alcalde of the Cordobese Inquisition--whose
house sheltered two young nephews, two nieces, two sisters,
an uncle, four h rothers-i η-1 aw, and five maids, a total of
fifteen persons.
The crude birth rate in 1752 was a high 34.7."
There
must have been considerable immigration, for the natural in
crease between 1730 and 1752 was about 400 persons, while
Santaella's population increased by about 700, considerably
more. One measure for pre-twentieth century immigration is the
percentage of spouses in Santaclla weddings who were born else
where. A random sample from the parish register between 1691
and 1850 shows that a quarter to a fifth of the spouses were
born outside of Santaella in this period. Compared with the
pueblo of Bencarrón, which has a rural territory of only 557
hectares, the influx of immigrants into Santaella's territory
was much higher and more constant.
The stream of people
moving in and out Santaella, a phenomenon no doubt as ancient
as the settlement itself, must have been connected both with
the extension and fertility of the campiña and the predominance
of grain cultivation, which required large quantities of labor
in short, concentrated periods. Transhumant shepherds had
winter pastures in the plains of Córdoba, and also in the territory of Santaella. There was a constant transit of beggars,
itinerant peddlers and tradesmen, monks, soldiers, gypsies,
muleteers and teamsters; and a seasonal immigration of
Galicians as day laborers. The majority of the transients must
have moved on, but there were those who stayed. Sometimes
there were even foreigners. In the parish register is evidence
that some Portuguese and French settled in Santaella in the
eighteenth century. This motley stream of people on the move
must have been an important link between the sedentary inhabitants and the outside world.
The density of population in Santaella at the middle of
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the eighteenth century was extremely low, about 5.3 persons to
the square kilometer. In Rencarrón, where minifundism predominnted and where landed property was more or less evenly
distributed, the density was at least 200 people per square
32
kilometer.
There is a clear relation between population density and land tenure.
Unfortunately, the census of 1753 docs not list the inhabitants according to place of residence, so one does not
know how many country dwellers there were. (Seven heads of
households were classified as hortelanos, which means that they
lived outside the town, most probably along the river Genii.)
But the parish census of 1758 gives more residential information."
In this year the town was made up of at least 230
inhabited dwellings, an increase of 117 over 1726. The parish
census mentions the following settlements in the countryside:
Pago de Siete Torres, 6 dwellings, Molino Blanco and Pago de
la Guijarrosa, 20 dwellings and 9 tenant farms, and Huertas
Bocas del Salado, 9 dwellings -- forty-four inhabited dwellings
in all. In 1726 only La Guijarrosa had been mentioned; within
30 years two other hamlets had come in existence. While in
1726 less than 9 percent of the total population were country
dwellers, 32 years later the percentage had risen to 16.
This trend is confirmed by a parish census from 1767 of 278
urban and 51 rural houses. As we shall see in the next chapter, the slow progress of secondary settlement in the countryside is consistent with the recovery of agriculture in the
eighteenth century.
For the rest of the century no censuses are available, but
baptism, marriage and death records show that the population
kept on growing, with the exception of the years 1765-70, a
period of famine and epidemics. In the last decade of the
century there was a natural increase of 359 persons. The
eighteenth century was on the whole a period of demographic
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recovery.

In Santaclla the population doubled, and the number

οΓ country dwellers increased slowly but steadily.
Population Growth in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries
At the beginning of the nineteenth century the demographic
progress of the preceding century halted abruptly. The harvests
of 1802 and 1803 were bad. Tn 1802 the death-rate in Santaclla
outweighed the baptism-rate by 15. In 1803 yellow fever ravaged
the South. The municipal council decided to guard the entrances
34
of town and check persons who wanted to enter.
A year later
the first local Health Council was formed when the epidemic
struck most pueblos of the campiña
including Santaella, where
the toll it took was relatively light. Nevertheless, for the
years 1804 and 1805 deaths exceeded births by 10 and 106.
The French invasion of 1808 triggered a long and bitter
War of Idependence (1808-13). Prices of foodstuffs rose
sharply, agricultural produce was difficult to grow and market,
passing troops plundered settlements, and bandits roamed the
countryside. At the approach of the French army the gold leaf
in the parish church of Santaella was painted over. The four
years from 1810 till 1814 were especially bad for Santaella,
deaths exceeded births by 6, 4, 75 and 51, respectively. A
temporary recuperation took place from 1814 until 1825, somewhat mitigated by short but violent crises. In Table 7 the
growth index of the d£ facto and de jure populations are computed for the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
In 1818 Santaella had fifty percent more inhabitants than
in the mid-eighteenth century. In spite of occasional crises
--especially in the years of 1829, 1832, and 1857-60-- the local
population grew throughout the nineteenth century."
Cholera,
heavy rainfall, and intermittent fevers resulted in an excess
of deaths over births between 1855 and 1862. The slow
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Table 7.

De facto and de iure Population in Nineteenth
and Twentieth Century Santaella

De Tacto population according
to provincial censuses

De jure population according
to local censuses

Year

Year

Number

Growth Index

isisi*

1840b
1857 e
1860
1877,a
1889

2,163
2,307
2,365
2,235
2,335
2,542

100
107
109
103
108
118

1900
1911
1924
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1970

2,528·;
З.ЗОЭ1
4,036
4,398
6,107
6,910
6,195
5,379
5,223

100
131
160
174
242
273
245
213
207

18S7
1860
1877
1887
1897
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1975

Number

Growth Index

3,025
2,9 34
3,040
3,241
3,653
3,803
3,683
4,416
4,944
6,0 80
7,177
6,050
5,360
5,290

100
97
101
107
121
100
97
116
130
160
189
159
141
139

Notes to lab le 7.
The differences between de facto and de jure population
are partly explained by the traditional immigration of seasonal
workers into the territory of Santaella for autumn tasks and
olive harvests. The padrones are winter censuses. In some
years, however, the official figures are too high and the local
too low. This is the case in 1857, when the provincial authori
ties wanted to place Santaella in a higher tax category on the
basis of the December/January census. The municipal council
protested against this measure with the argument that the num
ber of inhabitants was unreal because of great numbers of tem
porary visitors who passed the night in inns and fields on the
day of counting. The census the council produced was conducted
in May. The 1900 official census also appears too high and the
local one too low.
(a) Libro Capitular, 1818, A.M.S.
(b) Ramirez de las Casas-Deza, 1840, leg. Santaella, B.P.C.
Cc) May-census.
(d) 1887 not available locally.
(e) Figure probably too low for tax reasons.
(f) Not clear in the census whether this figure refers to de
facto or de jure inhabitants.
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n;itur;il increase in population was augmented by a steady in
flux of immigrants. Between 1860 and 1877 deaths exceeded
births by 182, nevertheless the population increased by 100.
Between 1877 and 1889 the natural deficit amounted to 115, yet
Santaella increased by 207. These figures clearly show that
Santaclla's population increase was caused by immigration.
Troni 1900-1940 the population of Santaella increased even
37
more.
For the first time in local history births consistently
exceeded deaths--from 1898 till 1978 in only two years did
deaths outnumber births. The last great epidemic disease, an
influenza, was in 1917. While mortality declined around 1900,
fertility remained at a high level, with a resulting natural
increase in population. A number of factors are responsible
for the decrease in mortality. Free medical assistance to the
poor increased in the second half of the nineteenth century.
Hygiene improved. In 1887 a beginning was made to construct
a system of piped water. Around 1900 public wells were dis
infected yearly. Education slowly became available for the
landless. The increasing organization of agricultural laborers
in the first decades of the century forced the local govern
ment and landowners to take palliative measures in times of
famine.
To this natural increase was added heavy immigration,
especially in the decades of 1900-1911 and 1930-1940. (See
Table 8). At the end of the 1940's Santaella reached the
greatest population in its existence as a township, almost
7,000 inhabitants. After 1940 immigration came to a halt.
From then until the 1970,s emigration, first to the industrial
ized regions о Γ Spain and later to Western Europe was a fea
,
ture of everyday life until the middle of the 1970 s. Besides
permanent emigration, temporary long-distance out-migration
became a new reality in Santaella.
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Table 8.

Natural and Real Increase in Population, and
Migration 1818-1975.

Source: Local Censuses.
Period
1818-1840
1840-1857
185 7-1860
1860-1877
1877-1889
1889-1900
1900-1911
1911-1924
1924-1930
1930-194 О1
194 0-1950
1950-1960
1960-1970
1970-1975
a)
b)

Natural

Increase

2 30
194
-116
-151
-122
10
3 75
778
361
76 8
9 83
1,025
810
506

Real

Increase

Migration

144
58
-130
100
207
-14
781
727
362
1 ,709
80 3
-715
-816
-156

-86
-136

-14
251
329
-24
406
-51
1
941
-180
-1,740
-1,626
-662

Figures refer to de jure population.
1936 was exc]uded~F)ecause of forced or political baptisms;
migration thus might have been slightly lower. The baptisms
between 1900 and 1940 do not wholly cover real births in
that period because some left-wing families refused to let
their children baptized and marry in church.

Urban and Rural Population Growing Apart
In the past 120 years Santaella's growth took place mainly
in the countryside.

While the population of Santaella town de

creased considerably

from 1857 till 1900, that of La Guijarrosa

increased by 75 percent.

The main reason for this uneven demo-

graphic development between town and country was immigration
to rural settlements.

An additional reason was the country
38
families' higher rate of fertility.
In the first decades of

the twentieth century the demographic balance between urban
and rural population shifted even more drastically in favor of
the countryside, as the table below clearly indicates.
Although the population of the urban center increased significantly--it doubled between 1900 and 1950--the rural population
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Table 9.
Source:

Town-Countrv Distribution of de jure Population
1857-197S.
Local Censuses
Year
1857

Year
1860

ì

77
2
3
18
100

1,664
48
64
459
2,235

74
2
3
21
100

1911

*

1924

Î

2,046
73
180
22
984
3,305

62
2
5
1
30
100

%

Year

О

Year
1900

%

69
2
5
24
100

1,624
33
150
721
2,528

64
1
6
29
100

%

1940

%

ü

1884

«1

Casco
. 1,831
48
Extramuros
Huertas
65
La Guijarrosa 421
Total
2,365

Casco
Extramuros
Huertas
Campiña
La Guija.
Total

1950 d
Casco
Huertas
Campiña
La Guija.
Total

3,4 88
600
1,603
1,219
6,910

%
50
9
23
18
100

2,479
61
84
2
222
6
' 175
4
1,076
27
4,036 100
1960
3,208
490
1,417
1,080
6,195

*
52
8
23
17
100

1,709
51
120
594
2,474
1930 c

50
3,031
130
2
34 3
6
1 ,047 17
1,556
25
6,107 100

2,647
58
23 0.5
177
4
203
4
1,538 33.5
4,588 100
1970

19 75

%

2,582
48
460 8.5
1,484 27.5
853
16
5,379 100

е

%

2,584 49.5
346
7
1,338 25.5
955
18
5,223 100

Notes to Table 9.
(a)

Casco is the town-center of the municipality. Sometimes
the word villa is used.
(b) Extramuros literally means "outside the walls," the dwell
ings that lie beyond the built-up area in the ruedo of
town, usually within 500 meters distance.
(c) The 1930 population could not be broken down according to
place of residence. I took the de jure population of the
Nomenclátor de Cordoba, Madrid: I.Ν.E. The total popula
tion figure from this source is slightly higher than the
municipal census.
fd) From 1950 onwards the term of 'extramuros' is not used.
Ce) This new decrease in urban population vis-à-vis the countryside is explained by the foundation of the new settlement
of La Montiela.
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almost quadrupled in the same period. Whereas in 1857 three
quarters of the municipal population was living in the urban
center, in 1950 this proportion had dropped to one-half. The
periods in which the rural population rose most rapidly 1860-80, 1900-11, and 1910- 40- - cornei ded with periods of substantial immigration. In other words, a considerable part of
rural settlement growth was due to immigration.
From 1900 on, the permanent population of the dispersed
corti jo-complexes has been steadily growing. As can be seen
in Table 9, it multiplied by eight between 1911 and 1924.
This was a period of mounting pressure of labor unions on landowners to intensify agricultural production. Sharecropping
arrangements were expanding. The economic boom during the
First World War, when Spain remained neutral and became a major
exporter of foodstuffs to the countries at war, greatly encouraged expansion of production. At the same time technical innovations began to spread in the campiña, particularly the use
of chemical fertilizers and a new crop rotation system. A
second period of expansion of cortijo population, 1930-1940,
coincided with land reform measures during the Second Republic,
including the allocation of day-laborers to cortiios under the
auspices of state agencies. This practice persisted during
the first Franco years, when dispersal of people over the
countryside reached a climax. In the course of the 1940,s,
however, a new period of 'reconcentration' set in. In addition to the diaspora of countrypeoplc to industrial and service centers in Spain, this meant the consolidation of major
nuclei m the countryside at the expense of the cortijos.
The number of people living permanently in scattered farmsteads
rapidly declined between 1950 and 1980. In 1960 more than half
of the municipal population lived in dispersed houses, in 1970
only thirty-six percent
and in 1975 thirty percent.
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Migratory Trends
It is revealinR to look at the place of origin of the
people listed in the censuses :ind to ti i Ffe rent i a te between town
and country. ft turns out that the overwhelminti majority of
residents born outside took up residence in the periphery of
the township. (See Table 10.) Most of them stayed there, but
later some moved to the town. This phenomenon has also been
noted in the sierra of Cadiz. 41 Tn a campiña pueblo, where there
has always been temporary immigration during the harvest and
sowing periods, it is even more marked than in a sierra pueblo.
Many of the country people of Santaella live closer to neighboring towns and have more contact with them than they do with
Santaella. In 1875 almost 70 percent of the residents of La
Guijarrosa born elsewhere came from the neighboring pueblos of
La Carlota, San Sebastián and La Victoria, where people were
accustomed to life on isolated farms. The majority of the inhabitants of the Huertas along the Genii River was born in the
neighboring townships of Puente Genii and Ecija. Those who
came from Puente Genii came predominantly from the barrio of
Santiago, an old huerta settlement.
A second reason for the predominance of forasteros in the
countryside is that the landholders who possess land in Santaella but live in other pueblos do bring sharecroppers, tenants
or laborers from their own pueblo to work their land. Moreover,
seasonal immigrants who came to work on the numerous cortijos
in the municipal territory went directly to the farms for work.
Some of them settled permanently nearby.
In 1885 the forasteros who lived in town had the following
occupations: 19 shopkeepers and artisans, 13 civil servants
and professional men, 15 landholders, and 35 land laborers.
Those forasteros who traveled the longest distance before they
settled in town were people with a higher education or skilled
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Table 10.
Source:

Distribution of People Born Outside the Township
by Place of Residence.

Municipal censuses.

18 75

Cordobaprovince

Rest
Andalusia

Rest
Spain

Total

0
0

82
8
343

34
12
22
68

1
4
5

117
20
279
416

28
5
67
100

156
10
625
791

86
3
6
95

245
13
631
889

28
1
71
100

165
4
170
503
842

39
1
85

209
5
255
536
005

21
0.5

Casco
Extramuros
Countryside
Total

25 3

1885
Casco
hxtramuTOS
Countryside
Total
1924
Casco
l.xtramuros
Huertas/cortijos
La Guijarrosa
Total

33

158

25.5

53
100

195 0
Casco
F.xt r amuro s
La Cuijarrosa
Siete Torres
Las Casillas
Fuente d.i. Santos
11. Ingeniero
Fontanar

El Toril
Cabaza Obispo
11. Bocas Salado
Pcrdernías
1.1 Porret.il
lot.il

19 7

29
296
32

81
47
98
122
12
73
7
70
13

1 ,0 86

141
8
15
2
4
4
26
110
8
40
0
ÍS
21
421

14
4
2
2
22

352
41
313
34
85
51
124
243
20
122
16
94
34
1 ,529

23
3
20
2
fl

3
8
16
1
8
1
6
2
99
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workers who had better opportunities to exercise their trades
in town than in the country. The proportion of immigrants
from the rest of Andalusia and Spain is higher in the casco
and extramuros areas than in the rural settlements (see
Table 10). An exception is the hamlet of El Fontanar, where
the majority of the inhabitants came from the town of Loja
in the province of Granada, a special case discussed below.
The rural settlements along the periphery of the municipal
territory were populated by people from outside Santaella,
most of whom were already accustomed to life in isolated homesteads or dispersed hamlets. This applies to immigrants who
settled in the Huertas, El Fontanar, and, in particular. La
Guijarrosa. People who lived for generations in the compact
habitat of the casco apparently were not willing to give up
their houses in town and settle permanently in the countryside.
As elsewhere, emigration has been a central feature of
life in Santaella. Jews and Moors were forced to leave the
town. In the first half of the seventeenth century many inhabitants emigrated because of misgovernment and taxes. Temporary
immigration has also been a constant of life in the campiña.
In Santaella, the Mesta of Soria held grazing rights since the
Reconquista until the nineteenth century. Some shepherds acquired land and settled permanently.
However, most seasonal
immigrants were day-laborers from neighboring towns and the
mountains to the south, who came to harvest wheat in summer
and prepare the fields for sowing in early autumn. In 1901,
cultivation of the lands of Santaella required 3,373 day44
laborers, more than half of whom were seasonal migrants.
Intra-regional specialties developed: reapers came from
Aguilar, Iznájar, Encinas Reales and Benamejí; threshers from
Rute, Iznájar, Benamejí and Encinas Reales; wagoners and
muleteers from Fernán Nuñez, Espejo, Guadalcázar, Fuente Palmera,
La Carlota and La Victoria; foremen predominantly came from
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Fernán Núñez. * The seasonal immigrants traveled long distances from cortijo to cortijo, from district to district,
leading a semi-nomadic existence.
The local people classified them by collective nicknames: serreños were from the
mount;)ins of the province of Córdoba, serranos from central
and northern Spain, especially from Soria, Cuenca and
Ciuadalaj л ra , mangurri nos from the mountains of С ranada and
Almena.
During the nineteenth century the relations between local
and outside laborers grew more and more hostile. In 1873,
for example, a violent conflict broke out between local field
hands and mangurrinos reaping on several cortijos in the
municipal territory. The matter was discussed in the council
and the following decision taken:
In view of the work in the harvest that cannot
possibly be done by local workers alone, the ex
pulsion of outsiders would considerably damage
the interests of the landowners. Moreover, the
council does not have the right to expel the
migrant workers.48
In 1919 a royal decree legitimated the preference of local
jornaleros over outsiders, a position favored by the workers of
Santaella. The Federal Congress of Anarchists in Castro del
Rio took an alternative position, in favor of workers from the
pueblos where the landowners were living. For in the campiña
pueblos like Montalbán and Espejo with an anarchist tradition
tended to be those with small territories, whose workers deponded largely on labor in the larger territories of towns like
Santaella. The position of the congress on this issue was the
main reason why the worker's society of Santaella did not join
the general strike declared by the anarcho-syndicalists in 1919.
Temporary immigrant labor remained an important issue during
the Second Republic.
One way to deduce the extent of immigrant labor is to
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compare the de facto with the de j ure population: in May
1857, for instance, there were 222 people who temporarily
resided in the municipal territory; in June 1889, 386 transients were listed; and in December 1877, 728. In the early
igsO's summer immigration declined because of mechanization
of the grain harvest. Similarly, winter immigration dropped
from 384 in 1950 to 156 in 1965. With the introduction of new
labor-intensive crops, especially cotton, September and October
have become months that require extra workers.
Seasonal out-migration of local agricultural laborers
also has a long history in Santaella, albeit on a smaller scale
than immigration. They went to olive-growing townships in
Cordoba and Jaén in December and January. At present only a
dozen of families go. In the 1950's many local laborers undertook long-distance seasonal migration to France and Switzerland,
where they were employed on farms in spring and autumn. Whereas participation in the olive harvest often involved whole
families, the latter emigration only affected men. Their number was about one hundred, and in the early 1970's it came to
a halt. Today the Santaellanos prefer to stay in Spain and
work in the beet harvests in the Castilian provinces of
Salamanca and Zamora, but many Andalusians still participate
in the French grape harvests.
Between 1951 and 1975 the natural increase of Santaella
amounted to 2,312, but in the same period the township had a
net loss of 1,687 inhabitants, which means a net out-migration
of 4,000 people. In comparison with other towns in the
campiña this population hemorragc is benign.49 These relatively
modest losses can be attributed to the project at La Montiela,
which maintains 800 people. Other landless Santaellanos are
waiting for the giant project of Genil-Cabra that has been
promised by the Institute of Agrarian Reform and Development.
In the mid-1970's, emigration from Santaella practically ceased,
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in part duc to a slowing of the growth of the national economy.
Population Density
With twenty people per square kilometer, Santaella is the
most sparsely populated township in the Cordobese campiña.
Half of its population lives crowded in a town covering only a
few of Santaella's 27,000 hectares. Seasonal workers and nonresident farmers do use Santaella's campiña, but even the total
number of people who make a living in this territory is very
smal 1.
Obviously in an agrarian society population size and agriculture are intimately related. How they are related, however,
is less clear. Consider two examples. Santaella's population
growth in the first decades of this century might be seen as a
result of increased agricultural production. On the other hand,
the increase in population provided the labor necessary to intensify production. Similarly, many nineteenth century economists and politicians held that the use for cereals and pasture
of the large estates in the province of Cordoba fand Andalusia
as a whole) was a consequence of the "lack of population and
capital, and the bad quality of the soil."'
But lack of population might as well have been a result of land use, the more
so since the campiña soil is, in fact, highly fertile.
Santaella's low population density is better understood
when compared with neighboring Fernán Niíñez. In 1930, before
widespread mechanization of agriculture, Santaella's territory
was nine times that of Fernán Núñez, and the population density
of Fernán Núñez was eighteen times that of Santaella.
Since
both territories were of comparable fertility and cultivated
areas included more than 90 percent of the total territories,
it is clear that the variations in population density are not
the result of differing physical and agrarian conditions. Nor
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does the amount of latifundia explain the differences. In
Santaella 58 percent of the territory was covered by estates of
more than 300 hectares, but in Fernán Núñez the amount of latifundia was even higher.
A more detailed examination of the system of land tenure
is needed. In Santaella most cortijos were owned by people who
lived elsewhere. These latifundistas tended to lease their
estates out to one person, who often did not reside in the town
where the estate was located. The easiest and most secure way
to manage such an estate was to grow cereals. Consequently,
in Santaella no less than 83 percent of the total area under
cultivation was covered by cereals.
The situation in Fernán Núñez was completely different.
Mere there was only one latifundium, a 2000 hectare estate of
the Duke of Fernán Núñez, which included 3/4 of the town territory. The leniency and charity of the lords of this pueblo
were proverbial m the Cordobese campiña. In the seventeenth
century, the dukes did much to develop the town by founding
textile factories, constructing olive and grain mills, encouraging the planting of trees and dividing their huge estate up
in small plots granted on long-term lease to the inhabitants.
In the first decades of the twentieth century, more than 500
families rented land from the duke at very low rents. So in
fact, land wa^ relatively evenly distributed in lernán Nunez,
and consequently could support a larger population than in
Santaella. In Fernán Núñez there was relatively more olive
production, hence more need for labor. And finally, various
farmers had acquired large estates in the territories of
neighboring pueblos, especially Santaella.
Complaints like
the ones that follow, recur throughout the last two centuries
in the minutes of Santaella's municipal councilMore than 75 percent of the cortijos are in the
hands of outsiders from La Rambla, Córdoba, Ecija,
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Monti] la, Montnlb.in, Aguilar, Puente de Jon
Gonzalo, and Fernán Nunez.^'
Nearly all olive groves arc property of powerful
persons from other
pueblos, entailed in mayorazgos
and prebends . ·>ι°
Territorial wealth of this villa belongs For the
greatest part to forasteros.59
Vecinos possess only some four or five cortijos,
while labradores from La Rambla, Aguilar, Montilla,
Fernán Núñcz and other outsiders control the
majority of the estates in this territory.6°
This municipal territory is for the greater part
exploited by outsiders with the consequence that
only a small fraction of the production enters
this town.61
This brief comparison suggests that low population density
accompanies monopolization of land by absentee latifundists
and labor-extensive cereal monoculture. Like Fernán Nuñez,
the new settlements that were founded in the vicinity of
Santaella in the second half of the eighteenth century, support
much larger populations. As in Fernán Nuñez, land is distributed
more evenly in these pueblos than in Santaella and--although of
poorer quality--it has been cultivated more intensively.
Demographic evidence identifies directions in the evolution
of settlements in Santaella. The overwhelming majority of immigrants took up residence in rural settlements along the periphery of the township, and over the past 120 years, most of
Santaella's population growth took place in the countryside.
The agrarian regime is an important explanatory factor.
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Notes to Chapter Seven
1.

The years of lS3b-41 and 1556-59 are missing.

2.

The years of 1573, 1574, 1581-84, 1590, 1608-15, and
1822-23 are missing.

3.

Until 1730 only those people who bequeathed money to the
Church were registered by the parish priests.

4.

Cf. Nadal (1976: 19-20) and Moreno Navarro [1972: 52-53)
on the correspondence between baptisms and burials and
actual births and deaths.

5.

Censuses are published by the National Institute of
Statistics every ten years. At the municipal level individuals are counted every five years, while the census
rolls (the padrón) have to be brought up to date continually by the town officials. Until now little work has been
done on Andalusian parish registers, although I did find
Moreno's study on a village in the Aljarafe (Sevilla)
useful (1972). I do not, of course, assume that the results from Santaella can be extrapolated beyond its district.

6.

Nieto Cumplido (1972: 25-36).

7.

Madoz (1845-60: Vol. 6: 584).

8.

Cabrillana

9.

T h i s f i g u r e i s drawn from " E s c r i p t u r a de V e n t a . . , " M a d r i d ,
1649, A . M . S . , which r e f e r s t o t h e p r e c e d i n g c e n t u r y .
It
is impossible to determine the exact numerical r e l a t i o n between v e c i n o s and i n h a b i t a n t s .
B r a u d e l u s e s 4 . 5 for S p a i n ,
b u t I t h i n k 4 i s more r e a l i s t i c for t h e p u e b l o s of t h e
campiña of Córdoba.

10.

S i m i l a r l y , 1540-80 Córdoba c i t y grew s p e c t a c u l a r l y from
6 , 2 8 3 v e c i n o s in 1530 t o 11,600 i n 1571 ( F o r t e a P e r e z
1978: 3 8 8 , 8 9 ) .

11.

La Rambla's p o p u l a t i o n , which had r i s e n t o 2,000 v e c i n o s
i n t h e c o u r s e of t h e s i x t e e n t h c e n t u r y , dropped t o 800
by 1647 (Niemeier 1935: 5 2 ) .

12.

Aranda Doncel

13.

Lapeyre

(1965:

(1959:

461-515).

(1978 I :
181,2).

26).
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]Ί.

Archivo General del Obispado de Córdoba.
Generales de San taclla. ISRO.

15.

Lapeyre (1959: 141-2).

16.

They are listed in the census of the diocese of Cordoba
of 1589, Archivos de Simancas, Cámara de Castilla, leg.
2196. Lapeyre does not mention these eighty-two Moriscos.

17.

Nadal (1976: 54). Lapeyre (1959: 205,6) estimates the
total number o!' Moriscos expulsed from Spain 275,000.
Andalusia's part amounted to 30,000 or eleven percent.

18.

Hamilton (1978,11).

19.

Lapeyre (1959: 167).

20.

"Hscriptura de Venta..." A.M.S.

21.

In spite of crop failures, plagues and deportation of
Moriscos, during the first twenty-five years of the seventeenth century the small hamlets scattered over the
Marquisade of Estepa increased in population (Gregory
1978: 87). Unfortunately, no evidence nor further details
are presented to account for this provocative fact.

22.

"Escriptura de Venta...", A.M.S.

23.

Libro Capitular, 1721, A.M.S.

24.

In Вепсаггбп, a pueblo in the Sevillian Aljarafe, the
end of the 1660's already marked the beginning of demo
graphic recovery. Cf. Moreno Navarro (1972: 58,59).

25.

In Puente Genii, which was rapidly growing, the graveyard
was moved out of town at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Victims of epidemic diseases were usually buried
in carneros, mass graves, or under the church floor.

26.

From 1730 to 1800 there were nineteen years in which the
death rate exceeded the birth rate.

27.

Cf. Vicens Vives (1969: 506-508).

28.

The Catastro gave an officiai total of 315 vecinos (about
1,260 inhabitants) for Santaella, a figure contradicted
by the detailed count, which was much higher. Source:
Libro de familias eclesiasticas/Libro de cabezas de casa
y familias seglares, 1753, A.M.S.

29.

In the nineteenth century infant mortality dropped slightly

Sección Visitas

17,7,

and accounted for between forty-fi ve and sixty-five percent of all deaths.
ín the first half of this century
it dropped further to between thirty and forty percent
of deaths, but only in the lOôO's and 1970's was it reduced drastically to below ten percent, due to the rise in
the standard of living, improved medical care, and childbirths in the hospital of Cordoba. Before, hot summer
months took the heaviest toll among infants (gastritis).
30.

This figure includes all births.

31.

Cf. Moreno Navarro

32.

(1972: 324-15).
2
In 1840 it was 292 persons/km .

33.

Padrón de Confessiones, 1758. Α.P.S. The visiting priests
only noted down houses they entered. So, possibly there
were also houses whose dwellers were not home when the
priest came by.

34.

Libro Capitular, 1803, A.M.S.

35.

Nadal (1976: 118) gives some examples of the damage caused
by yellow fever in the vicinity of Santaella:
Town
Córdoba
Mont 111a
La Rambla
Espejo
Ее i ja

Duration

Deaths

28/9-14/11
11/8-15/12
22/8-15/11
27/8-25/11
8/10-20/12

4 00
1,067
37

328
3,802

Inhabitants
40,000
4,000
6,000
4,961
40,000

% victims

1
27
0.6
6
9.5

It is remarkable how unevenly an epidemic struck places
so close together. One might have expected more victims
in populous towns like Cordoba and Ecija.
36.

Whereas from 1730 till 1800 deaths exceeded births in
nineteen years, from 1830 till 1900 this occurred in no
fewer than thirty-seven years. Council minutes abound
with references to the worsening condition of the agricul
tural proletariat.

37.

From 1900-1940 the overall Andalusian population rose from
3.5 million to 5.2 million (Carr 1966: 6 9 6 ) .

38.

Unfortunately it is not possible to count baptisms by
settlement of residence. Only since 1953 there are separ
ate parish registers for La Guijarrosa. In 1960 the crude
birthrate (per thousand) for the township was 21.8 while
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Го г La Guijarrosa it was 40.7. In 1975 the differences
were still great: 25.3 for the township and 48.2 for
La Guijarrosa.
39.

Taken from the Nomenclátores de Córdoba.

40.

Municipal Census of 1975.

41.

Pitt-Rivers (Ί971: 25): "...there is double the percentage
of outsiders among the mills and farms than in the town.
So that it appears that the path towards assimilation into
the community lies through the peripheral countryside."
The community to which Pitt-Rivers refers here is the
urban community of Alcalá.

42.

Municipal census of 1885, A.M.S.

43.

See Kenny (1966: 27), Tax Freeman (1979: 228-29) and
Martinez Alier (1971: 290) on the tradition of transhumant
emigration in Soria and the acquisition of land by some of
the shepherds in the campiña of Andalusia.

44.

Libro Capitular, 1901, A.M.S.

45.

СГ. López Ontiveros (1974: 149); older informants corroborated this.

46.

On the semi-nomadic way of life of Sicilian peasants see
Blok (1975: 46).

47.

СГ. Díaz del Moral (1973: 32).

48.

Libro Capitular, 1873, A.M.S.

49.

Prom 1951 till 1970 La Rambla and Montilla had a migration
deficit of 11,000 and 8,000 respectively (cf. Lopez
Ontiveros 1974: 114, 119). Two good anthropological casestudies on emigration are Gregory (1976, 1978) and
Hoogveld (1978).

50.

In 1970, the average population density in the Cordobesc
campiña amounted to 83 (López Ontiveros 1974: 196-7).
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As to land use Γ could not avail о Γ figures for 1 )30, so
Τ took those for 1872 (Loring Miro l^ys ЪМ) . Although
some important transformations in agriculture took place
between 1872 and 1940, these do not hold for the main
crops grown.
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Cf. Ramirez de las Casas-Deza, legajo de lernán Núñez,
1840, В.Р.Г.
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People from Fernán Núñez are notorious for having acquired
the best cortijos in the campiña of Córdoba. There is a
well-known saying: "Córdoba has suffered three invasions:
the Moors, the sonanos and the people from Fernán Núñez"
(cf. Martínez Aller 14 71 290'). A member of the prc-Civil
War institute of Agrarian Reform gave an interesting explanation for this fact: "Many years ago, the seigneuri il
house gave parcels to the villagers and the bulk of the
remaining land was let out to tenants. This has been a
magmficant school for entrepreneurs, a source of devoted
farmers...who, in the course of time have created a large
number of model farms...soon the municipal district proved
too small and the sons of these agricultural entrepreneurs
...fill with their enlightened management not only their
native municipal district but a good part of the provinces
of Córdoba, Seville and Jaén..." (ibid. 291).
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Niemeier (1935· 101) demonstrated that minifundia in Andalusia
sustained a considerably larger labor force than latifundia.
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CHAPTER KT Gl IT:

Till: AGRARIAN RÜG IMI:

Communications
The climate, the quality of the soils, and the gentlyundulating terrain of Santaella constitute favorable conditions
for agriculture. But communications with the world outside
have always been difficult. Tn 1559, "it was decided not to
send barley from the villages of Santaella and La Rambla to
Malaga, since the cost of wagon transport was as much as the
barley itself."
Transport of grain overland by mule or cart
had always been more expensive than transport by water. In
Roman and Arab times the Genii had been navigable to Ecija and
the Guadalquivir to Cordoba, but by the time of the Reconquest
these rivers could no longer be used. The decision in the document cited above had more to do with the season than with distance. It was taken in January, and in winter transport over
land became almost impossible because of the mud. Immediately
after the harvest, grain was usually either directly brought
from the cortijos to the granaries of the landlords in the
cities or else stored jη the cortijos.
Virtually the complete grain harvest eventually left the
municipal territory to be transported to Ecija, Córdoba, or
the cities of Sevilla, Granada or Malaga, where cereals were
often scarce. The greater part of Santaella's olive production was exported to Madrid. In the middle of the eighteenth
century there were six fulltime muleteers and carters in
Santaella, one of whom specialized in taking olive oil to
Madrid and another in transport between the pueblo and Cordoba.
This is a small number of carters for the grain of the entire
rural territory; most landlords must have hired carts in other
towns, probably the towns where they lived.
Only a small
proportion of the grain entered the local market, which was
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Lontrolled by two brokers who operated through the local lonj a,
a kind of exchange in front of the parish church.
From accounts of repairs on the parish church in the six
teenth and seventeenth century it appears that Santaella was
dependent on other towns for construction materials. Bricks
were imported from Montalbán by ox-cart, stone from quarries
in Montilla, wood from Ecija, and mortar from La Rambla.
Master builders, silversmiths and bell-founders came from
Córdoba.
The location of the town in the center of a large territory
served only by mule tracks (caminos de herradura) was mentioned
by the town council as one of the reasons for high local prices.
Moreover, the three rivers that pass through the territory
often flooded m winter. The Catastro de Fnsenada mentioned
that the four flour mills in the municipal territory only
worked in summer "because in winter water from the Genii makes
roads impassable."
Complaints by the local councils about the bad condition
of local roads and the isolation of the pueblo became frequent
in the nineteenth eentury
In I S M , the council applied for
provincial support to build a stone bridge across the Salado
"in view of the isolation of this pueblo, which is totally de7
pendent on trade with surrounding towns."
In January ISSS,
according to council minutes, bread was scarce because the
Salado in flood prevented the tr.insport of wood for the bakers
in town.

In the 1860*5·

By disgrace tins pueblo is troubled more than any
other pueblo in the district by the lamentable condition of its roads. Yet in spite of its small
population, its tax contribution is among the highest of the district. This pueblo is situated in
the basin of the Salado, Monturque and Genii but does
not have a single bridge, which means weeks of complete isolation in winter.
The council sought support from "his maiesty's government" to
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construct stono bridges and build ronds. It considered as
most urgent connections witb the royal highway from Cordoba to
Malaga, with La Carlota (on the royal highway from Madrid to
Sevilla) and with the road from Montalbán to La Rambla, "in
the interest of developing trade and agriculture." Similar
requests were made in 1867 and throughout the 1880's and 1890's.
With the arrival of the railway, the nodal location of
Cordoba in the provincial network of communication was confirmed. The lines from Sevilla to Cordoba, and from Cordoba to
Málaga and Madrid were opened in 1859, 1865 and 1866 respectively. The towns of Montilla and Puente Genii were on the rail
lines and became important secondary commercial centers of the
Cordobese campiña. In 1904 the councils of Santaella and La
Rambla jointly requested to be included on a secondary rail
line between Montilla and Ecija. They were turned down by the
Ministry of Public Works. Six years later the local authorities raised serious objections to the proposed route of a new
road from Lucena through Puente Genii to Ecija:
The projected route injures the interests of this
town considerably, because it remains isolated,
deprived of connections with surrounding pueblos.
The only road is the one from Ecija to La Rambla
which, however, passes at a distance of 2.5 kilometers from the town-center, and so little use is
made of it. Transports to Ecija go by an ancient
dirt track, as in the time of the Moors. The proposed road is of no use to this town because it
leads only ten kilometers through this territory at
a distance of more than ten kilometers from the
center. This town pays yearly 200,000 pesetas to
the public treasury.... The enormous agricultural
potential of this pueblo cannot be exploited without roads to help it develop. In doing so one
will help to elevate the entire Spanish nation.
In their references to national interests and appeals to principles of reciprocity, the local pleas were neglected by provincial and national authorities. The most influential
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landowners did not live in Santaclla and got enough money out
of their properties, with or without adequate communications.
Tn spite of the problem of local transport, their cortijos had
always icted as centers of commercialization of agriculture,
for they were closer to the main routes of communication than
the urban settlement itself. Agricultural surpluses were not
stored in Sant.iel l.i. Trade largely bypassed the town.
When the incicnt settlements of the с .imp ina were founded,
the inaccessibility ol the hilltop settlement was necessary for
defense and security. In later times this location hindered
the flow of traffic; railway stations had to be constructed at
several kilometers from the urban centers, as in Montilla and
I'uente G e m 1 .
In the late 1020's and 1030's, however, new means of com
munication became available to the town-- telephone and tele
graph services were established, and trucks improved postal
communication. A local landowner started a regular service
for passengers between Cordoba and Santaella in a Chevrolet.
Beginning in the early lO-IO's a daily bus between the provincial
capital and Puente Genii by way of Santaella was operated by a
Catalan company. In the 1060's a new asphalt road from San
taella to Aidea Quintana over La Guijarrosa reduced the distance
between Santaella and the provincial capital from S8 to 49
о

kilometers.
The rapid spread of radio and television brought
the world into the local taverns and many houses. Buses, cars
and motorbikes take local people more frequently outside their
pueblo. Since 1979 an automatic exchange has improved communi
cation by telephone. But the pueblo is still a dead end.
There is only one bus a day to and from Cordoba, none on
Sundays. Newspapers arrive one day late. The mail is slow.
The nearest railway stations are an hour drive from Santaella.
The present mayor of Santaella echoes the voices of the past*
"One of the main problems of this pueblo is that the transport
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of harvests is hindered by our deficient roads, which cannot be
used by trucks of heavy tonnage."
From Reconquest to Decadence:

Some Long-term Trends

Patterns of settlement, land tenure and land use in Andalusia
were decisively shaped by the particular configuration of the
Crown, nobility. Church and peasantry at the time of the Reconquest, and by the peculiar rhythm by which the greater part of
Andalusia was incorporated within a short time into Castilian
Spain. After the Reconquest of Santaella in 1239, the boundaries of the town's territory and the nuclear settlement pattern
were consolidated by an interplay of the following factors.
First, there was a lack of Christian settlers to till the conquered lands. Second, the frontier condition persisted until
the Reconquest of Granada in 1492. And third, large estates
were donated to powerful barons who had the means to defend the
newly acquired territory against Muslim intruders. One of the
most powerful regional lineages, the Fernández de Córdoba,
were richly rewarded for their services to the King of Castile.
At the time of the Catastro de Ensenada in 1753 five descendants
in this lineage owned no less than eleven cortijos and some
smaller plots in Santaella, amounting to 6,880 fanegas, fifteen
percent of all local territory. This was more than all local
landowners combined.
Unfortunately, hardly any data are available on conditions
of land tenure and land use in the Cordobese campiña in the
y e n s following the Reconquista. Only the land distributions
by kind Fernando III in the district of Cordoba city in 1236
have partly been preserved. These cover eighty-five percent
of the present municipal territory and corresponded to ten
percent of all campiña. Of the land redistributed more than
30,000 hectares was grain land, 50 hectares garden and 250
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vineyard. No mention is made of olive land.
In Chapter Six
wc extrapolated to Santaella from the repartimiento of Kcija.
One of the first topographical maps of western Andalusia, drawn
between 1517 and 1523 by the second son of Christopher Columbus,
confirms the existence of intensively cultivated green belts
around the towns of the Cordobese campiña. It gives a rough
idea of the land and the townscape.
The only towns mentioned
by Columbus in the western part of the campiña are Santaella,
Montemayor, La Rambla, Montilla and Fernán Nunez. There were
olives in the immediate surroundings of Santaella, Montemayor
and Fernán Nunez; and vines in La Rambla, Montilla and Montemayor.
Γη the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries the concentration
of land in few hands was reinforced by entailment. Up to 1505
entailment was exclusive to the nobility and formed the basis
for its power. In 1505 the Laws of Toro established the insti
tution of mayorazgo--the entailment of land to the first born
son--and converted it into an institution of common law.
This meant that non-noble owners could also entail their proper
ties, a first step towards the status of hidalgo.
In the first half of the sixteenth century the great demand
for agricultural products in the New World, drove up prices and
encouraged the planting of labor-intensive cash crops, such as
olives and vines--and the "breaking" of waste lands, particularly in the areas near Sevilla. 1 2 As a result, land became an
object of speculation for urban merchants, who acquired it by
providing high interest loans to cultivators and foreclosing
m bad years.
The settlement of the northern section of Santaella's
rural district probably started at this time with the planting
of olive trees and vines. In 1502 there already existed a
"Pago de la Guijarrosa," part of a large district granted to
a noble family by Fernando III in 1241.
The Pago de La
Guijarrosa consisted then for the greater part of royal lands
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USCHI .IS p.isturc by mil ibi tants of the surround ι nj· towns. The
losuits lioiifílit those l.imls in ISS1; nul in I d Ir. I'll ι Ι ι ρ III
granted the Rector ol the Соіедю de Santa Catalina ol Córdoba
jurisdiction and señorío in the estate ot La Guijarrosa. One
year later the College was involved in a lawsuit with Córdoba
city over the right to sell wine of the La Guijarrosa estate
in the city.
The Jesuits had apparently planted vines
earlier
Religious corporations -monasteries, nunneries, brotherhoods and pious foundations (obras pías) , which owned most
of the lands in the northern section of Santaella's territory,
thus played an important role in the cultivation of new land.
The labor-intensive crops they planted required the constant presence of cui11 vators-- tenants, sharecroppers and field
hands
Peasant families probably settled on the newly cultivated lands in thatched mud huts of the sort that until recently
still exibted. From the mid-sixteenth century onward children
of country dwellers were baptized in the chapel of a large
olive estate in La Guijarrosa, Molino Blanco.
In 158S there
was a brotherhood of the Virgin of the Rosary, the patroness
of Molino Blanco, good evidence of communal life among the
17
country folk of the La Guijarrosa district.
Perhaps the first dwellings of hortelanos appeared also in
the age of economic expansion during the second and third quarter of the sixteenth century in the Huertas Bocas del Salado.
Ihey might date from the reign of Philip II, when a dam was constructed on the Genii near fcija, which "watered many a garden
L8

and orchard."
I f in the old agrarian regime agricultural prosperity can
be measured by population growth, then the fifty years between
1530 and ISSO were good ones for Santaella. Santaella's purchase in 1564 of rights to its own lurisdiction is evidence of
some degree of material wealth. Population pressure and the
cultivation of new lands led to lawsuits between the councils
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of аггоич towns in the campiña and the Mesta in the second half
of the sixteenth century. Between 1S60 and 1590 the council
of Cordoba city successfully litigated with the Mesta against
its grazing privileges. 19 The lawsuit set a precedent for
the councils of smaller towns. In the second half of the sixteenth century, Santaclla started to lease out municipal lands
to peasants for cultivation. lor this, peasants and the council were repeatedly fined by judges of the Mesta who claimed
this land in perpetuity as grazing grounds for the transhument
flocks of Sona in Old Castile. The conflict on "breaking lands"
was brought before the Royal High Court о Γ Appeal at Granada,
21
where in 1615 it decided in favor of Santaella.
A·-- seen in the preceding chapter, at the beginning of the
scvontccnth century S.intiel la* s population was already déclin
ing as a Lonsequcncc of the general social and economic crisis.
It has been argued that in times of general crisis, peasants
would first abandon the isolated farmste.ids, hamlets and peripheral lands cultivated in times of economic expansion and
reconcéntrate near the church and ruedo lands.2 2 In Santaella,
however, it seems that two rural hamlets that emerged during
the century were able to survive during the century that fol23
lowed, although with a minimal population.
In 1676 Huertas
Bocas del Salado consisted of 2 dwellings and 9 inhabitants and
in 1688 the Pago de la Guijarrosa counted 10 dwellings. In
1631 mention is made of the existence of the chapels o F the
Virgin of the Valley and Saint Sebastián-- and two inns-Siete Torres and Buey Prieto--in the territory of Santaella.
In 1682 6 people are reported to dwell in the inn of Buey
Prieto, 5 in the huerta of Fontanar, and 1 in the chapel of
the Valley. The countryside was thus never abandoned as a
permanent habitat. As in later times, the families who lived
in the country were probably tied to latifundia as permanent
laborers, sharecroppers, foremen or bailiffs. The agro-town,
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however, remained the habitat for the great majority of the
inhabitants.
The Agrarian Regime in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries
The first full population census of Santaella in 1726 was
compiled in connection with the sale of jurisdiction after the
death of the last Marquis of Santaella. It gives an account of
the caseríos, mills and inhabitants beyond the town-walls and
ruedo. Tt does not, however, list cortijos. Three hamlets of
loosely clustered farms and mills are mentioned by name: Pago
de Siete Torres, Pago de Olivares [La Guijarrosa] and Pago
Huertas lîocas del Salado.
In all, 27 agricultural buildings
arc specified in the census: 9 caserías, 10 caserias-cum25
olive mill, S grain mills, 2 "ti le-roo fed" houses,
1 inn and
2 dwellings of hortelanos. Of these, 19 are explicitely listed
as inhabited by case ros, those who took care of the farm.
There was only one rural building where the owner--in this case
a man from La Rambla--was living. The rest were absentee owners.
If there were only 19 heads of household living in the countryside on a permanent basis, extensive cultivation must have been
the prevalent mode. The town center had only 163 heads of
household, a tiny island in a large territory.
In the Cadaster of the Marquis de la Ensenada (1752) about
a quarter of the total population was listed as active: 62
percent were day-laborers, 10 percent landowners and/or big
tenants, 5 percent professionals and civil servants, 10 percent trades and craftsmen and 13 percent servants.
Λ broad
range of urban functions-- religious, administrative, profes
sional, commercial, and artisan servi ces-- are represented in the
local occupational structure. By this time, Santaella was
largely self-sufficient in regard to everyday goods and ser
vices. Landless laborers and servants constituted three
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qu.irtcis of the .ictivc population, serving a thin layer of
Imclownors, ρ ro Toss ι onal s and LI vi I scrvints.
Lands controlled locally were concentrated in the hands
of a small elite that represented at most IS percent of the
active population. Τ have broken down the information on
landed property in the cadaster into the following main catego ries :
land owned by local residents,
--land owned by noble and non-noble absentee landowners;
--place of residence of both noble and non-noble absentee
owners ;
--distribution of locally-owned cattle among ecclesiastical and
lay owners.
Almost half (49 percent) of Santaella's 45,539 fanegas or
27,874 hectares was owned by 24 titled nobles who lived in cities
and had nothing to do with the routines of agricultural life.
Seven of them lived in Madrid, fourteen in Cordoba, two in
Fcija, and one in Avila. Together they owned forty-one corti
jos and eleven hazas. The absentee noble landlords controlled
seventy percent of all land devoted to cereals.
Cortijo and haza were the main types of agricultural ex
ploitation in the campiña. Normally, cortijos were located
along the periphery of the local territory. They were discrete,
united entities with a complex of central buildings, great estates dedicated to extensive grain farming. liazas were smaller
in size, often closer to the town and were cultivated more intensively. Only three percent of the land owned by the titled
nobility were hazas compared to forty-four percent of the land
owned by non-titled gentry and commoners.
Lands owned by non-titled nobles and commoners who resided
elsewhere comprised eighteen percent of the territory. The
majority of these lands were held in scattered plots and fourteen smaller olive and gram estates. The greater part of this
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acreage w.'is devoted to olives. As can be seen in Table IS, the
place of residence о I" these landowners shows more variation
than those оГ the titled nobility. The majority оГ towns lay
within a radius of 50 kilometers from Santaclla.
Table 11.

Places of Residence of Non-Titled and Commoner
Absentee Owners

Co rdoba
Eci ja
La Rambla
Montalbán
Puente de
Don Gonzalo:
Espejo
:
Lucena
:

10
12
32

1
2
2
3

Aguilar
Pozoblanco
Granada
Andúj ar
Jerez de la
Frontera
Cáceres
South America

6
1
2
1
1
1
1

About 40 percent of the non-noble absentee owners lived in La
Rambla, and most of these owned small plots of olive trees of
up to 4 fanegas in the north-eastern part of the territory in
the pagos of Viñas Viejas, Siete Torers and La Guijarrosa.
Three classes of non-resident landowners deserve special
attention. From the reconquest of Santaella in the thirteenth
century, the city council of Cordoba held a Santaella estate
of about 940 hectares, called Cortijo del Ingeniero, as commons;
the Order of Calatrava owned a plot of 62 hectares; and the
27
church and charitable foundations owned 2,000 hectares.
Together these corporations controlled about one tenth of the
terri tory.
Not much of Santaella's rural district was left over to its
residents. Less than a quarter (about 23 percent) of the land
was owned by people who lived in the pueblo and this quarter was
28
very unevenly distributed.
There were four grain mills, only one of which belonged to
a local resident. The others were in the hands of a count who
lived at Madrid, the church of Cordoba, and a charitable society
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at C o r d o b a .

Not one of the t w e n t y - f i v e olive m i l l s w a s

owned

by local p e o p l e .
An i n v e n t o r y o f local

livestock shows the p r e d o m i n a n t

role

of clergymen in the economy and again a high degree o f m o n o p o l i zation .

Table 1 2 .

L i v e s t o c k Owned

CI.ergy

1

La r g e s t I n d i vi dual o w n e r

%

212

100

47

50

ion

40

40

70

44

12
13

70

35

80

210

35
49

?
860
41
7

24
12
8
40
7
23
21
2

Total
Cows and oxen
Horses and mares
Mulos and donkeys
Pigs
Piglets
Sheep
Goats
Bee-hives
As might he

Locally

160
200
600

3 ,750
200
309

1,,850
?

?

66

21

e x p e c t e d , the s y s t e m of land tenure

to extensive c u l t i v a t i o n . O f the total

corresponded

area of 27,874 h e c t a r e s ,

2,632 hectares or nino p e r c e n t of this was w a s t e land,
hectares or e i g h t y - t h r e e p e r c e n t w e r e devoted to

(tierra calma or tierra de pan s e m b r a r ) , 2,016 h e c t a r e s
dedicated to o l i v e s

23,207

cereals
were

fs even p e r c e n t ) , fifteen h e c t a r e s w e r e irri-

gated garden and four devoted to v i n e s .

The total area

under

cultivation was h i g h - - n i n e t y - o n e p e r c e n t - - compared w i t h the towns
of A g u i l a r

(sixty-nine p e r c e n t ) and La Rambla

percent).

There w e r e , h o w e v e r , also towns in the c a m p i ñ a

(seventy-one

even h i g h e r degrees o f c u l t i v a t i o n , such as M o n t i l l a

with

(ninety-

seven p e r c e n t ) , M o n t e m a y o r
Nunez

(ninety-nine p e r c e n t ) , and Fernán
29
(ninety-eight p e r c e n t ) .
These three p u e b l o s all had

small t e r r i t o r i e s , most of w h i c h w a s leased out on l o n g - t e r m contracts to local p e o p l e .

S a n t a e l l a w a s c o n c e n t r a t e d on

m o r e than the other towns:

cereals

less than 7.5 p e r c e n t of the area

was devoted to o t h e r c r o p s , p e r h a p s due to a b s e n c e of the
lords .

land-
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Twenty-six arable hectares of the ruedo belonged to the
town council. These fields were leased out to vecinos on fiveyear contracts. The ruedo produced vegetables, corn, vine,
olives, mulberry and some fruit trees. The greater part of
the area devoted to olives was to be found in the northeastern
sector now called the district of La Guijarrosa. More than
half of the irrigated land lay in the Huertas Bocas del Salado.
Wells and gardens were protected by a line of poplars, easily
spotted in the otherwise treeless landscape.
The cortijo lands were Tarmed according to a three year
rotation or a three-field system (aj_ tercio). One field was
sown with wheat or barley while the others were left in rastrojo
de descanso (stubble land into which cattle was turned for grazing) and fallow (barbecho). The latter was usually plowed three
times in a crisscross pattern.
The grazing of oxen, mules,
and sheep on the rastrojo was an essential feature of the tricnial crop rotation system in which the feeding of work animals
and sheep was combined witli the manuring of the fields. On
the basis of data provided by the Cadaster, I estimate that
about 80 percent of the total territory was cultivated according to this system. Sometimes the best fields were sown with
broad beans in one of the two resting years. Tenancy contracts
for cortijos usually lasted for two rotation cycles. Most of
the latifundia that exist today already existed under the same
name and often the same acreage in the middle of the eighteenth
century.
For haza and ruedo lands plantod with cereals the Cadaster
mentions no less than ten different crop rotation systems. One
of the most common was one year wheat, the next rest; another
was one year both wheat and barley, the next two years rest.
These land«: required more labor than the cortijo lands. It
does not come as a surprise that the earliest secondary settlements emerged on or near labor-intensive lands ten kilometers
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Гтош the ina ι η settlement.

As we have seen, these were the irri-

i;jtcd gardens о I Hoc is del Salado and the olive groves o( La
C m ι а г го s a .
In the late eighteenth century there was a weak but steady
expansion of labor-intensive crops-- grapes, olives and garden
crops--as the land reform under Charles III sought to create a
middle peasantry.
In the mid-eightcenth century, agricultural prices

increased

more rapidly than industrial ones, and proprietors were able to
make high profits.

The council of Santaella succeeded in

transforming the council lands in the ruedo into olive groves.
This initiative was reported at length in the council minutes:
When leased the council lands yield little because
they are mainly used for grain cultivation and pas
ture. Almost all olive groves in this territory
belong to powerful men from other pueblos and most
are entailed lands; there are, then, hardly any
vecinos of moderate standing owning an olive grove.
This means that there are no vecinos who can be
appointed to municipal offices with the required
guarantee. .. In order to remove this obstacle,
this council nroposes to divide up a parcel of the
municipal land of 130 fanegas called Ansar and
distribute it among vecinos on emphiteutic basis
with the proviso that they will plant olives or
vines.'1
The above decision was taken in 1747, and nine years later it
was ratified by the King.

It foreshadowed the disentaiIment

of municipal common lands one century later

It benefited

peasants who already possessed land and thus had the resources
to pay the higher rent and invest m

olive trees and vines.

In 1756 freedom of trade in cereals was established by
the central government

Trade was encouraged by the construc

tion of roads, including the royal highway
Sevilla

from Madrid to

In 1782 Charles III granted Santaella the privilege

to celebrate a yearly fair on 8, 4, 10 September.

This

fair

dealt primarily in livestock, hardware and cloth.

In the first
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half of the nineteenth century the disentailment of ecclesiastical and common lands, the establishment of a free market
for land and agricultural products, and the abolition of the
ecclesiastical tithe, 32 further stimulated the commercialization
of agricultural produce.
In the campiña of Córdoba, the disentailment of ecclesiastical and common lands included 63,000 hectares or eleven percent of the total area.
The great majority of the estates
were sold undivided and bought by the wealthy. In Santaella
over 3,000 hectares were sold, about a tenth of the municipal
territory. Two-thirds of these lands belonged to convents and
other religious and charitable corporations; one third were
the common lands of the city of Córdoba, and the Order of
Calatrava owned a small parcel. l:ighty-eight percent of the
disentailed land was tierra calma, twelve percent in olive
trees, and only one fanega was irrigated. The 3,000 hectares
were sold in twenty-eight plots, averaging from 177 hectares
for grain land to 32 for olive land."
Only a few people benefit from the sales. Local landowners had to be satisfied with
the leftovers, some minor plots that had been the property of
the town council, the possessions of the public granary (six
houses, an olive grove and a small plot in the ruedo of town),
and the landed property of the local chapels and cofradías.
A few landowners who were members of the town council performed
the auctions and benefited from them.
About thirty percent
of the town council lands, 150 hectares, remained as property
of the township. These lands were let out to a few vecinos on
long leases.
At the time of the disentailment, the 940 hectares of the
Cortijo del Ingeniero, property of Cordoba city, were rented
by a man from Soria for a yearly 27,500 reales. The estate
yielded a gross income of 60,000 reales, almost three times
the yearly revenue of the town of Santaella.
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Plan of the cortijo dal Inqanierot ca. 1860
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The Ijr^t signs ot sorbii unrcst--or r.ithcr the first time
that the local council showed itself preoccupied with the fate
of day-laborers as a speci al (_lass--appeared in 1824 when the
council discussed the poverty of landless workers as a consequence of drought and crop failure. It considered the possibility of public works "to prevent the worst." 41 Three years
later the worst happened in the form of a food-riot after the
laborers had been unemployed for a month because of a heavy
rainfall. In 1834, a year after a considerable increase m
land rents, there was another working class famine. The council organized a civic guard to maintain order.
During this
crisis denunciations of crop thefts greatly increased, and a
growing number of complaints of poaching were raised by landowners. From the middle of the nineteenth century onward,
groups of day laborers assembled in front of the mayor's house
in times of unemployment in order to demand bread or work. In
1867, a year of subsistence crisis "as a consequence of a number of successive crop failures, a great number of families who
invested their small capital in agriculture have fallen into
a state of poverty. Moreover they are burdened by private and
public obligations they cannot fulfill." In that year the
council classified the population in two categories: sixtyfour propertied families (pudientes) and 650 poor families
(ninety-one percent). In the early ISTO's, a new phase m municipal life set in with the appearance of caciques who for the
next decades would completely dominate local politics.
During the serious drought of 1882-84, the council asked
for a contribution from the national disaster fund and for a
detachment ot Civil Guards because "the agricultural laborers
are getting more and more exasperated." In 1894 the most
powerful cacique of Santaell.i founded a Casino Agrícola Circulo
de los Labradores, which until the Civil War acted as an informal political club and as a syndicate of agrarian employers.
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In 1868 the Cortijo del Ingcniero included the following
classes of land· 783 hectares of tierra calma, 135 of brush
and hillside pasture with holm-oaks, and seven hectares of
inutile land. Livestock attached to the estate comprised
twelve mares, six mules, five donkeys, and 200 sheep. 37 Some
of the estate was converted to irrigated land at the beginning
of the twentieth century. The complex of cortijo buildings
was of stone and tile construction. An approximate reconstruc38
tion of its ground-plan is given below.
The cortijo performed
four important functions: it served as the economic and admin
istrative center of the holding, it housed the working animals
and other livestock, it protected seed and other goods, and
it housed laborers. Note the absence of a special dormitory
for the field hands. In summer they slept on the threshing
floor and in winter in the stable or hay-shed.
Disentai1ment was an incentive for the commercialization
of ngriculture. Disentailed bind became a commodity to be
freely exchanged in the market. The new rural bourgeosic in
Andalusia dealt with the landless peasants more harshly than
corporate owners. The social consequences were farreaching.
30
The township lost part of its main revenue,
which they had
to replace by taxing staple goods
The landless lost tradi
tional rights of gleaning after harvest, cutting of firewood
and grazing of animals on the stubble. An ultimate consequence
of the disentailment was that a middle peasantry did not emerge
40
and the existing rural social structure was consolidated.
The negative effects of disentailment were compounded by
substantial population growth in the second half of the nine
teenth century. The result was a further proletari zat ι on of
local rural society
In 17S2, sixty-two percent of the active
population in Santaella was made up of day-laborers. In 1857
this percentage had risen to seventy-one and in 1900 it was
seventy-four.
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This casino embodied the growing class consciousness of the
landowners.
Partly because of the resultant proletarianization of small
peasants and artisans, disentailment also gave impetus to the
cultivation of labor-intensive crops.
Table 13.
Source:

Distribution of Crops in 1752 and 1872
Cabronero y Romero (1891) who drew on data gathered by
the Geographical Institute in 1872.
percentage of the total territory
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1872

Under cultivation

91

96

Tierra calma

83

80

7

16

Olives
Irrigated land
Vines

15 heet.

36 heet.

4 heet.

16 heet.

Waste land

9

4

By 1872, not only had the land under the plow increased by
five percent, but what is more important, the area devoted to
olives and irrigation had more than doubled and vineyards more
43
than tripled.
The change was even more marked in the neighboring towns of La Rambla and Aguilar. The expansion of olive
cultivation occurred at the expense of wheat. This trend continued in the last two decades of the nineteenth century.
As mentioned before, in the second half of the nineteenth
century the population living in the countryside
had been steadily growing.
of December 1861

settlements

A detailed analysis of the census

(de facto population), shows a connection be-

tween this demographic and spatial phenomenon and the intensification of agrarian production.
kinds of settlement:

The census distinguishes four

the town (casco) , La Guijarrosa, the

Huertas, and the diffuse category of "dwellings, inns, chapels,
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mills and farms en despoblado." The designation "en despoblado"
is a contradiction in terms, for it literally means "in depopulated, deserted area," while in 1861, ninety-two temporarily
and permanently inhabited dwellings dotted the countryside.
This concept is opposed to en poblado, which referred to the
town; La Guijarrosa and the Huertas occupied an intermediary
44
position.
The concept en despoblado used by the civil servants living in the town, evidently betrays an ethos according
to which one can only conceive of a human settlement in terms
of a minimal degree of cluster. The great majority of people
living in isolated dwellings referred to as 'an despoblado,'
consisted of males. The wives, daughters, and young sons of
the married men apparently lived in town. Lxceptions to this
general rule were farms located within five kilometers of town,
where entire families lived year round. The bulk of the people
on the isolated farms consisted of day-laborers. They brought
with them their sons older than six years to herd animals, and
carry water and food to the men. As a rule, these men lived
only temporarily in the country and had a house in town. The
other inhabitants of the farms were permanently employed, mainly plowmen, herdsmen, and foremen. Sometimes they brought their
families with them. It was very rare for landholders and big
tenants to live on their farms. In 1861 there were only seven
labradores (big tenants/owners) living on their farms, and
they were without their families.
The socio-economic composition of La Guijarrosa and the
Huertas contrasted with that of the cortijos. The hamlets had
a more stable and permanent population of complete families.
About half of the heads of households in La Guijarrosa were
landless day-laborers, seven percent were casual laborers who
owned a mini-plot of less than one hectare, twenty percent
were permanent personnel on the large estates. There were only
five heads of households not employed in agriculture: three
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cobblers in the hamlet and a carpenter and a priest on the
Molino Blanco estate. Families lived in the more stable rural
hamlets in order to cultivate labor-intensive crops, and also
because many of them controlled small pieces of land.
Living memories of how it was. The transformation of the
agrarian regime in the tirst halt ot tne twentieth century
One afternoon in April, 1978, Casa Pepe, a tavern on
one of the main streets of Santaella, fills up with
busily talking and gesticulating laborers and farmers
who have just returned from the fields. At seven a
tall, slim old man entered the café, and the bartender
puts down a glass of local wine in front of him. No
words are exchanged and the old man stares away. It
is the same tavern--then recently built--he first entered as a sixteen year old boy. After a couple of
drinks he pays and leaves. He will return early in
the next morning for aguardiente to "kill the little
worm," as people say. Many bartenders have served him.
Rafael Marmol López was born in 1891 in a small, one-story
house on a land-laborer street in the upper barrio of Santaella.
He was the first child in the family and four others would follow, one of whom died young. Some days after his birth his
mother asked a lady for whom she had been a servant to become
godmother to her first child. The lady was the daughter of
a powerful labrador. Rafael attended school for three years.
Then one early summer morning, his father took him to the country. After walking for two hours they reached a cortijo where
father and son would spend fifteen days reaping wheat before
returning to their house in town. Years of hard work went by,
interrupted by periods of forced unemployment during which he
attended some more school. Rafaelito became big Rafael. In
1909, a year of excessive rainfall, he started to talk with
Valle, a daughter of his mother's brother who lived in the
lower barrio. After six years of courtship he married his
younger cousin in 1915. Their first child was born in the fall
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of 1917 but soon died in the inTlucnza epidemic of the winter
of 1917-18. The four that followed lived.
Some years before Raf.iel married, he had entered as a pei
manent farm laborer in the service ol one of the largest land
holders, a brother of his godmother. When Rafael started his
career, the four basic agricultural implements were still the
wooden Roman plow (ard), the sickle, hoe and pick. Laborers
used to work from sunrise till sunset (de sol al sol). At the
beginning of this century, he saw the replacement of the ard
by an iron front-wheeled plow, popularly known as ruso or
Russian. His master was one of the first to buy a carro de
lanza or polccart, which he used not only For transporting agri
cultural products but also for making trips to Montilla or
Puente Genii. When his first master died, Rafael worked for
the master's son. Under his new master the triennial cultiva
tion system began to give way to the two-year cycle (ano ^ vez),
thanks to the introduction of chemical fertilizers and the new
plow. The first machines appeared, preceded by the spread of
electricity. As a permanent worker, Rafael slept at home only
once every ten days, sleeping the other nights among the mules
in the cortijo. He lived through periods of intense labor agi
tation (1918-21 and ІР^О-Зб) without ever engaging in politics.
Serving the same family in the course of three generations,
he acquired the nickname of "Rafael, el de Andrés Alcántara,"
his master's name. In 1978 he was eighty-seven, still once and
a while tilling the land. Two of his sons also became agricultural laborers, and the third became a mason.
In the course of Rafael's life, a number of important
changes occurred in the agrarian regime, which can be summarized as
intensification of the area under cultivation
(through crop diversification, irrigation and the introduction
of the biennial cycle); mechanization of agriculture; and a
shift from rentier-absentee latifundism to more direct
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to economic stimuli, particularly in the second decade of the
century, when the Spanish economy boomed as a result of its
neutrality m the First World War. Foreign demand for food
drove up agricultural prices. Second, sharecropping and tenancy contracts were a reaction of landowners against the increase in labor costs due to labor solidarity and agitation.
In Santaella the average daily wage doubled between 1915 and
1423. 50
The so-called Trienio Bolchevista (1418-20) constituted
the climax of the Cordobese labor movement. In 1918 there were
intensive anarcho-syndicalist and socialist propaganda campaigns throughout the Cordobese campiña. The father of
Andalusian socialism, Gabriel Moron, held a meeting in Santaella.
In December 1919 a socialist society was founded that sought to
unite workers of all trades.
The Cordobese labor movement was riven by conflicts between
peasants and artisans, smallholders and day-laborers, syndicalists and socialists, and local and outside laborers. Except
for the last, all these reasons for the failure of the Cordobese
г η

labor movement have been noted by its historian Diaz del Moral.
As for Santaella and other pueblos where the socialist unions
dominated the collective actions, I disagree with him that
"incultura y inconsciencia" of the masses was the main reason
why the movement failed. The core members of the local workers
society were capable and literate men who did not engage in
the spontaneous outbursts of agitation inspired by some millcn
ia! dream. On the contrary, the way they defended the interests
of the agricultural working class was "modern", consisting of
well-organized actions at critical times like the beginning of
the grain harvest; their negotiations had the character of
collective bargaining. The leaders controlled the strike,
there was no viol enee and the demands were realistic
increases
in daily wages and the institution of a labor office. It is
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striking that although the reßional movement totally collapsed
--there were only two more strikes in the province, in 1921-the Santaella brandi of the socialist union was able to organize a success ful strike on its own that resulted in higher
wajjos . " · 'l'ho insistence on local autonomy was a main characteristic of the Anda lus i an 'peasant' movement. Thi s quality is
not only an expression of local patriotism but also of local
differences in the agrarian regime.
One of the consequences of the rise in wages was that employers increasingly started to employ alternative forms of
labor in order to reduce costs and avoid "troublesome" laborers.
Some landowners found it even more profitable to divide up their
estates and sell the plots little by little to the laborers or
tenants, an arrangement which in the 1920's became known as
"lease-and-sale" (renta-venta).
This was the fate of the large cortijo of El Fontanar,
a grandee estate measuring over 700 hectares, which was let out
on a rent-purchase system to 20 peasants from the town of Loja
(Granada). A son of one of the original settlers told me about

He was born in the town of I.oja, Granada, where his
father worked a rented plot of irrigated land. In
1920 his father bought a parcel of 48 hectares on
mortgage in the estate of ΠΙ Fontanar. The family
moved to their newly acquired property and went to
live in Π1 Fontanar. His father died not long after
the family had come to Santaella, and the holding
was divided up among the four sons he left. This
happened in 1924 when the informant was 27. He
married a girl from town, sold his inheritance to one
of his brothers, and bought a café on the plaza of
Santaella, where he went to live. After the Civil
War he also bought a gas station and became the representative in Santaella of the Banco de Crédito.
Now he lives in an apartment above the café, which
is run by one of his sons-in-law. He is very proud
of the fact that seven of his grandchildren "have a
career." He himself was one of the few country dwellers
who came to live in Santaella town and adapted successfully to town life.
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A grandson of a settler explained to me that the majority of
the inhabitants settled in F.l Fontanar were from Loja because
the owner of the cortijo announced the sale in an Andalusian
newspaper read in Loja. The new settlement that emerged there
expanded gradually with the arrival of relatives and friends of
the colonists who came in search of a living. By 1940, 370
people were living in the hamlet, six percent of the total municipal population.
All the instances given above include the subdividing of
large estates to tenants, sharecroppers and colonists as an
effective strategy of landowners and their representatives to
intensify agrarian production. The substitution of renters and
sharecroppers for wage labor was part of a new regime of cultivation in the campiña of Cordoba in the first half of this
century.
The biennial rotation system was made feasible by
the introduction οΓ chemical fertilizers and new agricultural
techniques. Whereas before, only one third of a parcel was sown
with cereals while the remainder lay fallow, the new system
allowed for more continuous and diversified use of the land.
The rotation cycle was reduced to two years and the land that
lay fallow sown with summer and winter crops (barbecho semil
lado) , such as beans, chick-peas, garlic, melons and maize.
Rapid population growth not only put pressure on landed re
sources, threatening the maintenance of the highly unequal
property distribution, it also provided the labor which was
needed to make the transition from an extensive to a more inten
sive mode of agrarian production. On the other hand, the trans
formation of the agrarian regime also made population growth
possible. Again it is impossible to distinguish causes and
effects. In any case, there was a growing demand for labor
(though seasonal unemployment remained a serious problem) as
a result of the advance of irrigation, olive cultivation, the
introduction of new summer crops, and the reduction of the ro
tation cycle.
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An important consequence of this development was the increasing participation of women m the agrarian production
process, in particular in olive and summer crop cultivation.
In pre-twentieth century sources I could not find any hint of
a substantial participation of women in agricultural labor,
which of course does not mean that they did not work on the
land at all. ° At the beginning of the century women were
explicitly mentioned as day-laborers in a report of the municipal council to the Ministry of Agriculture. 5 7 Among the 700
local jornaleros there were 200 women, a ratio which would
hardly change m the next seven decades. The sexual division
of labor in Andalusian agriculture is rather strict. It is very
rare to find females among the permanent agricultural laborers, "
and before widescale mechanization, women provided casual labor
m grain and olive harvests. After the Civil War, with the increasing diversification of crops and the introduction of new
cultures, casual female labor has come to be tied to cotton,
sugar-beets, and garlic, in addition to olives. There seems
to be no ground for the widespread opinion among men, employers
and workers alike, that women work less than men. This image
59
seem to serve as a rationalization to pay women lower wages.
Women serve as a labor reserve to be tapped during the short
peaks of labor demand. These pe.iks rose as a consequence of
the spread of the two yearly rotation cycle. It is a generally
accepted opinion among men that m times of unemployment men
should be hired preferentially over women.
A second important consequence of the biennial rotation
system was the gradual disappearance of sheep and goats from
the campiña. These animals lost their main value, providing
manure, with the introduction of chemical fertilizer. Pastureland and the stubble fields that had been an integral element
in the three-yearly cycle disappeared. Virtually all land was
cultivated.
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management by the landowner. This set ol changes also affected
the pattern of settlement.
As we have seen above, in 1872 the acreage of land under
the plow already amounted to ninety-six percent of the total
municipal territory. The maximum of land under cultivation,
ninety-eight percent when I did fieldwork, was soon reached by
the clearing of the remaining 500 hectares of brush and scrub
land. Further increase in agricultural output had, then, to be
achieved by intensifying and rationalizing land use. This was
done in a variety of ways.
One was to transform land devoted to cereals and pasturage
into olive land and replace old, unproductive olive trees by
new ones
The acreage of land planted with olive trees was
increased by several hundred hectares in the first decades of
this century. In 1872,seventeen percent of the total area was
devoted to olives. In the first half of this century olive culti vit ion was expanded by over 500 hectares. Between 1950 and
1974 another 965 hectares were added, so that the total acreage
of olive land amounted to twenty-one percent of the territory. 4 5
The planting of olive trees was usually done under a special arrangement. The landowner would give the peasant tenant
or colono (or several of them) a plot of trees alter the planting had been done. During the time the trees did not produce-ahout eight yearb--the sharecroppers could make use of the
land without paying rent, in return for tending the voung
trees Beneath the trees they would grow wheat, beans and
melons for home consumption. As the tending of the young trees
was a delicate ind intensive task, the colonos would live with
their families on the land and keep some pigs, goats and
poultry. In this way coloni as of dispersed peasant dwellings
emerged
lor the peasant this arrangement had the advantage ol
greater employment and income security while he was able to
earn more than a casual laborer. On the other hand, he had to
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work harder. The landowner received no income in these years,
but nor did he have to pay anything for the tending о !" his
trees.
The use of this kind of tenancy and sharecropping con
tracts in the districts of La Guijarrosa, Siete Torres and Las
Casillas accounts for the increase in dispersed dwellings.
Similar contracts were employed on the estates along the
Genii River, not only for the planting of olive trees but also
for putting land into irrigation. At the beginning of the
ISSO's, for instance, the owner of the Cortijo del Ingeniero
founded an agrarian colony (colonia agrícola) of peasant families from Puente Genii on his estate. At the turn of the century, part of the land had been converted into olive groves and
gardens.
A similar development occurred on the Fuente de
los Santos estate, which is also located along the Genii. This
estate was run by a labrador from Puente Genil--the owner lived
at Madrid--who in the 192(1's sublet the land to peasants from
his native town, Ecija and Casariche, and they constituted a
settlement similar to Huertas Bocas del Salado.
In 1931, the owner of the cortijo Cabeza del Obispo proposed the Institute of Agrarian Reform to expropriate his estate of 180 hectares, put it to irrigation, and sell it to
colonists who would settle on the land. 4 8 The proposal was
shelved and two years later the estate was invaded by peasants.
After the Civil War it changed hands and the new owner cultivated it with sharecroppers who lived in cottages on the
estate. Similarly, in 1948 the owner of the Huertas del Sol
applied for a state subsidy of 10,000 pesetas to "repopulate
49
the estate with tenants." " These cases of intensifying cultivation of large holdings with help of the self-employed labor
of tenants and sharecroppers who settled on the land, are by
no means isolated.
The motives underlying this transformation of the agrarian
regime were twofold. First, landholders and labradores reacted
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This brings us to a second structural change in the agrarian regime, the replacement of animal by mechanical power.
The first threshing and harvesting machines made their appearance in Santaella at the end of the nineteenth century, but
these were still drawn by animals. At the beginning of the
1930's the first cars, trucks, tractors and motorized threshing
and harvesting machines were used in the agricultural cycle.
From that time date the first comnlaints by laborers about the
mechanization of the grain harvest. The municipal council,
dominated by socialist laborers, wrote a letter to the Minister
of Labor asking for a regulation with regard to harvesters.
It proposed to reduce the share of machines in the harvest to
forty percent.
But until the rural exodus at the end of the logo's there
was little incentive for landowners to mechanize. Until then an
ample supply of labor and the severe repression of labor organizations kept the wages low. In the early lOóO's mechanization
of transport and agriculture was rapid and definitive. In 1969
Santaella had more combines than any town in the province,
with the exception of Córdoba city.
The replacement of mules by machines was a second, and almost complete dc-ammalizat ion of the campiña. What livestock
remains is mainly in the district of La Guijarrosa.
Along
with the animals, people abandon cortijos, which have lost their
function as permanent and even temporary residences. The hamlets that center upon cortijos are also being deserted and only
the larger rural settlements survive, although they too have
lost population.
This is hardly surprising, for the majority
of rural dwellings lack the amenities now generally available
in the agro-towns. In the mid-1970's, fifty-two percent of
the rural dwellings in the campiña were without running water,
thirty percent without sanitation, sixty-one percent without
electricity, and eighty-seven percent without access to a nearby
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telephone.
Whereas in the early IQóO's, part of the permanent personnel-- the main overseer, the foreman, or the casero,
were still living on the cortijos a large part of the year,
today the few people who live there permanently are considered
eccentric by the townspeople. Motorized transport has rendered
long sojourns in the cortijos superfluous.
The motor has greatly expanded irrigation. In 1872 thirtysix hectares were irrigated. The government project at La
Montiela alone irrigated 747 hectares and set an example for
agricultural entrepreneurs. In the 1970's more than one third
of a 400 hectare estate has been irrigated; the co-owner and
manager lives in Santaella. The project was designed by an
engineering office in Barcelona and cost over 33 million pesetas,
a large part of which went into a 3.5 kilometer pipeline to
the Genii River. The project has provided much employment for
IOCJI workers, as labor-intensive crops like sugar-beets and
cotton ite grown here.
Mediani zat ι on of agriculture and transport have been part
of broader changes, too comprehensive to be dealt with here in
detail. Old specializations and artisanal production have dis
appeared within a few decades, and new ones have emerged. A
cyclical time related to the agncul turai - rel igious round is
giving way to a linear time governed by market operations, the
clock and television. The mobility of people and goods has
increased enormously, drawing the local society increasingly
into the orbit of the international markets. And the state
affects every home in new ways.
A third structural change in the agrarian regime is the
long-term evolution from absentee/rentier latifundism to more
or less direct management by bourgeois landowners. We saw
that in the middle of the eighteenth century about one half of
the pueblo's territory was owned by the titled nobility,
eighteen percent by absentee commoners, thirteen percent by
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corporations, and only a quarter by local people. We also saw
that discntailment did not affect the proportion of absentee
ownership, although a tenth of the territory shifted to owners
who were bourgeois. In 1930 twenty-six non-residents controlled
15,052 hectares, fifty-eight percent of arable land. Among them
ten nobles owned 5,687 hectares or twenty-two percent of all
arable land.
Land was still concentrated in few hands, but
the nobility was on the way out as landholders. It was above
all the noble estates that agricultural laborers challenged
during the Second Republic. Two of them were expropriated by
the Institute of Agrarian Reform (I.R.A., or the "Instituto" as
it is remembered by the older generation of agricultural labor
ers ) .
After the election of a republican town council in April
14^1, ΙΊ the Socialist mayor of Santaella made several trips to
Cordoba and Madrid to lobby for the Agrarian Reform Law, passed
by the Cortes in September 1932. In that year the mayor wrote
to the president of the I.R.A. asking "how to apply for the
expropriation of estates affected by the reform," stressing
that 400 of Santaella's 735 day laborers were unemployed.
I-ebruary 1033: letter of the town council to the
provincial office of the I.R.A. on the withdrawal
from cultivation of the Cabeza del Obispo and La
Prensa estates.
June 23· a general strike of fieldhands.
August 26: letter of the town council about the
Cabeza del Obispo estate to the president of the
I.R.A.
August 30· tenants occupied the estate buildings.
September 15: the Society of Tenants and Small
Ouncrs petitioned the I.R.A. to apply the Agrarian
Reform Law to the latifundia of Santaella. A local
commission headed by the mayor traveled to Madrid
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to negotiate the land reform.
1934:
two estates were finally expropriated and
settled by landless laborers.
El Porretal was the largest of these estates. It consisted
of 380 hectares of fertile campiña land located just beyond the
ruedo, 2.5 kilometers from Santaella town. It was owned by the
Marquis of Viana, who lived at Madrid and who had a palace at
Ecija. Rented to an absentee labrador, it fulfilled all conditions stipulated in the Agrarian Reform Law. After the takeover most of the colonos (asentados in popular language) continued to live in the lower barrio of town.
69
La Catalineta (255 hectares) belonged to the Duke of Alba
and was also located about two kilometers from the town, and
was leased out to a labrador from Fernán Nunez. In 1934 the
estate was divided among forty-two colonos into plots of six
hectares. The Institute advanced mules and implements. Until
the Civil War the land was farmed collectively; a foreman
(cabezalero) was elected and the colonos were paid daily wages.
After the war the estate was returned to its former owner and
the colonists--who continued living in town--became tenants.
Those who had been on the "wrong" side were expelled.
June 5-12, 1934: a general strike of day laborers called
to demand more reparto.
October 12: five Socialist members of the town council
removed by the Governor for "inciting laborers to
revolutionary strikes" (a Center-Right government had
come to power).
March 1, 1936: the town council of April 1931 reinstated.
The Socialist mayor immediately departed for Madrid to
negotiate application of the Agrarian Reform Law to the
cortijos of Mingo Illán, Cabeza del Obispo, Fuente
Felipa and La Herrera.
April 5: the mayor went to Cordoba to solicit more
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rapid implementation of land reform.
April 27: petition of the Society οΓ Tenants and Small
Owners to settle yunteros (owners of a pair of mules)
on the estates of La Higuera, Bascón, and Donadío;
the town council backed this proposal.
June: some of the inhabitants of La Guijarrosa made
a request to the town council:
After exposing the sad situation of the village
as a consequence of lack of work, they ask the
town council to take the necessary steps so that
the cortijos of Barrionuevo and Garabatillo ftwo
large estates in the district of La Guijarrosa
measuring 1,076 and 355 hectares] will be included
in the land reform and distributed among the applicants, the sole measure tbey consider adequate
for resolving the conflict.
The town council decided to send this petition to the
l.R.A., emphasizing its urgency.
July 18: workers declared a general strike in protest
against the rebellion of the Nationalist forces; the
grain harvest was abandoned.
August 1: in the last session of the republican council
the Socialist mayor said he had persuaded laborers to
take in as much of the grain harvest as possible in order
to "prevent robberies by persons of bad intentions."
September 11: the Nationalists, who have occupied
Santaella, held their first council meeting under the
presidency of the Commander of the Civil Guard.
These events clearly illustrate the importance of reparto,
redistribution of the large estates among the laborers who work
them, in the 1930's. Agricultural laborers, tenants, small
owners, and the inhabitants of La Guijarrosa, all had separate
societies for the defense of their differing interests. But
in spite of T.R.A. programs, few landless peasants actually
moved out and settled on the land. The I.N.C. (National Institute of Colonization) of the Franco era altogether abandoned
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the idea of settling landless laborers on dispersed farms.
It limited itself to irrigation-cum-settlement projects like
la Montiela, recognizing that the only way to redistribute
people was by creating elaborate, nucleated villages, equipped
with an urban-like infrastructure.
The New State of Franco adopted an agrarian policy that
favored direct management. 71 Threats to expropriate the estates
of rentier landlords, however, have rarely been carried through,
despite repeated demands made by Santaella officials around
1950 to expropriate five estates in view of serious unemployment. 72 Τη the lííSO's, the sons of the señoritos С a term
used by laborers to designate the idle rentier owners) and
those who had acquired land recently began to call themselves
empresarios agrícolas, agricultural entrepreneurs. Martínez
Alier writes:
They have good reasons for this. On the one hand,
they are, in fact, by and large, competent managers
of their estates. On the other hand, they want this
fact to be amply known. For, on the one side, they
are defending themselves against the accusation of
absenteeism; and on the other hand, they are trying
to indicate to laborers that their managerial functions are so important as to deserve such a pompous
name.'^
Even so, when daily wages started to rise considerably in
the early 1960's, many of these entrepreneurs started to let
out land to tenants and sharecroppers as a way to reduce labor
costs. To some extent this happened again in 1978 and 1979,
when the actions of the recently legalized unions had increased
wages. So a considerable acreage of the municipal territory
is still cultivated under tenancy contracts. In 1960 and 1970
this amounted to thirty percent.

In 1970, forty percent of

people owning land in Santaella had a non-agrarian profession.
Most officals, merchants, and professionals in Santaella own
land that they rent out.
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Between 1960 and 1970 the number of farms rose from 680
to 824, in particulnr in the property category from five to
75
ten hectares that was mainly the result of Land reform.
However, land is still distributed highly unequally (see
Tables 14 and 15).

Table 14.
Source:

Distribution of dryfarming land (wheat combined
with sunflower and barbecho-crops), 1977.
Agrarian Extension Service, Santaella
Exploitations

%

ha.

I

226
172

41
31

1,000
3,440

5.5
18.8

99

18

7,500

41

42
539

10
100

6,300
18,240

miniholders/
laborers: 0-10 ha.
small farmers: 10-20 ha.
middle farmers:
20-120 ha.
large landowners/
e n t r e p r e n e u r s : 120-400 h a .
total

34.7
100

Table 1 5 . D i s t r i b u t i o n of o l i v e l a n d in S a n t a e l l a ,
Source: A g r i c u l t u r a l Extension Service
s i z e of h o l d i n g s
0-5 h e c t a r e s
5-15
15-45
45-100
total

holdings
308
86
48
23
465

owners l i v i n g
in m u n i c i p a l i t y
263
63
9
2
337

1977.

absentee
owners
45
23
39
21
128

T w e n t y - e i g h t p e r c e n t of t h e d r y f a r m i n g owners h o l d s e v e n t y - f i v e
p e r c e n t of t h e t o t a l a r e a of t i e r r a c a l m a . The r e m a i n i n g farms
a r e m a r g i n a l , c o m p r i s i n g t w e n t y - f o u r p e r c e n t of t h e t o t a l
acreage.
Over 11,000 h e c t a r e s of d r y f a r m i n g land ( s i x t y p e r c e n t )
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is owned by persons who live elsewhere. And as Table 17 shows,
the greater part o F the middle and large holdings of olive
trees also belong to non-residents.
Rather exceptionally, two local families have been successful in acquiring land over the last hundred years. They have
been able to buy sixty-five plots measuring 1,350 hectares or
five percent of the municipal territory. The plots are registered under the names of thirteen family members who, except
7 f\

for four, hold professions and businesses.
Until very recently these two families dominated town life. All in all there
are perhaps 100 town families who make a good living from the
land they own and the work of others.
The main agricultural problem of Santaella-- and most pueblos
in the campiña--is the unequal distribution of land. The active
population by far exceeds the demand of labor. Only one third
has employment during 300 days of the year. The rest is condemned to long periods of unemployment, deprived of a regular
source of income. Employers are caught between two--often conflicting --alternati ves :strcngtheninp the economic basis by making capital
investments in machinery or growing labor-maximizing crops
like cotton, olives, sugar-beets and garlic, which, however,
are subject to sharp price fluctuations. Some entrepreneurs
who live in Santaella have recently tried to combine the two
strategies.
The agrarian regime has affected the patterns of settlement in Santaella in two major ways.
First, concentration of landed property in the hands of
absentee landlords coupled with labor-extensive grain cultivation resulted in concentration of people in an agro-town.
The majority of agro-townsmen were landless laborers, who constituted a labor reserve for the large estates in the rural
territory.
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Second, the dispersion of settlement seems to be a function of the introduction of labor-intensive crops, such as
olives, vines, fruits and vegetables. The cultivation of these
crops required settlement of cultivators on or near the land.
Landowners used two incentives to detach workers from the
agro-towns: offering them security of tenure and a small plot,
which the peasants could use to grow subsistence crops.
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Notes to Chapter Eight
1.

Braudel (1975: 577). These villages were not "near
Malaga" as the author has it, but far to the north beyond
the Sub-betic mountains.

2.

Interrogatorio, 1752, A.M.S.

3.

Muleteers in Fernán Níiñez transported olive oil to Madrid
and Old Castile; in two months they passed throuçh 280
places and brought iron back to the campiña of Cordoba.
Cf. Ponsot (1976: 1199 ff.) on systems of transport in
Western Andalusia during the eighteenth century.

4.

It is paradoxical that a territory which produced so much
cereals wns from time to time plagued by subsistence
crises. In 17^7, for instance, the council had to import
grain from Sevilla to feed the local population at a price
that was excessive because of lack of means of transport
(Libro Capitular, 1737, A.M.S.).

5.

Libros de Fabrica, A.P.S.

6.

The accounts that follow have been taken from the Libros
Capitulares of the respective years.

7.

The most importnnt nearby markets for Santaella were Ecija
and Puente Genii. The local market was retail trade
(al por menor).

8.

This narrow, winding road covers 28 kilometers from
Santaella to Aldea Quintana where it connects with National
Highway IV to Cordoba.

9.

Cf. Lopez Ontiveros (1970: 334).

1С.

The map is reproduced in Ponsot 5 Drain (1966).

11.

Vicens Vives (1969: 337).

12.

Anes Alvarez (1970: 9/) and Vicens Vives (1969: 334, 345).

13.

Cf. Vicens Vives (1969: 344, 355).

14.

Cf. Vazquez Lesmes (1979: 62).

15.

Ibid.

16.

By the eighteenth century Molino Blanco had become a

64.
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service center for the dispersed cottage dwellers with
its chapel, shop and artisans.
17.

Libro de Visitas, I, 1553-75, A.P.S.

18.

Vicens Vives (1969: 348).

19.

Jaén (1976: 118).

20.

The main income of the council was derived from these
propios, which until then were only leased out for grazing and gathering of firewood. Santaella's propios
covered two estates, the so-called Islas del Monturque
and Ansar, measuring 560 and 127 fanegas respectively.

21.

The document which relates this lawsuit and its background
is "Executive ganada en contra.rio el año de 1615 por el
Consejo de la villa de Santaella contra el Honrado Consejo
de la Mesta" A.M.S.

22.

Duby (1965: 13-24).

23.

The source for the evidence that follows are the Padrones
de Confession which start in 1634, A.P.S. Persons mentioned in these registers, only included those who received the sacrament of confession, so the actual number
of inhabitants of the countryside would have been higher.
At the very least, young children were not counted.

24.

Pago was a current name for hamlet.

25.

As two dwellings are explicitly mentioned as "tile-roofed",
the others might have been of thatch.

26.

The questionnaire (interrogatorio), the "libro de cabezas
de casas y familias seglares" and the "libro de familias
ecclesiasticas" are conserved in the local archive. The
property survey I consulted in the A.H.P.
I have omitted
the 28 persons classified as poor enough to be relieved of
all kinds of taxes and with rights to collect alms within
the parish, as well as the 12 clergymen. For a detailed
picture of the distribution of professions see Appendix
Three.

27.

Individual ecclesiastical owners are not included in this
category.

28.

It was not possible to trace the lands owned by local
people in other towns.
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29.

Cf. the map in Loring Miro (1475, II: 335).

30.

Cf. Viccns

31.

Libro Capitular, 1747, A.M.S.

32.

These measures are reviewed in Vicens Vives (1969: 645).

33.

Lopez Ontiveros (1971: 50).

34.

Compiled from data provided by the same author (1971:
105-8). Tn neighboring pueblos lands disentailed were
few: Fernán Nunez none, Montalban 1.4 percent of the
total territory, Montemayor 1.5 percent, Montilla 5.8,
La Ramble 7.6, San Sebastián 1.1 and La Victoria was an
exception with 16 percent of the total area (ibid. 363).

35.

Libro Capitular, 1833, 1842 and 1843, A.M.S.

36.

Inventario de bienes municipales, 1923, A.M.S.

37.

These data were recorded in the Libro Capitular of 1868
after the new owner had raised objections about higher
taxes.

38.

Taken from Lopez Ontiveros (1974: 497).

39.

In the mid-eighteenth century the letting out of common
lands provided eighty percent of the total municipal
revenues.

40.

DisentaiIment and its social consequences for Andalusia are
briefly summarized in Malefakis (1970: 61-64); for the
impact of disentailment in a Sevillian agro-town see Gilmore
(1980: 21-27).

41.

The account that follows is based on the council minutes
of the respective years, unless indicated otherwise.

42.

The growing consciousness on the part of the municipal
council about the existence of an agricultural labor problem is reflected in linguistic usage· terms like "labor
crisis", "proletarian class" or the poor "class of agricultural laborers" became current in the second half of
the nineteenth century. Also see Gilmore (1980: 27) on
this point.

43.

Most of this change took place after 1830.

44.

In 1859, eighty-two percent of the provincial population

і сь (1069: 599).
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of Cordoba was living "en poblado". Santaella was then
about ten percent below the provincial average
(Maraver
Alfaro 1863: 12) .
At the end of the li)70's, owners started to cut down olive
groves, particularly the old, marginally producing ones,
because of the falling price of olive oil, the competition
of other oils, and the high cost of labor. The Padrón
Municipal of 1973 gives a summary of land use. Tables of
crops in the campiña of Cordoba from 1959 till 1972 are
given in Loring Miro (1975, II: 349-361).
This arrangement was also employed elsewhere in the campiña;
cf. Díaz del Moral (1973: 44, fη. 37), Caro Baroja (1963a:
94) and Martínez Ліісг (1971: 55, 250).
Actas Capitulares, 1882, 1883, A.M.S.
Actas Capitulares, 1931, A.M.S.
Ibid.

1948.

Average daily wages were noted in the council minutes, which
provided the main source for the evidence on the local labor
movement that follows.
The Sociedad Obrera de Artes y Varios Oficios, as it was
called, was founded eight years after the Töüη dations of
the Centro Obrero Socialista in the village of La Guijarrosa.
It is highly probable that this village which has always
looked more towards La Carlota than Santaella was reached
by socialist ideas and leadership through its relations
with La Carlota.
(1973: 360).
The collective labor agreement that was reached contained
the following main points:
- on the daily wages for tasks in fall and winter:
plowmen with a team of mules in the
sowing season
8.5 reales plus a meal
plowmen with a team of oxen
8 idem,
sowers
10.5 idem
plowmen with a team of mules after
sowing season
7.5 idem
plowmen with a team of oxen
7 idem
weeders
12 without a meal
men harvesting olives
12 idem
women harvesting olives: whole day....
7 idem
: hal f day ....
4 idem
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pooling out shoots, pruning and clearing
ol olive trees, earthing
14 idem
idem performed by husband and wile
20 idem
- general conditions:
agricultural laborers depart from the cortijo half an
hour before sunrise and return half an hour after sunset (
'
.)
Sowers will get a double meal. Source: Minutes of the
local Junta de Re formas Sociales, 1922, A.M.S.
54.

Cf. Martínez Aller (1971: 250).

55.

An excellent case study of a latifundium in the campiña
of Sevilla jn which the agrarian regime was similarly
translormcd is given in Narcdo e£ aj (1977).

56.

An important pre-condition for female labor in agriculture
might have been the increasing pacification of the countryside.

57.

Actas Capitulares, 1905, A.M.S.

58.

An exception a re country women, among whom theie arc several
permanent laborers. The sexual division of labor is in
general less strict in the country than in the agro-town.

59.

See for differences in male and female wages fn. 1, p. 157.

60.

Actas Capitulares, 1932, A.M.S.

61.

Reseña Estadística de la Provincia de Cordoba, 1970. Τη
1969 there were 329 tractors in Santaella, one tractor
per eighty-two hectares. In view of the predominance of
large cereal estates and the smoothness of the terrain one
would expect even more. Cordoba had one tractor for every
forty-six hectares, Fernán Nuñez one for every fifty-five,
La Rambla one for sixty-seven, and San Sebastián one for
every forty-one. Probably many tractors used in Santaella
are registered in neighboring towns.

62.

The 1970 census of livestock in Santaella yielded the
following figures. Tn parentheses arc the figures for
neighboring La Carlota· pigs: 502 (2,422), cattle· 794
(650), sheep: 1,034 (385), goats: 377 (1,413), horses:
140 (145), donkeys: 26 (206), mules 52 (272), and poultry:
2,000 (7,500). In spite of its small acreage (7,880 hectares) and because of its mimfundism and scattered habitat, animals continue to be raised in La Carlota.

63.

between 1930 and I960 rural population entities in the
province of Cordoba decreased by forty-five percent.
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Reseña Lstadisti ci Provincial, 1470.
54.

Lo ring Miro (l c m, II· 2 SS).

fiS

C a m ó n (1()7S 106 108). Ilio twenty six lirgcst owners
imountetl to tliree pertent o I ill landowners
The total
aiea reviewed by the Ladaster measured 25,8(1"$ hectares.

66.

The first republican town council consisted of five
Socialists, two Radical Republicans, one Progressive Republican, and four Monarchists.

67.

Registro de Salida de Documentos y Comunicacions, 1932,
A.M.S.

68.

Some of the families who came from the rural parts of the
municipal territory settled permanently on the estate.
In 1940 there were twenty dwellings on El Porretal, inhabited by 131 persons. Nomenclátor de Córdoba, 1940.

69.

The Duke of Alba and the Marquis of Viana were among the
largest landowners of Spain. The first owned 34,455
hectares and the latter 'only' 7,167 he. ( C a m ó n 1973 121-22).

70.

Registro de Salida de Documentos y Comunicaciones, 1936,
A.M.S. All previous data have been taken from this source
and the Actas Capitulares from 1931-1936, A.M.S.

71.

"Direct management" is, of course a rather vague term.
There is a great difference between an owner who lives
sixty kilometers from his farm and once and a while drives
out to have a look around and talk with the manager, and
an owner who determines what crops are grown, the acreage,
when they are sown and harvested, how many day laborers
have to be recruited and where, but leaves the field operation to a foreman.

72.

Cf. Martínez Alier (1971· 106-108).

73.

Martínez Alier (1971 295).

74.

Censos Agrarios (1962 and 1972).

75.

Censos Agrarios de Córdoba.

76.

Elaborated from land-tax rolls at the town-hall.
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CIIM'TER N INK:

ИКСОМ ING A TOWN [Ν ТИК COUNTRYSIDE.
ТИК FORMATION OF AN URBAN ETHOS.

But Spain was not organized for country life, nor
do Spaniards easily give up the fascination of
the town (Brenan 1976: 157).
It is difficult to make reliable statements about the men
tal outlook of people in the past when the majority of them,
women, agricultural laborers and small peasants, have been al
most totally neglected in the historical record. Can we
reasonably assume that ordinary people shared the outlook or
ethos of the men who made up the records? Although there are
some indications ol' an urban ethos in various historical docu
ments, much of this chapter must he tentative.
Another word of caution. It would he wrong to assume that
an urban ethos has always existed. It is generally accepted
that urban civilization has characterized Andalusian society
since Roman times--only briefly interrupted under the Visigoths
--but little can be said with certitude about its effect on the
mental outlook of Andalusian country people until the eighteenth
century.
The Evolution of a Townscape
Around 1240, when the Christian troops of Fernando ITI
took over Santaella, it was a compact walled settlement of
oval shape, probably confined within the present lower barrio
and dominated by the towers o F the mosque and the fortress.
Streets were narrow and winding; and houses were densely packed
together. According to early sixteenth century descriptions,
the mosque was used for Christian worship without major reform.
It consisted of four low naves "constructed in the manner of
the Cordobese mezquita," with an alminar or tower, arches and
columns, a prayer room, and a patio with orange trees. The

17<)

towpr was rebuilt in the fitst h.il Γ οΓ the sixteenth
It was b e t w e e n

century.

1527 and 1670 that the m o s q u e w a s partly de

molished and on its site w a s built the large,

cathedral-like

parish c h u r c h , a b l e n d of g o t h i c , mudej ar and b a r o q u e
by the n o t e d C o r d o b e s e m a s t e r b u i l d e r s , the Hernán

styles

Ruiz.

The y e l l o w i s h stone church stands out above the town and its
tower can b e seen from far away above the grain fields and
olive g r o v e s .
Given the insecurity in the c o u n t r y s i d e until the beginning of the fifteenth c e n t u r y , it seems likely that until
houses w e r e w i t h i n the w a l l s of S a n t a e l l a .

then

W h e n the town

started to grow toward the m i d d l e of the s i x t e e n t h century

and

a local gentry e m e r g e d , the s e t t l e m e n t expanded b e y o n d its w a l l s ,
for the o r i g i n a l site was too small and c r o w d e d for the
houses o f the e l i t e .
Santaella

large

The topography of the hills on which

is b u i l t , d e t e r m i n e d the course o f its e x p a n s i o n .

Л

plaza c o n n e c t e d the ancient s e t t l e m e n t with the new q u a r t e r .
In the last will of л n o t a b l e

from the end of the sixteenth

century, the Paraysos s t r e e t , one of the two main streets

of

the suburb, is m e n t i o n e d .
T h e sixteenth century was Santaella's Golden Age in archi
tecture.

In addition to the parish church at least

c h a p e l s , the Hospital of San M a t e o

(.1 house for orphans, w i d o w s ,

pooi migrant bci>gars, and old p e o p l e w i t h o u t
town hall were built

three

fiimly) and the

A l t h o u g h two more c h a p e l s , some hidalgo

m a n s i o n s , and the p a l a c e of the m a r q u i s were b u i l t in the
seventeenth c e n t u r y , most o f Santaella d e t e r i o r a t e d .

As seen

above, the n u m b e r of inhabited houses rapidly declined
1644 o n w a r d , p a r t i c u l a r l y

from

in the oldest part ol the s e t t l e m e n t ,

the b a r r i o o f the villa or lower b a r r i o , most houses

fell

into

ruin.
By 1634 the ancient b a r r i o had been far s u r p a s s e d in p o p u 
lation by the new quarters beyond

the original w a l l s .

The
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importance of the new barrio can be seen in the Cjict that the
parish census o F 1Ь34 gives addresses by street, but refers to
the lower barrio as an undifferentiated whole.
Apparently,
the plaza had not yet assumed a definite shape, as it was not
consistently called by its name. It was the location of im
portant public buildings like the town hall, the Hospital, the
granary of the tercias, and the prison. The most peripheral
streets and houses--the Arrabal, Arenal, and barrio Isla--where
the poor had built dwellings, were almost entirely abandoned
between 1634 and 1726. The most stable streets were Paraysos
and Corredera, which constituted the social core of the settle
ment. Here lived the local notables, and some of their employees.
Landowning families were tied to the settlement by their posses
sions and acted as a force of settlement continuity even in
times of most serious crisis.'
The parish censuses of the seventeenth century employ the
concept of cxt ranni ros. In the local census of 1726 the same
concept is used to denote houses outside the central built-up
area. Strictly speaking, the greater part of the settlement
had expanded beyond the town walls a long time before. The
use of this concept persisted well into the twentieth century,
and one might suspect that it conveys an important message.
I would argue that the notion of extramuros expresses the sepa
ration between the built-up area--the inner space--and the
surrounding countryside. The houses that bordered the settle
ment acted as a wall of cultural demarcation. The inner space
must have corresponded with a sense of security, of unity in
the face of the outside world, and of civilization. The outer
space would have stood for danger and nature.
The dead were buried "within the walls" near or in the
parish church, the center of spiritual life, and so remained
part of the community of the living. All local inns were loca
ted beyond the settlement: two in the ruedo of town, and the
other two in open countryside. Here the unknown, potentially
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dangerous (and possibly infectious) strangers were segregated
when they visited the town. The high value put on home and
locality, stood in sharp contrast with the homeless and itiner4
ant quality of the people who used to visit Santaella.
This
is further illustrated by a special category in the census of
1634 for "extravagantes who do not possess a house," of whom
there were more than twenty.
People from outside who wanted to take up residence in
town had to produce a certificate of origin and good conduct
signed by the mayor and parish priest of their native town.
Sometimes they were refused by the council like a gypsy from
Ecija who wanted to move to Santaella and rent the inn on the
plaza. Although he produced the following declaration: "I
have been vecino of licija for many years with family and open,
inhabited house (casa abierta y poblada) and declare to be an
honorable vecino and good citizen," he was rejected by the town
council, who feared a concourse of more gypsies."
With the recovery in size of the population in the eighteenth
century, houses were repaired, rebuilt or newly constructed and
new streets and street-names appeared. Γη 1718 a new name was
used for a street in the Arrabal, the Valle street, a continu
ation of Paraísos. Τη 17Ί0 the new street of San Cristobal was
mentioned.
Ten years later, separate streets with proper names
are marked off in the barrio villa for the first time since the
beginning of the seventeenth century: calle de la Purifica
Concepción, calle Nueva and the street "that circumvents the
Church." The old barrio was recovering. In 1753, three new
names were added to its map: Osario (ossuary), Cervantes, and
Carnicerías (slaughterhouse) and in 1759, San Antonio street.
In 1761 the part of the town from the plaza upwards was extended with a Rosales street. By 1767 the name of barrio alto
(in distinction to barrio bajo) came into currency.
Tn 1829 Santaella was composed of the following streets:
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-

-

Barrio Bajo
Llanetc de la Iglesia (the
little square in front of the
nu
\ \
Church)
Ventanas de Doña Aldonza
(Windows of Γ).Λ., the street
that looks out over the campiña
Plaza de la IJstrella (star)
Osario
Nueva
San Antonio

Barrio Alto
- Corredera
D .,.
- Ballinas
Rosal
- Arenal
- Barrio Isla
-

Santa Lucia
Valle
Paraísos
Palillos
...

"

Vient0

- de las Aguilillas
-

(of the galloping horses)
Carnicerías
Iglesia
Concepción
Total: ten streets/plazas

- Total:

ten streets

In between the two barrios lay the Plaza Mayor and the calle
Mesón (inn).
In the ISJO's a historian from Cordoba City gave the following description of Santaella:
At the exit to the villa is the plaza, and from here
extends the modern settlement that has a single entrance at the southern part. The town has six main
streets, a square and thirteen smaller streets. The
square lies between the villa and suburb. It is clear
that the castle, although now ruined, was once strong,
with solid walls, remnants of which still exist. It
had only one gate on the side of the plaza and on all
other sides it was inaccessible, encircled by deep
gullies. There were two secret gates on the northern
side called the "big" and "small". Within the walls
are many cisterns.... There are three fresh water
wells in the vicinity of the pueblo and a covered water
basin at the foot of the fortress that provides the
pueblo with water. Within the settlement there are no
fresh water wells, but the majority of houses have
algihes (rain reservoirs) which compensate for this
shortcoming.'
The six main streets were not named, but they were probably
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Corredera, Paraísos, Plaza, Santa Lucía, Iglesia and Arenal.
The author distinguished four neighborhoods· barrio Villa,
Plaza, Barrio Isla--which was composed of huts and gardens-and Arrabal. Except Barrio Isla, which must have looked rural,
each neighborhood had its chapel, which was its focal point.
The division of the settlement into two large barrios was
consecrated in 1838 by the establishment of the office of
alcade de barrio, the barrio representative to the municipal
counci1.
In 1884 a new town hall was built on the plaza, replacing
the one at the entrance to the old barrio. The square was
named Plaza Nacional or Plaza de la Constitución
Λ new term
was introduced to denote the central part of the municipality,
casco
Villa fell into disuse, and baj о (low) and primi tivo
were used to refer to the old barrio. "Lower" and "upper"
began to acquire socio-cultural meaning.
Between 1867 and 1915, sewage, running water, and electri
city were installed and the town continued to expand,the Isla
and Arenal sections acquiring a more dense and compact charac
ter. When enough houses had been built, a new street came into
being and was named. Until the Civil War the council minutes
give hardly any indications of town-planning.
With the advent of the Franco regime--which extended state
control to the running of the municipalities-- the concept of
town planning was reintroduced in the Andalusian countryside.
A policy of "social housing for the poor" fit well into the
paternalist ideology of the corporate state, and state subsidies
begin to reach the Іосчі level. In the Santaella of the 1 9 4 0 ^
state money was used to build two blocks of low-rent houses,
the Grupo de Nuestra Señora del Valle and the Grupo Escolar.
In 19^3 the town-council put forward a project of street improvements (urbanización). Three categories of streets were
distinguished.

о
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о Γ l'i ci al name
first category:

second category:

third category:

popular name

Antonio Palma Luque
Arenal
José Antonio Primo
de Rivera
Plaza Generalísimo
Franco
Santa Lucía

Plaza
Santa Lucía

Agustín Palma Soto
Ballinas
Calvo Sotelo
Carnicerías
E. Cantillo
Iglesia
San Antonio
Valle

Mesón
Ballinas
Nueva
Carnicerías
Vientos
Iglesia
San Antonio
Valle

Paraísos
Arenal
Corredera

(official and popular names are identical)
Barrio Isla
cal le Ecij a
Concepción
Llano Estrella
Osario
Palillos
Rosal
San Cristobal
Ventanas de Doña Aldonza

The five streets in the first category constitute the socioeconomic center of town, where the local elite and business are concentrated.

In the second and third categories the streets are
q
overwhelmingly working class."
The 1960's and lOTO's saw a construction boom.

Between

1953 and 1979, eight new streets, a new barrio of sixty modern
houses, and in 1978 a new barrio of ninety government-financed
houses have all come into being.

Γη this period a Cordobese

architect was employed by the township to coordinate urban expan
sion.

Many old houses have been completely rebuilt, while others

have been renovated and modernized.
One of the characteristics of popular Andalusian architec
ture is the closed character of the houses.

They have few
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openings and these are usually secured by heavy doors, grilles
and shutters, which screen private from public life. Walledin patios and grilles remind one of the Arab past. Where
settlements are so compact and life in the streets is so intense, privacy has to be protected against the omnipresent
others. Of course, the closed character of the dwellings has
also something to do with the heat of the long summers. Thick
whitewashed walls and shutters keep out the merciless heat.
But the tlosedness also provided a feeling of security. I ven
today people do not feel safe in a house that lacks grilles and
most people do not sleep with open windows.
Before the Civil War, there were roughly four tvpes of
brick and plaster houses in Santaella town. The poorest consisted of one, low story, with a small door and window, a
living room, one or two bedrooms, and a small courtyard (corral)
where the rudimentary kitchen was situated. A variant on this
type had a small attic on top of the house, used as an extra
bedroom or as a storage room. This type predominated in
Santaella (see Table 16). These two types were typical daylaborer and peasant houses. Medium landowners inhabited houses
made up of two stories and a large courtyard with a stable for
the horses or mules, a pen and storage room. The houses of the
large landholders, professionals, and higher civil servants,
had two high floors, a large entrance, four to six grilled windows, a balcony, one or two tiled patios, and often a courtyard with some annexes. This last kind of house predominated
on the streets of the first category. In pre-Civil War Santaella there were only two three-story dwellings.
In town one-story dwellings constituted a small minority,
whereas in the country they made up more than half of all
houses. Other physical features that set the town apart from
the countryside are the closed street-fronts and the larger
variety of buildings. A town architectonic motif not found in
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the country is a main entrance which consists of two doors and
halls decorated with flower-pots. Fven smaller houses in town
conform to this pattern. In rural dwellings the main door
immediately opens into the living room, a sign of pnmitiveness
in the eyes of townspeople. finally, vegetable gardens are
common in all rural settlements, but one rarely finds them in
town.
Table 16. Distribution of House Types in Santaella· 1900-1930.
Source· Nomenclatures de Córdoba

1900·

1910-

1920·

1930·

a)

town
ruedo
country
town
ruedo
country
town
ruedo
country
town
ruedo
country

O n e - s t o ry

TW*o - s t o r y a

Th r e e - s t o r y

Huts

11
14
8S

373
11
48

2
-

61

22
8
114

381
11
139

1
-

21
6
193

386
2
183

2
-

6
78
--12

41
6
232

398
6
222

2
-

12

The majority in this category belonged to the one-story-cumattic type of house.

In the lOöO's and 1970's numerous one-story and one-anda-half-story houses were transformed into two-story houses.
Many characteristics of richer houses have been adopted by the
owners of modest houses, such as decorative floor and wall-tiles,
a second sitting-room for display, aluminiurn-framed windows,
balconies, and filigree-work iron window bars and doors. Even
in the settlements of La Guijarrosa and El Fontanar some of
these elements have been incorporated into new houses. In Santaella, both town and country, most houses are the property of
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those who inhabit them.
The Formation o f an Urban Ethos
Arab Santaella was a fortified settlement, a defense unit
in a hostile environment. By necessity it was clearly set off
from the surrounding countryside. Arab Santaella also had a
mosque. And when Santaella was occupied by the Christians in
the thirteenth century it liad an alcayat (governor) who became
a vassal to the king of Castile. One may infer from these facts
that Arab Santaella enjoyed a degree of autonomy, maintained relations with Córdoba, and participated in Muslim culture.
At the time of the Caliphate of Cordoba when the court of the
Omayyad caliphs was the center of art and learning, the leaders
of the settlements in the hinterland of the city were obliged
to attend weekly public orations on Fridays in the great mosque
and inform the caliph about the affairs of their respective
villages and towns. ' Local leaders were thus in constant contact with the heart of Muslim civilization, which meant that
they brought at least some urban tastes, attitudes, and luxuries
to their home villages. The resemblance of the Santaella mosque
to Cordoba's mezquita points in that direction. Where there is
a mosque and a fortress, there are also specialists who must
have been at least partially free from the daily routine of
agricultural life, and devoted themselves to 'higher' pursuits.
With the Christian occupation of the campiña, the mosque
of Santaella was adapted to Christian cult and the castle handed
over to the conquerors. In 1265 Santaella lost its status of
an independent villa when the King of Castile donated it to the
council of Cordoba city. At the same time the greater part of
the territory was divided among the aristocratic and ecclesiastical retainers of the King. The local population had to find
ways to deal with these powerful outsiders.
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Peasants were forced to seek protection behind the walls
of the settlements by raids and incursions of Moorish bands and
feudal struggles among regional barons. Walled settlements
with densely clustered houses where cultivators lived separated from the land remained the dominant feature in the rural
habitat at the end of the fifteenth century when the campiña
ceased to be a military frontier. Within these compact settlements emerged a way of life that was urban. The main creators
and carriers of this way of life were local nobles and clergymen. This lifeway revolved around forms of dealing with the
outside world, a world on which the local population depended,
14
given the monopolization of power by the city oligarchy.
The pacification of the titled nobility (nobleza de servicio
or ricos hombres) by the Catholic Kings at the close of the fifteenth century, meant that Castile's centers of power shifted
from rural estates and castles to the court and cities. There
the nobility filled the offices in the growing royal bureaucracy. Their interests at the local level were served by the
lesser nobility who continued to reside in the rural towns,
where they constituted the upper stratum. These hidalgos were
legally separated from the commoners. They did not pay the
poll tax and they maintained a horse and armour. Taxpayers
were not permitted to carry arms.
Hidalgos and commoners
also had separate mayors and commanders of the Santa Hermandad
(the rural constabulary).
The most distinctive mark of noble status, however, was the
contempt of most manual work and trade (oficios viles or vile
offices).
In the sixteenth century hidalguía came to represent a way of life that deeply affected Spanish society as a
whole and Andalusia in particular. Commoners who accumulated
wealth bought hidalgo status, tax exemptions, and honors.
Ownership of land was the material basis of the hidalgo life
style and was not viewed as an economic resource exploited to
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make a profit. Originally, hidalgos supposedly earned their
status by military service to the crown, but after Spain had
Ъееп pacified by the central authority, they turned to the art
of rule, diplomacy and leisure. The hidalgos and clergymen of
Santaella derived their power not only from the land they owned
but also from their position as middlemen between the local
and wider society, especially as brokers and representatives of
the greater nobility in the cities. Both nobles and clergymen
represented attitudes and values of the wider society--hidalguía
and Roman Catholicism--at the local level. Their negotiations
and dealings with higher authorities involved mastery of the
written and spoken word, knowledge of administrative and judicial jargon, reasoning, and also the silent language of gesture,
manner, appearance and etiquette. They copied urban values in
1ß
dress, behavior, and the decoration of their houses.
Some
of the residences of hidalgos in Santaella, with coat of arms
above an impressive entrance, barricaded by decorated heavy
wooden doors, still exist today. The rich decorations in the
parisli church and chapels equally express urban aspirations.
The parish registers and the minutes of the local council show
that the notables fully mastered the official language. Probably
many of them were educated at the Jesuit colleges in Córdoba.
In the middle of the sixteenth century, the hidalgos and
ecclesiastics asked Philip II for Santaella's independence
from Cordoba city. They stressed the inconvenience and inefficiency of the frequent journeys they had to make to Córdoba
to settle official affairs. Independence as a villa
apparently was a great asset for them, great enough to buy it
for a large sum of money:
In 1569 Santaella was granted the favor to dissociate itself with all its territory and tithes
from the jurisdiction of Cordoba, its corregidor,
and deputy, and from all other judicial authorities of
the city, and ¡nade it a villa in and for itself, so that
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in its territory and tithes the civil and criminal
jurisdiction will be used and exercised, and the
Council of the villa will be qualified to elect
and appoint two mayors, aldermen, constable, ad
ministrator, mayors of the Santa Hermandad and
other o fficials.19
Other officials-- twenty-seven offices in all--saw to law and
order, local and royal administration, tax collection, and
community services, positions that required at least a minimum
of literacy. This wide range of public offices reflects the
degree of urbanization of the nuclear settlement.
The long tradition of official writing in rural towns like
San taclla-- the oldest record in the municipal archive dates
back to 1498--and the existence of specialized civil servants
must have been a major force in the formation of an urban ethos.
Л11 local notables were present at the ceremony when the
jurisdiction was transferred in the form of gallows, pillory,
sword, fetters and a jail. Twenty-one members of the local
elite were witnesses: four members of the hidalgo family Calvez;
the hidalgo families oh' Doñamaior, Carcía de Valdcrrama, and
Bermejo, were each represented by two members. О Г the remain
ing six, one was a captain and the others possibly non-noble
landowners or professionals.
In the economic and demographic crisis of the mid-seven
teenth century, the descendants of the Calvez and Doñamaior
sold off Santaella's jurisdiction in a desperate effort to
remedy the town's plight. The buyer, who was recommended by the
Bishop of Cordoba, was a high nobleman who had made his name
as an officer in Italy, Don Diego de Aguayo Godoy Manrique у
Vanegas. A knight of Santiago, alderman of Córdoba city, and
lord of several towns, he was chosen because of "his great
authority, nobility, and services to the King, Our Lord, in
peace as well as war." 20 When such an important decision had
to be taken, it was the custom to celebrate an open town
meeting (cabildo abierto) among all taxpaying heads of household.
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For the sale of jurisdiction, the town crier and the church
bells convoked the vecinos for two public meetings. The first
was nttended by 163 vecinos, the second by 132 (65-80 percent
of all heads of households) an example of involvement in public affairs on the nart of the peasants.
The power of the new overlord, who became Marquis of
Santaella, was embodied in an aristocratic palace on the highest spot of the upper barrio on the Paraísos street. The
"house of the columns" as it is popularly known, was by far the
largest and most imposing residence in Santaella and matched
the grand manner of the noble palaces in Cordoba. Its wide
entrance, decorated with the coat of arms of the original owner,
opens onto a spacious courtyard with an arcade of marble columns.
Apart from the various living sections, there are several sta20
bles and storage rooms.
The construction of this palace reinforced the separation between the upper and lower barrio. But
the marquis rarely came to his palace. Most of the year he
resided in Cordoba and governed by letter. Local affairs continued to be run by the local hidalgos, who executed the marquis'
orders.
At the death of the last Marquis of Santaella in 1718,
local notables saw an opportunity for the town to regain independence. The matter was discussed in an open meeting in 1733
attended by 178 vecinos and 13 widows and young ladies, who
designated a hidalgo spokesman, Miguel Vizente Alcayda y Lorite,
labrador por mano ajena, clergyman and high official of the
Cordobese Inquisition. After several lawsuits against pretenders to the señorío of Santaella, Alcayde у Lorite successfully
pleaded Santaella's case before the Royal Council of Castile
at Madrid. In 1735 the jurisdiction was transferred once and
for all to the town council of Santaella by the first mayor of
Cordoba, lawyer of the Royal Council, in the square in front
of the town hall:
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...where the majority of the inhabitants had
gathered, men, women and children, calling loudly:
"Long live King Philip" while fireworks were set
off. Then the authorities set out for the church,
where they were received by the clergymen, and all
sang a Te Deum Laudamus while the bells were tolled
and large quantities of coins distributed among
the poor.22
This was indeed an important event in the history of Santaella
as a town, for the possession of relative administrative autonomy provided a legal foundation on which an urban ethos could
develop. The status of vil la carried with it a range of public offices, the holders of which were brought into contact
with the administrative and legal culture of the society at
large. A town possessed a charter of rights and privileges and
a territory over which it exercised jurisdictional power. All
other settlements in its territory were by definition rural
because they lacked public institutions of their own. Jurisdictional independence for Santaella was an aim of all of its
23
citizens, not just its notables.
What does all this tell us about the orientation of
Santaella's inhabitants? On the part of the local elite, it
illustrates the ability to deal with and manipulate forces originating in the society at large, which presupposes an active
knowledge of the rules, laws, values and customs of the wider
society and contacts with influential persons at higher levels.
The institution of cabildo abierto guaranteed at least a minimum of involvement of tax-paying heads of households in important public decisions. Through this institution and that of
town crier, information about the wider society eventually
reached the common people in Santaella.
Agricultural laborers and peasants were dependent on the
local elite in various respects, first and foremost for their
means of subsistence. This dependency was ritualized in
the institution of godparenthood. It was also expressed in the
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charity dispensed by the elite. Although the elite was also
tlcpendcnt on the common people for labor and services, the relationship on the whole was highly unequal.
Laborers and peasants, dependent in the material sphere,
had to consider the elite's sensibilities in the sphere of manners. The elite used the labor of the common people to maintain
a life style in which manual labor was ostentatiously denigrated
and stigmatized as "uncivilized." Because the elite controlled
local power resources, the stigmatized laborers not only did
not retaliate, they came to believe themselves that manual labor
was degrading. The common people's acceptance and imitation
of elite life styles and values was facilitated by the concentrated settlement pattern. Though legally separate, the social
estates lived in very close proximity. Laborers and peasants
in the town looked down upon country dwellers, who were even
further removed from the seat of civilization.
There are two mechanisms at work here that are characteristic of "established-outsider configurations." 24 Established
elites successfully claim superior status vis-à-vis the "outsiders" (the common people of Santaella), which is phrased in
terms of more civilization fcultura). This also holds true in
the factual sense as the elite's code demands a higher degree
of self-restraint. Although the "outsiders" (laborers and
peasants) cannot attain the high standards of the elite's code,
they identify with the elite's style of life and try to imitate
it.
The Church and its local representatives played a prominent
role in public life. It was a clergyman who defended Santaella's
cause before the court at Madrid. As representatives of a universal institution, priests acted as cultural brokers. All important events were sanctioned by a ceremony in the parish
church. Its hells acted as a means of communication in the
pueblo, calling vecinos to public meetings and announcing the
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death of an inhabitant. The tower was an important point of
reference in the Inndscape. ('hurclics and chapels were monumental symbols to a culture that transcended the limits of
the parish. Through the church the wider society, so to speak,
entered the local community. Important national events-always tied to the vicissitudes of the Royal Family--were communicated to the inhabitants through the celebration of a mass.
In 1706, for instance, a mass was devoted to the King "to wish
25
him good luck, and pray God for a successful campaign."
Works of art that entered Santaella were of a religious nature,
financed by the parish. The hospital of San Mateo was run
by the priests; one of the inns was property of the Church;
priests controlled elementary education, holding the cátedra
do gramática y musica.
All local festivities and organizations
were cast in a religious mold.
In the sixteenth century Passion-centered religious brotherhoods proliferated under the auspices of Franciscan and Domini27
can friars and the patronage of the nobility.
In 1538 a
brotherhood devoted to the Passion of Jesus was founded in
Montilla by the Franciscan preacher Fray Pedro de Montesdeoca.
28
Another was founded in Puente Genii in 1565.
Access to these
brotherhoods was restricted to Old Christians (cristianos viejos)
"Slaves, mulattos, negroes and moriscos" were excluded from mem29
bership.
A century earlier, a confraternity requiring rigorous proof of purity of blood had been founded in Cordoba which
became a center of agitation against Jews converted to Christianity.'
In sixteenth century Spain, purity of blood was the
yardstick with which citizenship was measured. Becoming a
member of a religious brotherhood was, then, a proof of being
a good Christian and citizen.
In 1575 there were five religious brotherhoods in Santaella:
the cofradías of the Nombre de Jesus, Santa Vera Cruz, San
Sebastián, Santísimo Sacramento and Concepción.'
Their
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activities centered upon propagating and sustaining Christian
cult--organizing a penitential procession in Holy Week or a
feast on the day of a saint, maintaining and decorating the
chapel where the image was kept, and saying masses for deceased
members. The most important and richest brotherhood was the
Cofradía del Santísimo Sacramento, the core of which was made
up by the town's clergy and notables. This brotherhood organized the festivities of Corpus Cristi. ΐη the second half of
the seventeenth century active participation of townsmen with
"rustic professions" 1 2 increased with the growing elaboration
of the Holy Week brotherhoods. From the book-keeping of one
of them wc learn that money was spent on fireworks, tunics and
music bands, that there were at least two Holy Week processions
--on Maundy Thursday and Good Vriday--, that the brotherhood
acted as a burial society, contracted preachers, and sponsored
the fiesta of the Holy Cross in May. The brotherhood owned
missals and hymn books.
Although the brotherhoods went through periods of crisis
and decay, some of them vanishing, new ones arising, and others
being refounded,' they constitute a persistent feature of
public life in Santaella through four ages. The brotherhoods
fulfilled a variety of functions for their members in terms of
orientation and identity, cohesion and sociability. Their in
fluence went far beyond active and nominal membership, for
their activities-- in particular the processions they sponsored
--required the presence of a public, of a community at large.
The activities of brotherhoods enlivened and enriched social
life in the pueblo, broke through the drudgery of agricultural
routine, and provided an arena for inter-pueblo competition.
They thus opened a whole spectrum of activities, offices, and
meanings. Money was invested in the material culture of the
pueblo, the ¡mages οΓ saints, chapels, and the paraphernalia
of processions. In these many ways religious brotherhoods
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contributed to the development of ¡m urban ethos. They were
one of the marks of social life that differentiated pueblo
from campo.
Church buildings, cult, and brotherhoods were not only a
town monopoly or an interface with the wider culture, they were
also an interface with God and the saints. Just as Santaella's
rural inhabitants had to come to the town in order to transact
office business with their lords or the state, so they had to
go to town to l)c sacramentally and socially in touch with the
heavenly city of saints, and the heavenly court that dispensed
justice, mercy, and grace.
In the present day, people consider that the more associations there are and the wider the range of activities they
cover, the greater is a pueblo's ambiente. And ambiente, positive atmosphère, is viewed as a major measure of urbanity.
In the 1930's and 1940's a village center began to emerge in
La Guijarrosa that consisted of cafes, workshops, a schoolbuilding, and houses. People who settled in the center agreed
with municipal and ecclesiastic authorities to help in the construction of a church, which was inaugurated in 1953. The
villagers also began to organize proper Holy Week celebrations,
and founded two religious brotherhoods. With these and other
communal activities they were trying to build a town. In the
late igyO's the efforts of the villagers of La Guijarrosa were
belittled and mocked by the Santaella townspeople, who persisted
in considering La Guijarrosa a backward, rustic village.
From the eighteenth century on, the council minutes of
Santaella show a preoccupation with the physical appearance of
the settlement, in particular the cleanliness of public space.
Initially this preoccupation was limited to major festivals of
Corpus Cristi and the patron saint, in which church, civil and
divine authorities took an important part. Some weeks before
these festivals they stressed the obligation of the vecinos to
clean the streets, whitewash their houses and decorate them
with decorative bedspreads and tapestries (colgaduras) from
the second floor windows or balconies, a custom that still
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persists today.
The images carried through the streets should
be honored with cleanliness, and an additional reason for this
clean-up might have been to make a good impression on outsiders
who attended these festivals. In 1748 the town-council expected
so many visitors "that in order to avoid disorders provoked by a
lack of entertainment, two bullfights will beheld in the plaza."
Measures to keep the built-up area of Santaella clean were
regularized by the establishment of a local Health Council in
1804. Inhabitants were reminded of the prohibition against
dumping refuse in the gullies around the settlement. In 1838 a
municipal decree ordered heads of households to clean up the
facades of their houses. 37 One year later the council stressed
38
the necessity to keep the streets in good condition.
These
measures were repeated on the occasion of the Queen Isabel's
wedding, which was celebrated with three days of festivities.
The town was decorated with draperies and general festive illumination at night, a greasy climbing pole was mounted in the plaza,
a masquerade and bullfight was organized, bells were rung and
fireworks exploded. 39
In the second half of the nineteenth century, the 'civilizating' of the settlement continued. The struggle against contagious disease may have contributed substantially to the formation of urbane habits.
In the council minutes the issue of
hygiene came into prominence in the face of serious epidemics
in 1834, 1854, and 1884. It was then that public wells and the
slaughterhouse were cleaned, houses whitewashed, a prohibition
issued on keeping pigs within the built-up area, and the cemetery moved out of town. It is, however, hard to determine to
what extent these measures influenced the habits of the common
people m Santaella. 41 Measures against epidemics may have
been one tactic in the long-term effort of local authorities to
civilize public space.
In 1874 the council decided to found a municipal band and
buy the necessary instruments "in view of the utility for all
poblaciones cultas to have a philharmonic band in order to
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entertain its citizens."4 2 The instruments were owned by the
town. Six years later a municipal "beautification committee"
was appointed to supervise the riqueza urbana furban wealth)
and the construction of new houses.
In 1880 a school for adults was set up, and four years
later the first elementary school of La Guijarrosa was founded.
In 1891 the council continued its "struggle against illiteracy"
by establishing a popular library in the town hall. In 1903 a
young man dedicated a volume of poems called "Hazes and Dawn"
to the municipality, which provided a scholarship for his further education in Cordoba. In 1906 an inhabitant lodged a
complaint about the Osario street frequently being used as a
public toilet; the council took immediate measures "to remove
this evil from so central a street as Osario, which gives such
a bad impression of a town's cultura." This measure was repeated and extended to alleys in 1923. In 1914 the mayor, a
Republican blacksmith, informed the council that "in order to
elevate the name of this pueblo to the height it deserves, the
Illustrious Alejandro Lerroux and his following was received on
the 14th of this month."
A motion of the mayor to name the
Mesón street after Lerroux was passed without opposition.
'I'wo years later the council reported that "the view of a street
with ancient windows (characterized by protruding grilles) is
not aesthetic." In 1923 municipal decrees tried to ban dunghills from the built-up area, prohibited the slaughtering of
pigs in private houses, and the passage of flocks of sheep
and goats through the town. The same council founded a local
committee for the Protection of the Child and provided "a young
artist of talent" with a scholarship. In these years Santaella
supported various cultural projects in Córdoba and Madrid, such
as the acquisition by the state of the archive of Colón, the
erection of monuments to the Gran Capitán and Cervantes at
Cordoba, and the creation of a Provincial Tourist Office.
In 1926 a Day of the Book was celebrated. For this occasion the municipality procured 50 copies of "Sentimental Hours,"
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a book written by "a brilliant son о Γ this pueblo" and distri
buted them among pupils. Λ meeting was held during which selec
tions from the "immortal" Cervantes were declamed. Λ local
teacher announced:
...that those persons who because of their greater
cultura and personal qualities will give lectures,
which will demonstrate the cultural importance of
commemoration of the birthday of the greatest of all
Spanish writers; that at those lectures old and young-in particularly young--are shown the importance of
the book, the care with which they should look after
it, the affection with which they should use it, as
it is the friend which supplies them with the seed
of knowledge."45
Λ year later the municipality acquired the entire works of Cer
vantes and Luis de Góngora--the Famous sixteenth century
Cordobcse poet, for the popular library. In 1934 "the council's
great enthusiasm and love for the cultura" was once again demonstrated on the Day of the Book.
In the early 1930's new forms of divertissement were introduced in Santaella: the movies and a confectioner's shop
(repostería) were installed by a local entrepreneur in the old
public granary in the upper barrio.
These miscellaneous facts might be multiplied at length.
At first they seem trivial and unconnected. However, they all
point to the 'urbanization'
of settlement space and the elaboration of an urban ethos. Rural elements, like animals, dung,
and mud are increasingly considered unclean and removed to
rural space. Relieving onese 1 f in public was--at least by the
el ite--experienced as uncultured. Since 1924 the dead were
buried out of town. The advance of the value of cleanliness was
paralleled by a growing preoccupation with culture and as we
have seen above, in some instances they were interconnected.
Cultura is a key concept in Andalusian society. Like the
Italian civiltà
with which it bears strong resemblances,
cultura is a complex of feelings and ideas about a "civilized"
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way of life.

As in many Mediterranean societies, this way of

life is being equated with an urban way of life.49 In cultura
a broad range of values and attitudes are tied together. First
of all it refers to educación, which has a broader meaning than
formal education or instruction.
It means in addition that
a person has acquired general standards of moral and civic behavior.
Cultura thus also implies displaying good manners,
being able to talk eloquently, making a good appearance, possessing a sense of honor and shame, keeping one's face, participating in discussions on important matters, conducting contacts
with outsiders, having an own personality, and being able to
behave with formalidad. Formalidad means politeness, honorableness, self-discipline, the ability to control one's emotions
and stand on one's dignity. 52 Although a person might acquire
cultura through upbringing, people in Santaella say that it
has much to do with heredity. Cultura is used as a device to
evaluate and rank people. First and foremost it is the ideological dividing-line between pueblo and campo: "In the country
there is no cultura." In the eyes of the townspeople, particularly the elite, country dwellers are a lower sort of people
who "do not possess cultura," and Τ never heard of an exception
to this rule.5 3 Agricultural laborers use less strong terms:
"it is boring in the countryside, there is no atmosphere,"
which is also a judgement on the inhabitants.
Elite people often refer to their own group as "we, the
educated people," or "we the people of culture."
Workers
have also accepted cultura as a measure of behavior, employing
it as a distinguishing mark between "we, the poor" and "they,
the rich"--"they have culture but we have practical experience
they lack."
Agricultural laborers are well aware of the lack of pres
tige of working the land and they believe that literacy and
cultura are good in and of themselves. Many of them took pains
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to learn how to read and write as adults and they encourage
their sons to study well. Cultura not only describes elite
values, ideas and behavior; it has also permeated the ideas and
behavior of the town's proletariat.
The elite apply the standard of cultura less rigidly to
laborers residing in town than to country families. They agree
that there are exceptions to the lack of cultura among workers.
The agricultural laborer who was mayor during the Second
Republic is mentioned as an outstanding example: although he
was an agricultural laborer "he had cultura." The same held for
the laborer who was elected mayor in 1979. There were also
several workers who were acknowledged to have a gift for words.
Several elements of cultura have historical antecedents
in hidalguía, in particular the notion that manual or agricultural labor separates a person off. The ideal way of life is
a way of leisure. Ownership of land is a prerequisite to the
cultured life. Λ true hidalgo never worked with his hands.
He spent a life of leisure in town and devoted himself to poli
tics and discussion. The same applied to the large labrador.
Agricultural laborers did not condemn the goals the señoritos
pursued; rather they resented the fact that the style of life
was based on the exploitation of the labor of others. If
laborers had the chance, they would lead a similar way of life.'
Both hidalguía and cultura provide a code for dealing with
the larger society and the wider civilization. This can be
seen in the role the casino played and still plays in the daily
life of Santaella. At the turn of the century casinos were
founded in most larger Andalusian towns. The Santaella Casino
Agricola or Casino de los Labradores became a bastion of local
landed and commercial interests. Its founder and president was
the biggest landowner and cacique, who between 1872 and 1910
held the office of mayor 12 times and for several years was
the municipal judge. The casino was the stage where local
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politics were acted out and where the employers' positions in
regard organized agricultural laborers and tenants were forged.
Situated in the center of the town, at the plaza, between the
town hall and the telephone exchange (the "centro telefonico
urbano" was opened in 1931), it was the center of gravity of
urbanity and the local shrine of cultura. It was the terminal
of communications with the outside world, the only semi-public
place where newspapers and magazines were read. It was there
that the first telephone, radio and television were installed.
In its fashionable lounge with plush arm-chairs, carpets, and
engravings, the best wines were served. Here gentlemen discussed local and national politics. One of the three national
flags in pre-Civil War Santaella belonged to the casino.
The large two-story building represented the town to the outside
world; there high civil authorities were welcomed and transactions with businessmen were settled over a glass of sherry.
Since the early 1960's more and more members of the rising
middle class--merchants, civil servants, and skilled workers-have been admitted to the casino. The upwardly mobile find the
entrance fee of 2,000 pesetas and the annual- dues of 800 pesetas
cheap for membership in the civilized place par excellence in
the pueblo. Some of the benefits are quite practical. All
local truckers, for instance, are members and come there every
evening to contract and arrange cargoes and to exchange information about prices.
Land laborers and unskilled construction workers mockingly
call the casino the "fat club." Even some small traders who
vote Communist have gained access to this "capitalist" stronghold. However, there exists a gap between the established
members--the socios-fundadores who are the sons and grandsons
of the founding members and from whose ranks the committee is
clected--and the newcomers who do not have a vote in the casino's
administration. This opposition is reflected in the arrangement
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of the building's space. The lounge is the room where the
tertulias of the first group congregate, whereas the parvenues
meet at the bar and in the games room. When in 1973 the Peña
Cultural Flamenca García Lorca was founded by a small group of
local culture-heroes-- a guitarist, some cantaores and poets-it too was accomodated in the casino.
Cultura is constantly acted out and confirmed in an atmosphere of intense daily sociability i η the casino, the tertulias
and the voluntary associations. It is expressed in the desire
to live in the compactness of town, in the love of human noises
and action, in talking and debate. However, the continual occu
pation of common space in nucleated Santaella, which creates
the ambiente that is lacking in the countryside, also creates
special problems. Tightness of settlement implies that differ
ent kinds of people must live at close quarters. The inhabitants
of Santaella have always had to find ways to cope with this prob
lem. The tendency toward spatial segregation of the landholding
and professional elite from the landless laborers was a first
step in that direction, but still far from sufficient. The
streets where the elite took up residence were adjacent to those
of peasants, artisans, and day-laborers. The use of public
space was collective. Going to church, the elite has to pass
through a part of the lower barrio, and when they go for a
stroll they inevitably come upon the poor. The same holds for
communal festivities. The insecurity of the countryside brought
different people together in town in a common, small, and com
pact space and created dependencies among them. Daughters and
wives of peasants and day-laborers worked as servants in the
houses of the landed elite. Manners evolved which had to
regulate and minimize the tensions inherent in the continual
presence of people of highly unequal standing and wealth.
Cultura developed to serve this function. Although, in the
eyes of the elite, laborers did not fulfil the requirements of
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cultura, they at least had to adapt themselves to the manners
cultura prescribed. Honor and shame were community-wide values.
In this light it is significant that Τ could hardly find any
indication of physical fights, vendettas, or brawls in town
S7
between vecinos, present nor past."
Life in town was to a
high degree pacified, while violence did take place in the coun
tryside. During the Civil War political opponents were liqui
dated outside of town, at the cemetery or in cortijos. Literacy
is essential for cultura, and the gap between town and country
was exceedingly wide until the 1920's.
Table 17.
Source:

Literacy 1861-1965 (percentage of total
populations).

Municipal Censuses

Town
Extramuros
La Guijarrosa
Rest countryside

1861

1890

1924

1965

19
-5
6

17
14
3
1

40
35
17
20

91
87
88

The spread of school education--at the persistent request of the
country people themselves--started to gain momentum during the
Second Republic. The gap between town and country was closed
in the ^SO's and 1960*5. On the other hand, school teachers
complain about the high degree of nonattendence by children who
live in the country, and children of country dwellers rarely
receive secondary education.
When we further break down the percentage of literacy for
the town in 1861, it appears that only ten percent of the people
living in the lower barrio could read and write, as opposed to
twenty-fi ve percent in the upper barrio. The degree of literacy
in the proletarian lower barrio was still twice that of the
countryside, an indication that workers in town made use of the
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opportunity--however small to send their children to the elementary school. Ruul proletarian movements at the turn of
the century emhraced the value of literacy. Working class
schools and literacy courses were set up in numerous pueblos.
Anarchist and Socialist orators circulated in 1017 and 1918
and obtained large audiences for their speeches.
of Diaz del Mo ral :SO

In the words

Propaganda newsp ipers, books and pamphlets circulated
copiously, the illiterate masses are moved as they
hear the good tidings announced and listen with excitement to the heated orations of the improvizing
orators, rude peasants who, at the fertilizing kiss
of the ideal, feel the divine gift of the artistic
word surge in their soul (...). Perhaps the most
characteristic of the obrero consciente is his réponse
to artistic appeal. All arc more or less orators and
men of letters, and these are precisely the qualities
which attract the adhesion of the masses.
The conscious workers or the "men with ideas" as they were called,
constituted the vanguard of the labor movement. In Santaella
the leaders of the Socialist Society were all agricultural
laborers, self-educated in literacy, organization and politics.
When the Socialists gained the majority in the town council in
1ÍH1, the first deed of the Socialist mayor was to praise the
ciudadania (civility) of the participants in the demonstration
on the occasion of the founding of the Second Republic.
One
of the central issues the Socialists struggled for was the establishment of schools in each rural settlement where more than
forty children were living.
The high value placed upon literacy was by no means confined within the small circle of the
local elite.
The same applied to the value of cleanliness. Agricultural
laborers living in town shared the elite's view that the country was unclean and filthy. As early as lOl'S, agricultural
laborers demanded proper sanitary conditions for their houses.
Complaints about living arrangements in the estates centered upon
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issues of cleanliness and physical comfort.
The tidiness
of Andalusian towns and houses clearly contrasts with the
conditions prevailing in the cortijos and hamlets. When day
laborers return from the fields in the afternoon, the first
thing they do is wash the country dust and smell from their
bodies with strongly perfumed soap, and change their working
for leisure clothes. This distinction in clothes is far less
pronounced in the rural settlements.
These standards of cleanliness were not accepted and internalized by the town proletariat unti] the beginning of this
century, after two hundred years of decrees by the town council.
Now women regardless of class intensively clean their houses,
sweep the street, and watch over the neatness of their children's and husband's clothes. Even in the decade following
the Civil War, when poverty was extreme among the working and
lower middle classes, people took great pains to dress themselves decently. Women monitor these standards in house
visits. 65
There is also cultura in the proletarian language, which
is concrete, expressive, and rich in metaphors. Words are
punctuated by colorful gestures, intonations and mimic. Ingenuity, word games, wit (gracia), ambiguities, jokes, and
wisecracks are highly valued. They can be summed up in the term
of cachondeo, a playful, and mildly agressive form of discussion, also prevalent among members of the middle class.
The ambiente of the town was one of the reasons why small
farmers and agricultural laborers, both men and women, preferred
town to country life. In the words of a landowner in 1919:
"all laborers went to spend the evening in the towns in order
S fi

to be able to attend the taverns."
Life in
life spent away from the pleasures of intense
in town. In this respect the landholding and
to a certain extent depend upon each other to

the country is a
social intercourse
working classes
promote and
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enhance the atmosphere of their town.

On a number of festive

occasions such as the Holy Week and the feria, the antagonistic
classes have to act on the same stage in order to make the
feast a success--especially

in the eyes of the many outsiders.

When asked why there was so much competition among

religious

brotherhoods before and during the Holy Week, informants replied
that it was in order to "enhance the ambiente."
The intense sociability celebrated in Andalusian towns is
related to the economic and political conditions described in
the chapters on state formation and the agrarian regime.

In

the case of agricultural laborers this sociability is a function of solidarity in the face of harsh economic conditions
and insecure employment.

By being around in the streets and

cafés, a man can gather information about prices, wages, work
opportunities, working conditions, and odd jobs, all knowledge
f\ ft

important where work is scarce and fragmented.
Links of kinship and friendship are very important in obtaining this information. Communication among large numbers of people is easy
in town, impossible in the countryside. Under Franco the informal union of day laborers acted as a mechanism to maintain
69
or increase wages and to reduce unemployment. ' The compact
habitat facilitated the reinforcement of cohesion among workers.
The dominant values of Santaella are those of a preindustrial town or city, and are antagonistic to the modern city.
Good social life for Santaellanos means:

trangui li dad--peace

and order, avoidance of troubles of all sorts; sanidad: healthiness, fresh air, and a relaxed rhythm of life; and union familiar
--fellowship, familiarity, convenience, and the "one can leave
the door open here" (which few people actually d o ) .
qualities contribute to the ambiance of a rural town.
are a source of local pride and seem to compensate

These
They

for the in-

feriority that townspeople experience in regard to the city's
cultura.
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Post Civil War emigration of thousands of "sons and
daughters of Santaella," paradoxically reinforced these values
and heightened people's awareness of them. While in the
Cordobese sierra the ambiente of many small towns has been
destroyed by the exodus of too many young people, most towns
of the plain have proved to be more resilient, even though
numerous day laborers' families continue on the brink of poverty. In the 1970's state subsidies and emigrants' remittances
have been invested in the ambiente of the town. Streets and
houses have been renovated,the towns face has been lifted,
voluntary associations have been founded. When I revisited
Santaella in 1979, new photography, confectioner, and two grocery shops had appeared besides the discothèque and nightclub.
The ambiente, intimately linked to the nucleated settlement pattern, acts as a social magnet, preventing people from
leaving the town for good, just as it was one of the social
forces that in the past kept peasants and laborers from permanent dispersal in the countryside.
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Notes to Chapter Nine
1.

Uenm.ints о I the moscjue were discovered in the e.irly 1070's
.ind invest ig.i^ed by Nieto (.'umplido, inde 1 .it ι gjlile and
skilled historian and canon ot the Cathedral of Cordoba
(Revista de Гепа, 1976) . Τη 1975 the parish church was
declared a national historic-artistic monument.

2.

Libros de Visitas Generales, 1-5, A.P.S.

3.

Sec Appendix Tour on barrios, streets, and houses
seventeenth century Santaella town.

4.

Even today, in an age of increased travelling of local
people, the inn at the plaza is considered an inferior and
unworthy place to associate with, as was brought home to
me when I inquired whether there was a boarding-house in
town where I could temporarily stay. The mayor replied
that it was a house of bad standing. People who make use
of it are always outsiders who have no relatives or ac
quaintances in town, because a local friend would never
allow you to spend a night at such a place. The proverbial
hospitality of Andalusians only applies to known outsiders.
The professions of people who sleep at inns--salesmen,
itinerant vendors, etc., are consequently held in low
esteem. Also see- Tax Freeman (1979: chapter eight).
Gilmore (1980: 37) notes- "...the Andalusian is not by
nature adventurous, dislikes to leave his natal pueblo, and
associates itineracy with despised gypsies."

5.

Libro Capitular, 1820, A.M.S.

6.

Parish censuses.

7.

Casas-Deza, legajo Santaella, B.P.C.

8.

Actas Capitulares, 1953, A.M S.

9.

See Appendix Five on Occupation and Place of Residence in
Santaella town.

10.

Few buildings in Santaella are made of stone: the religious
buildings, the former granary, and the residence of the
marquis are the exceptions.

11.

Much of this section has been inspired by the reading of
Norbert Elias' theories on established and outsiders
(Flias and Scotson, 1965) and the civilizing process (1976).

m
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12.

Cf. Hernández Jiménez (1949: 327).

13.

Cf. Sánchez Albornoz (1960: 323).

14.

Cf. Max Weber (1958: 95) on the Southern European town as
a transitional stage between Asiatic and North European
towns. In Andalusia, the landed gentry dominated public
life in towns at the expense of artisans and traders.
Sjoberg (1960: 114) argued that the urban milieu "provides
the means for sustained communication among members of
the elite, both within and between communities." A compact habitat enabled the elite to maintain close ties.

15.

Cf. Recopilación de las Leyes de estos Reynos, Sixth Book,
de los Cavalleros, A.M.S.

16.

Also see Sjoberg (1960: 185-86) on the devaluation of manual
labor in pre-industrial towns.

17.

Salomon (1973: 305) found that although many rural hidalgos
impoverished in sixteenth century New Castile, only a dozen
among 2,548 hidalgos worked with their hands.

18.

Cf. Weisser (1976: 114) on imitation of urban values by
rural elites in sixteentli century Castile.

19.

The whole procedure of Santaella's emancipation in 1569
is contained in a lengthy document "Escriptura de Ventta
de la Jurisdizion, Señorío y Vassallage de Santaella,"
1649, which has been conserved in A.M.S.

20.

Idem.

21.

Presently it is used as a residence of five families of
Civil Guards, which is a good indication of its size.

22.

"Escripttura de Ventta Real y Judizial de la Jurisdizion
Civil y Natural de la villa de Santaella, señorío, ofizios,
y vasallaje", 1734, A.M.S.

23.

In documents of the sixteenth and seventeenth century, the
town was also called república, with the original Roman
meaning of res publica.

24.

Cf. Elias ξ Scotson (1965: 101-02, 152-53).

25.

Libro Capitular, 1706, A.M.S.

26.

Libros de Cuentas de Fábrica, 1669-89, A.P.S.

Control over
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elementary education gave the Church an important instrument for the spread of new manners, the more so since the
Church had access to the royal court where new manners were
generated Cef. Elias 1976 I: 135-36.)
27.

Christian (1981: 185-190).

28.

Luque Requerey (1980: 75).

29.

Ibid.

30.

Diaz del Moral (1973: 54-55).

31.

Libros de Visitas, I, 1553-75, A.P.S. In seventeenthcentury documents two new brotherhoods--Del Valle and Rosario
--are mentioned.

32.

Cf. Luque Requerey (1980: 72).

33.

Cuentas de la Cofradía de la Vera Cruz, 1624-1714, Λ.P.S.

34.

Cf. Driessen (1979) and Requerey (1980). After the Civil
War, the Holy Week brotherhoods passed through a strong
revival, imitating the rich style of the Sevi H a n Holy
Week processions.

35.

These colgaduras are valuable heirlooms, which pass from
mother to daughter, and are often very old. The custom of
displaying them is restricted to the houses in Santaella's
main streets. A recent innovation on Corpus Cristi is the
painting of fancy patterns on the streets, a neighborhoodbased activity of females. An alternative is to spread
out fresh and aromatic herbs over the street. In this,
festivals are occasions for mild inter-neighborhood
rivalry.

36.

Libro Capitular, 1748, A.M.S. In 1782 the festival of the
patron saint was enlarged with a privilege, granted by
Charles H I , to celebrate an annual fair on the 8th, 9th,
and 10th of September.

37.

Libro Capitular, 1838, A.M.S.

38.

Ibid.

1839.

39.

Ibid.

1846.

40.

Goudsblom (1977) posed this question with reference to
Elias' theory on the civilizing process. As the author

72.
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indicates, the question mi};ht also be reversed: to what
extent did the formation of civilized habits contribute
to the struggle against epidemic diseases?
4J.

With the extension of active and passive suffrage in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century, artisans, agricul
tural laborers and peasants were increasingly elected into
the municipal council and became in some way involved in
the discussion of these measures. Artisans had a longer
tradition of council membership. In 1869, for instance,
the council consisted of 4 landowners, a surveyor, a mason,
an agricultural laborer, a cobbler, a guard, and a mule
teer. (Libro Capitular, 1869, A.M.S.)

42.

Actas Capitulares, 1874, A.M.S.

43.

Ibid. 1880; unless otherwise indicated all data that fol
low have been drawn from the council minutes.

44.

Lerroux was the national leader of the Radical Republic
Party. He was a sharp anti-clerical and demagogue and be
came minister and prime minister during the Second Republic.

45.

The growing politicization of municipal life in the first
decades was reflected in the frequent replacement of ancient
street-names by the names of national, regional and local
political heroes.

46.

Actas Capitulares, 1926, Λ.M.S.

47.

In ancient Rome, urbani tas referred to refinement of lan
guage, spirit and manners. The French urbanité and
English urbane still convey something of the original
Roman meaning. In eighteenth-century Western Europe
civilité and civilization came into use (cf. Elias 1976 Τ:
137-38) .

48.

Cf. Silverman (1975: 1-11).

49.

Cf. Pitkin (1963: 128) .

50.

Also see Gilmore (1980: 59-60), who views cultura too
strictly as the "desired end product of education" (59).
Nor is an educated man (or woman) necessarily a rich man.

51.

That civismo or civic behavior was a subject in pre-Civil
War school, indicates that the two faces of education
are intimately tied together.

52.

Aficionados of bullfights, regardless of class, explained
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that the famous Manolete was so excellent a bullfighter
because he was muy formal. Apart from this, bullfighting
provides an interesting case for testing Elias' model of
the civilizing process, as the bullfight presents a
paradox. On the one hand, it seems a cruel sport in which
animals are slowly slaughtered before an excited audience,
a relic of an uncivilized past, long since criticized as
a barbarian pastime of bloodthirsty Spaniards. For a
detached observer it is, on the other hand, a complex
pattern of highly elaborated and formalized rules, rituals
and etiquette, which has evolved over centuries. Andalusians view the Catalan people as highly formal, but here
formalidad has acquired a somewhat negative undertone.
In the eyes of Andalusians people should also be able to
relax their self-control, show emotions, and enjoy themselves. Catalans are said to be too closed.
53.

This denigrating of country dwellers was also reported for
a town in a different part of Andalusia-- the mountains of
Cadiz--at a different time--the late 1940's: "The country
families are considered slighlty odd and unsociable by the
pueblo--a fact which is seen in the exaggerated accounts
of their lack of education and uncouthness" (Pitt-Rivers
1971: 105).

54.

Cf. Martínez Alier (1968: 87 ff.) and Gilmore (1980: 65).

55.

Hence the widespread popularity of lotteries and gambling.

56.

The others belonged to the town hall and the barracks of
the Civil Guard.

57.

See Gilmore (1980: 187-88), who observed the same lack of
violence in a Sevilian agro-town.

58.

Diaz del Moral (1973: 291).

59.

Ibid.

60.

Actas Capitulares, 1931, A.M.S.

61.

Ibid. 1936.

62.

L i t e r a c y i s a l s o an i s s u e in intor-town r i v a l r y .
Santacllanos proudly p o i n t a t the fact t h a t t h e i r pueblo--of
course the urban nucleus--produced the h i g h e s t p r o p o r t i o n
of school t e a c h e r s in the p r o v i n c e .
Four of the town's
s t r e e t s a r e named a f t e r local school t e a c h e r s . This and
the e x i s t e n c e of a bookshop are arguments to prove t h a t

17, 18, 217.
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Santaella es más culto than Montalbán. In local histories
written by local intellectuals one can often find passages
like this
"this town, perpetual lover of culture and in
love with books" (Losada Campos 1971 330).
63.

Diaz del Moral (1073: 342).

64.

Martinez Alier (1971

65.

To be sure, I am discussing here the diffusion of elite
values and ideas among the proletarian class, which is not
to deny that Andalusian laborers do not have their own
values and ideas (cf. Gilmore 1980 on obrerismo or workingclass culture. While the values regarding cleanliness,
education and cultura are to a high degree shared by all
classes in the pueblo, there are also points on which
proletarian ideology clearly diverges from that of the
elite. A central value of the rural proletariat is egalitarianism, frequently expressed in the statement that
"we are all equal here" (aquí somos todos iguales), a
value constantly contradicted by reality
"Our problem
here is that there is no work". The idea of reparto-land should belong to those who work it--concretely embodies this value. Probably proletarian ideology has diverged more from the elite's ideas and values in anarchist
towns than in socialist Santaella.

66.

Martinez Alier (1971

67

In .i Sevilian agro-town
"Townsmen, no matter what their
class or occupation, think ol their community as an inordinately friendly and 'amiable' plaee..." ((iilmorc 1980:
20 3) .

68.

A man also could more easily supervise the behavior of the
female members of his family, which was an important condition for maintaining his honor.

69.

Cf. Martínez Aller (1971· 145).
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СІІЛРГГК ΙΓΝ

SUMMARY ΛΝΠ CONriUSIONS

Wc have seen the f.jcts. Let me try to summarize the major
stages in the evolution ol p.itterns οΓ settlement and urban
ethos m Santaella. We will go beyond the context of this par
ticular Andalusian township and look for comparative evidence
in the studies of other places in the luropean Mediterranean.
Based on ficldwork in the lOZO's, Georg Nicmcier maintained
that historical factors have more weight in determining loca
tion, distribution and density о Γ settlements than physicalgeographical опеь. Specifically, he attributed the nuclear
settlement pattern to "the cultural-geographic situation during
the Reconquest," and dispersed habitat in the country to disentailment.
By cutting a process that spanned more than a
millennium to fit two great events and granting them the status
of effective cause, Niemeier failed to explain why nuclear
settlements continued to dominate the countryside, m spite of
changing conditions
The ebb and flow of population density,
of concentration and dispersal, cannot be explained within a
unilinear model. Nicmeier's explanation is partial also because
he paid virtually no attention to the socio-cultural features
of settlement patterns. The construction of a settlement
typology on the basis of statistical averages for a vast area,
moreover, meant the neglect of particular cases that might have
corrected and refined his general model. I have tried to pre
sent one such case in this study.
The first established fact thit seems to me of crucial
importance in the history of Santaella as a settlement is its
fortification by the Moors. When the centralized state of
the caliphs of Cordoba broke up into numerous, rival dynasties,
and Christian armies threatened the campiña, Santaella became
a unit of self-defense, fixed, compact, and exclusive. Its
walls defended the community from a hostile environment, and
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incidentally closed it upon itself.
Conditions of insecurity persisted after the Christian
reconquest of the campiña until the end of the fifteenth century. This insecurity, together with the lack of colonists
to replace Moorish peasants, favored use of the land in large,
extensively cultivated estates, and investment in animals,
which could be better protected against raids. The town walls,
then, not only separated the town from the country physically
--the fortified settlement literally dominated the countryside
from its hilltop--but also mentally. Pacified life behind the
walls encouraged a civilization of manners. Tn the perception
of the townspeople the idea and feeling of living in a protected, walled community continued long after the greater part of
the settlement had expanded outside the walls. This idea is
perfectly expressed in the concepts of extramuros and en
despoblado.
From time to time the function of defense was reassumed
by the town when danger threatened from the outside, most
recently at the beginning of the Civil War in 1936, when the
militia tried to defend 'red' Santaella against nationalist
insurgents. The community, however, was also united in the
face of other dangers, among them epidemic diseases and itinerant strangers--beggars, bandits, tramps, gypsies and peddlers.
The community was organized on the principle of territorial
permanence; it was important to own a house there. Any outsider who wanted to settle there had to produce a declaration
of origin and good conduct. The effective power of the dynastic
state in the Andalusian periphery was small, and the control
of violence was fragmented. Because of bandits, rural insecurity and forms of self-protection persisted into the nineteenth
century.
There were also, however, times of relative peace, order
and economic prosperity when effective kings ruled the country.
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or peasant brought no extra benefits. On the contrary, it
spelled even more contempt and isolation from the ambiente and
potential benefits of the town. To become a permanent laborer
on a cortijo and thereby gain at least the security of yearround employment was difficult, as the greater part of the
town's territory was in the hands of landholders who resided
in other towns where they recruited their permanent staff.
The insecure terms of sharecropping and tenancy contracts did
not act as a stimulus either. Crop failures could easily ruin
a smallholder. True, there was a little more to eat in the
campo, but a smallholder had to work even harder than a daylaborer. As an old man who had been a sharecropper during the
Republic put it:
Yes, a day-laborer's life was miserable, but a
colono had to work fourteen hours a day when a
fieldhand worked ten, and twice as hard. Yes,
we had to work like mules.
When an employer exploited his laborers, a tenant or sharecropper
exploited himself even more for a little more bread, chickpeas
and oil. But this toil did not result in a more dignified life.
Moreover, there was nothing but work in the campo, as retired
peasants are quick to add. As a result, many smallholders kept
their permanent residence in town and commuted to till their
fields. When they grew labor-intensive summer crops, they often
constructed small huts of straw as a temporary residence for
the busiest weeks.
People's lives cannot be altogether understood in terms
of objective conditions and material interests. There is an
intervening factor, people's desires, expectations, values,
and images of reality, summarized in Santaella by the concept
of "urban ethos." How much weight can be attributed to this
factor?8
One fundamental fact stands out in Santaella's recorded
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history. No m.'ittor how the material circumstances of ] i Гс
changed, poverty and hardship have been the lot of those who
work the land with their hands. What separated and alienated
the cultivators from the land was an agrarian regime in which
landed resources were highly unequally distributed and to a
high degree monopolized by absentee landholders, and an exten
sive system of cultivation using casual wage labor. However,
a causal relation between unequal distribution of land and
g
concentration of settlement cannot be maintained.
It is true
that latifundism and agrotowns have been concomitant and rein
forced each other, yet there is enough evidence to show that
the nuclear pattern of settlement is compatible with any land
tenure arrangement.
Similarly, latifundia may also be compatiblc with a dispersed habitat, as the district of La
Guijarrosa shows. The cases of the Huertas and La Guijarrosa
also show that long-term tenancy and sharecropping contracts
and free-holdings, though not sufricient conditions for emer
gence of scattered settlements, are very important ones.
'Πι (is с San taci 1 anos who were able to acquire land or non-agri
cultural jobs were not the ones who lived in the isolated
cortijos or hamlets. Routes out of agricultural work started
and terminated in town. Any explanation of the persistence and
change of settlements that does not take into account the urban
ethos will be a partial one.
Let me sum up how the urban ethos intervened in the evolu
tion of settlement patterns. Endemic insecurity forced people
of all sorts into compact settlements behind thick walls.
Living closely together over long periods of different estates
of people generated standards of behavior and an ethos which
were urbane in character. These manners and ethos, moreover,
provided a code of communication with the higher echelons of
Spanish society, an instrument to manipulate external relation12
ships.
This evolving urban lifeway also influenced the
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peasantry and igncultural laborers,
who shared the compact
habitat with the local elite and on whom they were dependent.
To a certain extent they were even involved in the important
decisions of the community.
The urban orientation or ethos added a new dimension to
the opposition between town and country. The town had become
civilized space and a space of leisure--both pnviliged and
involuntary. Λ minority claimed to be more civilized than the
majority who had to leave the town to work on the land for a
livelihood. The urban ethos or cultura was thus also an ideolo
gy that justified and buttressed the position of the landed
elite. The dual habitat of pueblo and campo expressed the
cleavage between rural proletariat and landholding elite.
The countryside, on the other hand, represented uncivilized
space, the space of hard manual work (trabajo), dirty and backbreaking. While life in town was good for some, life in the
country was bad for all. Everything that was valued highly-leisure, ambiente, prestige, power, education, cleanliness,
ownership of land-- originated m the town.14 Although the
landless who lived in the town could not fulfil all the
requirements of a civilized way of life, they partook in it
in an indirect way and shared its ambiente.
This urban ethos, rooted in the configuration of power
and the agrarian regime of Andalusia, also had a momentum of
its own that wis strong enough to act as a centripetal force
even when material conditions were changing. The persistency
of town mentalities- well-known to re formers-- did much to thwart
well-intentioned agrarian reform projects aimed at the disso
ciation of peasants from the town and their settlement on
isolated forms in the countryside.
In Santaclla it was mainly
Jinmigrints, many ol whom were ilrcady accustomed to a life in
the country, who took up residence outside of town. The stigma
on country people wis reinforced hv their status as outsiders
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(people born elsewhere). But they, too, looked to the town,
and the loosely structured hamlets they constituted tended
to nucleate over time, imitating the urban example.
The concentrated settlement and the way of life it embodied thus served the people who lived there. For the elite
it was the center where lines of control and influence came together, where they could indulgo in a civilized life free from
manual labor, of which frequent socializing was an essential
part. And it was the frame of reference for their claims of
superiority over those who had to work with their hands.
For the peasantry and laborers, it was a center of information about work opportunities-- a labor market--and a place to
meet powerful patrons. For them the town was likewise a center
of sociability and leisure, a place where they could create
union. As members of the urban community they could lay claims
to communal services and charity. They could also partake in
the cultural events that were part of the annual round of life.
And their place of residence could be used to claim some dignity and superiority vis-à-vis their country dwelling peers.
They could derive some self-respect from the knowledge that
there was still a 'lower' class of people beneath them. Nowhere
in Spain was the opposition between pueblo and campo so strong
as in Andalusia.
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Notes to Chapter Ten
1.

Niemeier (1935· 45, 214.) Still the best work on Andalusian
settlement patterns.

2.

As Blok has correctly observed for Sic:ly (1969 128), the
mere fact of concentration of people created favorable conditions for inbecurity, a view also held by Charles Ill's
reformers. On the other hand, centralization of population facilitated control in taxes, labor, religious and
moral conduct. These may have been reasons why the sixteenth century monarchy tried to discourage dispersal.

3.

Unlike their Andalusian counterparts, English and Scandina
vían landed nobles lived on their estates and became agents
of early commercialization and innovation (ι_Γ. Moore 1967
24, 30, and for the nineteenth century Mingay 1979· 32, 35).
In Andalusia, endemic insecurity might have been a reason
why landlords were unwilling to invest m agriculture.
However, insecurity might also be viewed as a consequence
of the absenteeism of landlords, who, with help of private
armies could have pacified the countryside.

4

Note that these lands were leased out on a short-term con
tract and the plots rotited among vecinos. This made them
unfit for permanent settlement.

5.

Of course, even if from an outsider's point of view, rea
sons to (col insecure and uncomfortable in the countryside
do not exist, townspeople might still Icel so

6

Also see Gilmore (1980 54 59) on the negative attitudes
toward w ige-labor m a Sevi 1 ι an agro town

7.

Tentón and Pitkin, students of Italian peasantry, have
proposed that those peasants who emphasize labor on the
land as ι virtue have enough land and security so that
labor carries with it prestile and dignity
(Redfield
I960 66). Ihis is the case in Central Italy in contrast
with Southern Italy and Sicil\ (cf. Silverman 1975 231).

8.

The Spanish geographer Car.mdell (1934 158) attributed
the predominance of nuclear settlements in the Cordobese
campiña to the mentality of the inhabitants, who prefer
the sociability of compact settlements. One would like
to ask why it is that these people prefer the intense
social life in the agro towns
lópez Ontiveros (1973 50)
attributed the oiigin of Andalusian agro towns to a new way of
life introduced by the Moors cum conditions ol war and
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insecurity. Un Fortunately, he does not further specify
the nature of this lifeway and how it developed through
time.
For a monocausal explanation of this type, cf. Gutkind
(1967 III: 144") .
Cf. Martínez Alier (1971: 27). Instances of nuclear
settlements where the greater part of the population are
free-holders are La Montiela, San Sebastian de los
Ballesteros and Bencarrón (the town in the Sevilian
Aljarafe studied by Moreno Navarro, 1972).
Blok (196(.): 130-33), employing "multivariate propositions,"
arrives at the conclusion that a highly unequal distribution of land, and poverty, coupled to an urban pattern
of culture, are tht crucial factors that explain the consolidation of agro-towns. On the other hand, insecurity
in the countryside seems to have been decisive in the
emergence of agglomerations.
Cf. Silverman (1975: 232) who viewed ci vi Ita in a Central
Italian commune as an "instrument of external politics
and internal domination." Unlike the agro-towns of Sicily
and Andalusia, Silverman's small town was inhabited exclusively by non-cultivators.
I agree with Redfield (1960: 73), who presented this point
as a hypothesis.
For the striking parallels in Southern Italy, Western Sicily,
and Northern Spain, see Davis (1973: 9-11), Blok (1969:
130-33), and Tax Freeman (1979).
One of the reasons why the authorities failed to decentralize the nuclear settlement in a Sicilian commune was
precisely the urban pattern of culture (Blok 1966: 10-12).
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GLOSSARY
іііаде, hamlet

Aldea
Anib i onte

Positive

Ano y vez

two year rotation cycle

Barbecho

(semillado)

itinosphcrc, ambience

fallow land (sown with summer crops)

Barrio

neighborhood

Barrio alto

upper quarter

Barrio bajo(s)

lower or popular quarter(s)

Cacique

political boss (boss rule)

(caciquismo)

Campiña

plains as opposed to mountains; area
of extensive g r a m farming

Campo

countryside

Casa

house, home, family, firm

Casco urbano

central built-up area of town

Caserí a

isolated

Caserío

hamlet or group of houses

Casino

men's club, esp. men of leisure

Cofradía

religious brotherhood

Colono

tenant farmer, settler, colonist on
government project

Cortijo

large landed estate; central buildings
of an estate, usually g r a m lands

Cultura

(tener-)

Del campo

farmhouse

culture, civilization, knowledge, good
breeding or manners, refinement (to
possess-) .
from the countryside, used for persons
who spend much time in the country on
account of work (pejorative)
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Educación

education, a near-synonym of cultura;
good manners, good breeding

Kn despoblado
(en poblado)

in an unpopulated area (in a populated
area)

Extramuros

outside the town

Fanega

traditional measurement, 0.61 hectares
(varies locally)

Feria

fair and fiesta in honor of the patron
saint

Forastero
Hidalgo (hidalguía)
Hortelano

outsider, resident born elsewhere
a non-titled nobleman, local gentleman
(the way of a hidalgo, chivalry)
traditional hoe-cultivator of irrigated
plot of land or orchard
irrigated garden

Huerta

uncultured, uncouth

Inculto

day laborer

Jornalero

Muslim subject to Christian kings

Morisco

municipal census rolls

Padrón

rural district of olive and vine estates;
hamlet, village

Pago
stroll, (to go for a stroll)
Paseo (echar un -)
municipal commons
Propios
Pueblo

rural village or town; people, common
people

Reparto

distribution of cortijos among landless
laborers who work the land

Ruedo

belt of intensively cultivated small
plots around a nuclear settlement

Sanidad

healthiness; fresh air and relaxed
rhythm of life in a rural town
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The greater part of the sixteenth century and the reign of
Charles TTI in the second half of the eighteenth century were
such periods. Precisely in these epochs which we also characterized by population growth, we observed dispersion of
people to colonize unused land. Small peasant hamlets emerged
on large estates on the periphery of Santaella's territory.
These hamlets cultivated labor-intensive crops, like olives in
the La Guijarrosa district, and vegetables and fruits in the
Huertas. This trickle of peasants from the nuclear settlements
into the countryside, however, almost dried up in the seventeenth century as a result of the profound economic crisis.
The dominant trend of agglomeration and extensive cultivation
persisted. Most of the town's territory was in the hands of
noble landlords who lived physically and mentally separated
from their estates. They were not interested in profit, but
rather in prestige and leisure. They had no reason to encourage dispersed settlement and long-term investment on their
estates, nor did their local representatives, who tried to
imitate their life style.
The trend toward dispersion in the second half of the
eighteenth century was encouraged and partly initiated by the
state; the reformers had a great interest in creating an independent middle peasantry for taxes and support. Peasant families accustomed to living in the countryside were recruited to
people the New Settlements along the royal highway of Andalusia.
Two of these settlements bordered on Santaella's territory.
The prohibition on dividing, leasing, and selling plots of land
in the new towns meant that many descendants of the original
settlers had to look for a livelihood elsewhere. Several of
these "trained peasants" stayed close at home, taking up residence in the La Guijarrosa district. La Guijarrosa expanded
rapidly in the course of the nineteenth century and became the
second largest settlement in the township. Most of its
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inhabitants lived on small farms, renting plots of olive trees
and working on nearby estates as lieldhands.
Other colonies sprang up on large estates. This dispersal coincided with an intensification of agriculture and a
gradual takover of the noble lands by more ambitious bourgeois
landowners. At the same time control of violence came to be
centralized in the institution of the Civil Guard.
In the nineteenth century many towns became overcrowded
as a result of rapid population growth. But paradoxically
peasants and agricultural laborers from the central, nuclear
settlement rarely moved out to the countryside. In the case
of El Fontanar the settlers even came from the province of
Granada, apparently better prepared for a life in the countryside. What held Santaella's proletariat and landowners in the
compact, urban-like pueblo? Until the disentailment of the
municipal lands it might have been a share in communal resources
and access to council lands to which they were entitled as
4
vecinos.
But this tie was severed by the middle of the nineteenth century. The possession of a house in the pueblo and
the network of friends and kin might also have been a reason,
but this also applied to the immigrants. By the end of the
nineteenth century insecurity in the countryside and security
of the town was no longer a sufficient reason.'
One might as well reverse the question and ask what peasants and laborers who lived in the central settlement gain
from moving permanently into the country. What did they gain
at all from working the land7 This question is the easiest
to answer: tilling the land was for the majority of Santaella
a livelihood that carried with it starvation wages, insecurity
of employment, and, last but not least, very low prestige.
For them there were no reasons tc view labor on the land as
a virtue. On the contrary it is considered a curse, a trick
of fate.
To take up residence in the country as a day-laborer
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Señorío

territorial lordship

Tercio, al

three-year rotation cycle

Tierra calma (tierra
cereal lands in the campiña
de pan llevar or tierra
de pan sembrar, archaic)
Tranquilidad

tranquility; peace and order; avoidance
of trouble of all sorts, including
political

Unión

unity, informal solidarity

Urbanidad

good manners, civility

Urbanización

urbanization, city planning

Vecindad

legal membership of a community

Vecino(al

resident, head of household

Villa

town
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Appendix I.

Marriages among consanguinal and affinal kin for
which officiai dispensation was given: 1871-1975
Town

Period

La G u i j a r r o s a

Huertas

Fontanar

1871-1900

17

9

-

-

1901-1925

23

13

4

-

1926-1950

16

8

1

3

1951-1975

26

44

1

4

total

82

74

6

7

Source:

169

marriage registers, A.I'.S.

Between 1871 and 1975 five per cent of all Santaella marriages were among kin. Most of them involved second and third
degrees of kinship--marriage among counsins. In town forty to
fifty percent of these marriages occurred in the propertied
class.
Between 1951 and 1975, La Guijarrosa accounted for thirty
percent of all marriages in the township and sixty percent of
all marriages between relatives. There is a common belief that
marriage between relatives results in retarded children, and
this is one of the reasons townspeople give to explain why the
people of La Guijarrosa are (allegedly) simple. Ironically,
within the town the propertied townspeople, who claim to be the
most civilized and the least simple, marry within kin at a far
higher rate than the landless.
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Appendix I T .
Source:

Γι v e - y e a r l y a v e r a g e s o f b a p t i z e d , d e a t h s , and

n u r n n g o s , Scintaell.i:
Parish Registers, A.P.S.

*registers

1526-1975.

incomplete

Years

Baptisms

1S26-™
1531-35
1536-40

82.4
67.8
*

Deaths

Marriages
-

1541-45

6 3.3

-

1546-50

59.8

-

1551-55

91.2
*

-

1556-60
1561-65

-

1571-75

104.8
96.4

20.4
*

1576-80

122.4

21.6

1581-85

75.2

it

1586-90

9 3.8

*

1591-95

94.4

20.4

1596-1600

84.8

17.0

1601-05

18.4
*
*

1606-10

66.6
61.2

1611-15

66.6

1616-20
1621-25
1626-30

56.2
58.2

14.0
14.8

1631-35

60.8
53.4

1336-40

54.6

12.6

1641-45

47.8

10.6

1646-50

41.6

11.4

1651-55
1656-60

44.2

8.6

36.4

6.6

1661-65

27.0

5.6

13.4
15.0
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Years

Baptisms

Deaths

Marriages

1666-70

23.6

1671-75

28.8

1676-80

22.2

1681-85

19.2

1686-90

20.6

7.4
6.4
6.8
5.6
7.6
6.2
6.2
5.6
4.6
6.4
8.8

1721-25

32.4

1726-30

46.6

-

1731-35

47.4

15.6

1691-95

20.2

1696-1700

22.8

1701-05

28.6

1706-10

20.6

1711-15

17.4

1716-20

25.0

11.2
12.0

1736-40

38.6

32.6

8.8
9.4

1741-45

47.6

15.0

14.6

1746-50

61 .8

41.6

14.2

1751-55

56.2

60.2

17.4

1756-60

81.6

52.8

14.8

1761-65

76.4

56.6

16.0

1766-70

71.6

96.2

23.0

1771-75

70.4

5 8.8

18.8

1776-80

68.6

56.0

18.2

1781-85

82.0

77.4

20.8

1786-90

72.6

72.6

26.2

1791-95

86.4

44.4

23.8

1796-1800

102.6

72.8

20.2

1801-05

84.2

106.8

14.0

1806-10

81.6

70.6

23.2

1811-15

71.2

87.6

18.6

1816-20

93.0

74.2

32.2

1821-25

111.0

74.0

*
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Years

Baptisms

Deaths

Marriages

1826-30

84.4

87.2

16.6

1831-35

66.4

89.6

18.2

1836-40

74.8

51.4

17.2

1841-45

8 3.6

67.6

25.2

1846-50

90.2

68.2

16.8

1851-55

76.6

81.0

20.0

1856-60

70.6

99.4

19.6

1861-65

71.2

73.6

24 .6

1866-70

67.0

94.8

17.8

1871-75

82.8

82.0

23.8

1876-80

90.6

94.4

23.0

1881-85

90.4

98.8

17.2

1886-90

79.8

90.0

20.8

1891-95

76.6

76.0

23.4

1896-1900

86.2

80.6

23.4

106.8

68.8

19.6

1901-05
1906-10

102.0

69.6

21.0

1911-15

129.2

61.8

20.6

1916-20

133.4

87.0

30.0

1921-25

147.2

81.0

22.6

1926-30

132.0

63.8

32.4

1931-35

123.8

45.4

34.6

196.4

76.0

29.4

173.4

77.0

42.8

1Ч4(і-50

177.6

83.0

38.2

14 5 1-55

16 4 .2

52.0

5 8.8

1956-60

141.0

39.4

47.8

1961-65

120.0

36.2

44.6

1966-70

111.4

33.0

43.6

19 71-75

117.6

32.0

39.2

1936-40
1941-45
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Appendix ITI.
Source:

Pro Гсss ions and tr; ι des in Santaolla , 1 7 S 2 .

C a d a s t e r о I" the Marques de Linsenada, 1752, Л . M . S .

Day-laborer
Labrador p o r mano

ajena

Labrador p o r su mano
Innkeeper
Mlacksmith
Maker
Shoemaker
Military

officer

Barber
Carpenter
Sexton
No t a ry
Priest
Civil

servant

264
22
11
2

Chemist-herbalist
Tobacconi st
Rural

constable

5
6
7

Mason

1
4

Muleteer

4
4
2
12

Coachman

Tailor
Broker

1

Surgeon

1

1
2
7

Cattle-breeder
Hortelano

1
4

Butcher
Miller

7

Doctor

1
1
1
2
2
2
2
4

Schoolteacher

male

3

Servant·
female

57

Total

443

Notes
Included in the category of day-laborers

(jornaleros) are

12 m i l i t i a m e n , 7 foremen and land laborers w h o irregularly w o r k
as unskilled construction w o r k e r s .

The important

distinction

b e t w e e n labradores refers to those who do not w o r k w i t h
own hands

(por mano ajena) and those who d o .

their

The b l a c k s m i t h s ,

c a r p e n t e r s , and masons are divided into masters of obra p r i m a
(fine w o r k ) and masters of obra b a s t a

(rough w o r k ) ;

the latter

earn two reales more than j o u r n e y m e n , who earn one real more
than m a t e s .

Journeymen and apprentices often combined

trade w i t h casual land labor.

their

W i t h i n the category o f civil

s e r v a n t , various offices w e r e often combined

in one p e r s o n .

The
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highest civil servant earned 4,950 reales yearly, a doctor
2,065, a surgeon 1,525, a notary 1,400, a miller 1,200, a
guard 1,100, a barber 750, a butcher 550, a schoolteacher 400,
the lowest civil servant earned 110 reales yearly. Λ shoemaker
received 7 reales daily, a carpenter 4-6, a coachman 3, and a
day laborer 2.5 reales daily.
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Appendix Г .

Barrios, streets, arul house*; in seventeenth
century SantaeJla (a)

16^4

Houses

167T llotibcs

1682 Houses

Barrio de la Villa
(lower Barrio)
Plaza and surroundings

bl

49

17

21

21

11 (h)

Calle
falle
Calle
Calle

22
ЪІ
ÌS
35

14
41
21
46

12
22
5
33

16
7
58

10
4
64

6
5
26 (e)

287

260

137 (d)

del Horno
de la Corredera
Arenal and Barrio Isla
de los Paraysos

Calle del Viento
Calle Palillos
Calle del Postigo Grande
(Arrabal)
Total number of houses
1726 (e)
Barrio de la Vi П а
Plaza
Calle Vallinas (Horno)
and Calle Corredera
Calle Paraísos

Houses
13
10

Calle de Vientos
Arrabal
Calle Santa Lucía and
Calle de la Vera Cruz
Ruedo
Total number of houses

6
5
10

35
30

2
111

Notes
(a) From the Padrones de Confessiones, 1634-1682. Α.P.S.
Only the inhabited houses were listed.
(b) In this year the Plaza is not mentioned, instead two new
names are used for streets entering the plaza
Calle
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Carecí (prison street) and Calle Pilarejo (street that
leads to the public well and water basin).
(c)

Barrio de Arrabal (suburb) is split into Calle Postigo
Grande (10 houses) and Calle de la Vera Cruz (16 houses).

(d)

Note the rapid decline of the settlement between 1673 and
1682.

(e)

Source:

Padrón de vezindario de Santaella, 1726, A.M.S.

Meaning of the street names:
villa

horno
corredera
arenal
barrio isla
paraysos
(or paraísos)*
viento
palillos
Postigo
de la Vera Cruz
Vallinas
(or Ballinas)

population center with special privileges
which distinguish it from villages and
hamlets
oven
refers to traffic of horses
sandy street
island barrio
paradise
wind
diminuative of sticks or castagnettes
name of local nobleman
referred to the chapel of the True Cross
meaning unknown

The name Paraísos may refer to its steep slope. It certainly
was a "paradise" in the sense that there the highest concentration of notables resided.
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Appendix V:

Occupation nnd place of res idoneo in S.'intaella
town, 1861-1!) 70

The tables are based on the local censuses of 1861, 1885,
1911, 1924, 1950, and 1970. The broad categories I constructed
are based on the occupations given in the census rolls. A
major problem was that these occupations were not used consis
tently, and probably depended a lot on the personal perception
of the census-takers and the sel f-reГеrence of the people en
rolled. Moreover the use of dirCercnt terms (or occupation
terms and their degree of specificity varied through time. This
can be seen with the concept, del campo, which is used in all
censuses except for that of 1970. The term literally means
"of the country" and probably referred to the fact that the men
in this category-- small tenants, sharecroppers, permanent
laborers, and sometimes autonomous laborers such as owners of
mules, spent more time in the country than landowners and daylaborers. In an agrarian society where most of the population
depended on wage-labor at some time of the year, the boundaries
between del campo, day-laborer, peasant, and artisan were never
sharp. The same man could change jobs several times in the
course of his life, or a year, or even a day.
The terms employed for landholders do not difforenti ate
large, medium, and ornali, although in the Andalusian plains the
term labrador was traditionally rosorved for a large tenant
and/or owner of land. But this is not clear when terms like
proprietario (owner) and arrenda tar io (tenant) are used.
The occupation5; I lumped together under the headings of
artisans (traders and shopkeepers) and civil servants/profes
sionals, vary greatly as to the kind of work, income, status and
prestige. The only persons, albeit the majority of the town's
population, who can be identified from the censuses both as an
occupational group and a class, are day laborers. Rut some

l\l

among them are miniholders and others landless.
Another problem arose from the tendency of the censustakers to list only the heads of households-- though this rule
was not applied consistently through time. This explains why
there were so few domestic servants listed, for the greater
part of them were unmarried girls.
The categories in the tables, then, arc not very precise.
However, they serve the purpose of illustrating the connection
between occupation and street of residence. In all censuses
the contrast between lower and upper barrio is clear. The upper
barrio has a much greater variety of residents than the lower
one. Between 1861 and 1970 at most three landholders (labrador
or propretario) resided in the lower barrio; the agricultural
proletariat made up between seventy-six and eighty-eight percent
of its population. In the upper barrio, in the plaza, the
Corredera and Paraísos streets, day laborers were outnumbered
by landholders, artisans, merchants, civil servants, and professional people. The other streets of the upper barrio had
more day laborers.
In the 1950 and 1970 censuses the relationship between
occupation and street of residence is especially marked. The
upper and middle classes had taken over parts of the Cantillo,
Castellano, Arroyo, Valle and Quiepo de Llano streets. When
people talked about the upper barrio, they invariably referred
to this cluster of streets as the upper barrio proper. The
rest of the streets lie peripheral to this core and are inhabited
predominantly by day laborer families. Although residential
class segregation is not absolute in Santaella town, the basic
class structure is projected onto the settlement space.

1911

Streets

Autonomous and
Permanent
Laborers
Small tenants
Labradores
Sharecroppers
Landowners
DayMuleros
Large Tenants
Laborers

Artisans
Traders
Shopkeepers

Civil
Servants
Professionals

Barrio bajo
Camiceria
San Antonia
Nueva
Plaza E s t r e l l a
Ventanas de Doña Aldonza
Osarlo
Iglesia
Concepción
sub-total

-

1
3

23
24
73
4
7
41
7
16

2

12

195

14

14
1

3
3
3
6

36
5
2
20
1
4
8
2
1
3
1
4
2

11

1

1

3
1

Barrio a l t o :
Corredera
Ballinas
Rosal
Paraísos
Palillos
Viento
Santa Lucía
Valle
San Cristobal
Arenal
Barrio Isla
Plaza Mayor
Mesón

5
1

4
2

19
11
18
16
2
10
8
31
16
27
10
7
14

sub-total

40

30

189

89

37

Total
613

42

42

384

103

39

14

1
2

2

2
3
2

-

11
2
3
8
1
1

Domestic
Servants

1924

Streets

Autonomous and
Permanent
Laborers
Small tenants
Labradores
Sharecroppers
Landowners
Muleros
Large Tenants

DayLaborers

Artisans
Traders
Shopkeepers

Civil
Servants
Professionals

Barrio bajo:
Carnicería
San Antonio
Nueva
Plaza Estrella
Ventanas de
Doña Aldonza
Osario
Iglesia
Concepción

1
-

3
2
3
-

29
23
55
9

1
-

1
2

12
40
6
19

1
3
5
3

sub-total

2

11

193

26

19
1

8
3
9
1
2
6
2
3
2
-

20
11
19
22
4
10
9
41
15
60
8
6
14

33
5
3
24
2
3
3
3
1
17

14
11
2
2
9
1

12
2

1
-

Barrio alto:

Corredera
Ballinas
Rosal
Paraísos
Palillos
Viento
Santa Lucía
Valle
San Cristobal
Arenal
Barrio I s l a
Plaza Mayor
Meson

18
1
1
1
2

sub-total

43

36

239

108

40

Total
712

45

47

432

134

44

Poor

Domestic
Servants

1861

Streets

Autonomous and
Permanent
Laborers
Labradores
Small t e n a n t s
Landowners
Sharecroppers
DayLarge Tenants
Muleros
Laborers

Artisans
Traders
Shopkeepers

Civil
Servants
Professionals

Poor

Dornest
Servan

Barrio bajo:
Camiceria
San Antonio
Nueva
Plaza E s t r e l l a
Ventanas de
Doña Aldonza
Osario
Iglesia
Concepción
sub-total

13

10

8

1

15
2

24

1

1

2
5
8

10
18
5
3

1
3
2

2
1

3

2

45

70

15

5

10

1

8
1

17
5
4
12

9
3
4
11
2

15
1
1
2
1

8
1

1
9
1

2
2

1
13
12
9
7
2
3

5
4
3
11
1

5
1
2

Barrio alto:
Corredera
Ballinas
Rosal
Paraísos
Palillos
Viento
Santa Lucia
Valle
San Cristobal
Arenal
Barrio Isla
Plaza Mayor
Mesón

13
2
1
A

14
13
1
3
2
3
2

11
2

3
1
1

sub-to tal

29

76

76

44

22

16

4

Total
415

31

121

146

59

27

26

5

1885

Streets

Autonomous and
Permanent
Laborers
Labradores
Small tenants
Landowners
Sharecroppers
DayLarge Tenants
Muleros
Laborers

Artisans
Civil
Traders
Servants
Shopkeepers Professionals

Domestic
Servants

Barrio bajo:
Carnicería
San Antonio
Nueva
Plaza Estrella
Ventanas de Doña Aldonza
Osario
Iglesia
Concepción
sub-total

1
-

2
9
2
-

19
21
38
5
4
23
7
19

5
4
4
1
5
2

3
1
1
3

_
1
-

1

13

136

21

8

1

10
1
7
2
1
3
-

12
2
2
5
1
2
2
3
6
-

15
11
10
17
2
6
5
30
8
14
13
2
11

18
2
4
1
4
6
1
3
13
-

9
1
6
1
4
1
5
-

2
-

Barrio Alto:
Corredera
Ballinas
Rosal
Paraísos
Palillos
Viento
Santa Lucía
Valle
San Cristobal
Arenal
Barrio Isla
Plaza Mayor
Mesón
sub-total

24

35

144

52

27

2

Total
464

25

48

280

73

35

3

Landowners
Employers

Agricultural
Laborers
Employees

Tradesmen
Shopkeepers

1
1
-

24
39
28
2
93
18
47
19

3
3
4
3
9
4
-

270

26

9
6
2
17
2
5
7
1
7
6
1
-

17
20
20
15
1
5
15
58
12
110
20
8
18
14
15
41

_
-

sub-total
Total
1031

1950
Streets

Civil
Servants
Professionals

Domestic
Servants

Barrio bajo:
Carnicería
San Antonio
Concepción
Iglesia
Calvo Sotelo (Nueva)
Llano Estrella (Plaza Estrella)
Osario
Ventanas

2
2
2
-

_
2
_
_
_

29
7
4
8
1
5
3
6
30
2
6
9
2
3
1

16
2
4
3
4
2
5
1
2
1
2
3
-

1
1
3
1
2
1
2
-

40
28
28

_
1
1

_
-

_
-

63

488

118

45

11

65

758

144

51

13

sub-total
Barrio alto:
José Antonio P.d.R. (Corredera)
Ballinas
Rosal
Antonio Palma (Paraísos)
Palillos
Emelia Cantillo (Viento)
Amayo Castellano (Santa Lucia)
Valle
San Cristobal
Arenal
Barrio Isla
Plaza Franco
Augustin Palma (Mesón)
Plaza Cervantes
Nuestra Señora del Valle
La Redonda
Puentecillos
Grupo Escolar
Las Animas
Las Huérfanas

Landowners
Employers

Permanent and
Autonomous
Agricultural
Laborers

DayLaborers

1
1
1
3

2
1
3

23
18
20
9
6«
9
32
19
194

1
1
-

6
1
2
3
13

1
4
-

_
2

2
3
30

_
5

и

9
-

6
7

3
4
1
6
2

1
1
1
2
26
29

4
16
2
5
6
39
11
38
57
14
3
1
17
9
19
25
51
1
18
12
17
17
395
589

10
1
3
2
1
3
1
2

2
5
3
10
8
1
3

10
1
22
3
6
2
3
2
20
_
5
-

-

2

1

_
-

2
6

__
-

_
1
24
26

2
1
2
6
71
101

_
3
78
83

1970

Streets

Barrio bajo:
Medico Alijo (Camiceria)
San Antonio
Concepción
Iglesia
Calvo Sotelo
Llano Estrella
Capitán Gualberto (Osario)
Ventanas
sub-total
Barrio alto:
José Antonio P.d.R.
López Ruiz (Ballinas)
Cruz San Julián
Rosal
Antonio Palma
Rafael Mateos (Palillos)
Emelia Cantillo
Amayo Castellano
Valle
San Cristóbal
Antonio Arroyo
Qulepo de Llano (Arenal)
Barrio Isla
Plaza Franco
Augustin Palma
Plaza y grupo Cervantes
Nuestra Señora del Valle
Grupo San Francisco (Escolar)
Ramón y Cajal (Redondo)
Alcalde y Lorlte
Puenteclllos
Osarlo
Asensio López
Baldomerò Palma
Girón y Velasco
sub-total
Total
Θ68

1

_
10
1
3
2
2
5
4
1
1
1
2
37
40

Tradesmen
Shopkeepers

Skilled
Workers
Artisans

1

Civil
Servants
Professionals

24')

Appendix VI·

Ihc people of Snntaell.i and the doiumcnts in
its archives

I first went to Spain in December, 1476, to choose a town
in the Andalusian plains to study emigration.

Crossing the

Cordobcse campiña by car, I was struck by the compactness and
urbanity of the settlements and the desolation of the surrounding countryside.

After visiting a dozen οΓ these hilltop towns,

my interest was totally engrossed by the patterns of settlement
--of which my original subject was an aspect.
In the towns I talked to the mayors and town officials-after giving them my letter of recommendation

from the IRYDA,

obtained preliminary information necessary for a selection, and
inspected the local archives.
ments.

Santaella met most of my require

First, the officials, though slightly suspicious, were

relatively cooperative

(in some of the other pueblos they were

downright hostile), and the mayor promised to help me find a
house.

Second, the parish and municipal

archives were relatively

well-stocked, and I could get free access to them.
Santaella was big enough

for displaying urban ambitions and di Г-

fercMit i at ion, and, I thought, small enough
servation

(1 underestimated

municipal territory.)

for participant ob

the problems posed by the large

And finally, the township contained

several rural settlements, ranging
a condition necessary

Third,

from clustered to dispersed,

for comparison.

When Willy Jansen and I arrived in Santaella in the early
spring of 1977, we learned that the house the mayor had promised
to me had been sold.

It took us two weeks to find another, and

Finding it was a good introduction to the urban ethos.

The mayor

kindly but decisively refused to help because, I learned later,
there weren't any houses

free that were appropriate to our sta

tus as pro fessionals-- ideally an apartment in the center of town.
Fortunately, our guide through the narrow streets of .Santaella,
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аоцасіі of the town hall, persuaded the postman to rent us a
second house he had bought in a new barrio. Its location at
the periphery of town--a highly negative point in the eyes of
the elite--proved to be an advantage: it created enough dis
tance from the exacting life in the social center; it enabled
us to withdraw from the elite's social control; and we had the
opportunity to experience frora within the social creation of a
barrio.
Although the population of the new barrio was predomi
nantly lower middle class, there were also a teacher, construc
tion workers and day laborers, which enabled us to avoid identi
fication with one occupational group or faction.
Most people when they heard ΐ was a sociologist studying
agrarian history wondered why Γ had picked Santaella as a place
of residence and not Cordoba which, according to them, was more
comfortable, exciting and interesting. Nor could officials in
Cordoba understand why I had to spend a year in the campo, in
what they considered to be a backward pueblo.
Here the city, countryside opposition was clear, and I was expected to belong
in the city.
From the beginning I established a routine of studying in
the municipal or parish archives every morning. This routine
could easily be observed and had the advantage of fitting the
people's conception of scientific activity. I thus had an accep
table niche in their society.
This would have been more diffi
cult to obtain by exclusively participating and observating.
Before going to the archives I used to have coffee in the
cafés where the working people gathered before going to their
jobs. This Τ repeated from 1 p.m. till 2 or 3 p.m. before lunch.
I spent the afternoons working on my archive and field notes at
home. The evenings I spent in the streets, plaza, book shop,
barbershop, cafés, casino, or more seldomly, at informants'
homes. I visited rural settlements and town fiestas on weekends.
Mainly I just talked and listened to people.

Formal survey
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to the country. None of the informants listed above was actually living in the country, although three of them had done so
and had relatives residing there (in La Montiela and Huertas
del Sol). I was able to talk extensively with three country
dwellers who regularly visited town.
When I went to visit the rural villages and hamlets I found
that it was more difficult to make contact with country dwellers.
The reasons for their reserve and suspicion should be obvious
after reading this study. And I certainly must have looked to
them very different than a country dweller. This study, then,
like the ethos it describes, is town-based.
I spent about half of my time in the archives of Santaella.
Administrative records were in the municipal archive (A.M.S.).
As a result of the moves of the town-hall and the absence of an
archivist for more than a century, the archive was almost completely disorganized. It took three weeks to make a rough classification and inventory, a very dusty job. My main sources in
the municipal archive were the minutes of the council meetings
(Actas or Libros Capitulares), which went back to the seventeenth
century and were complete from 1701 till the present day, and
the local population censuses (padrones), which started to be
kept regularly in the second half of the nineteenth century, the
majority of which have been preserved. The Actas are very rich
sources, throwing light on almost every aspect of local life.
There were also a large number of miscellaneous documents among
which those concerning changes in the administrative regime of
the pueblo (Escripturas de Venta de Juri sd i cion), charters
(fueros, privi legios), and the Catastro de Ensenada were most
useful.
My main sources in the well-ordered parish archives (A.P.S.)
were the registers of baptisms, marriages, deaths, and the lists
of confessions and communions. The parish archive also contained parish account books (1 i bros de fábrica), reports of

zs I

research in rural Andalusia is not very rewarding for several
reasons. It is intrinsically boring. It is very hard to make
appointments with people in private space to conduct a standard
ized interview, private space in Andalusia being more private
than in most Western European communities. And most people in
a rural town are not used to formal questionnaires and are jus
tifiably suspicious of of ficial-type paperwork.
I had no prob
lem interviewing officials at their offices, a "natural" environ
ment for going through a questionnaire, but with farmers and
laborers simple conversation was more informative and pleasur
able.
In an Andalusian town people are generally eager to talk
and socialize. In this way I met dozens of men in public places,
a number that steadily increased in the course of my stay. From
these casual contacts naturally emerged more regular, repetitive,
and confidential friendships, which often came to include their
close kin. I tried to make these contacts representative as to
class, occupation and place of residence. In a sex-segregated
society as Andalusia, I only met women and children as husbandcum wife and-oΓfspring. The people who told me most about
Smt.ielli included two day- J abo roi s, two artisans (ι welder and
a barber), two shopkeepers (a tailor and the owner of the book
shop who was also a schoolteacher), two construction workers/
casuil land laborers, three large-landowncrs/agricultural entre
preneurs, two middle-farmers, a schoolteacher, a permanent agri
cultural fieldhand, a small - farmer, an agricultural foreman, a
town hall employee, a clerk of the former syndicate, and an
independent truckdriver, a total of twenty men of all ages.
Ideally, I should have also lived in some of the rural
settlements. But one year of fieldwork combined with extensive
archival study was too short to make long stays in the country
side. I had to work out from the town -where all documentary
information was stored--and was able to make only brief visits
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visits by representatives of the bishop (libros de visitas),
account books ami records of religious brotherhoods and charit
able foundations, and miscellaneous documents. The majority of
these records go back to the sixteenth century. They are a rich
source for ethnographic-historical research.
The provincial historical archive at Cordoba (Λ.Μ.Ρ.)
mainly contains notarial records, the majority of which are not
catalogued. ΐ consulted only some fragments of the Catastro
de ensenada. This archive has had to contend with serious lack
of space and personnel. The provincial library of Cordoba (B.P.C.)
was very useful for a variety of secondary sources, as was the
Bibliotèca Nacional in Madrid.
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Notes to Appendix VT
1.

Not only people living in or closer to the social center
of town, but also the barrio dwellers thenselves held that
the distance between the barrio and the center was too big.
What For us was a pleasant walk of five to ten minutes
(in the beginning; the more people we got to know the longer
it took us to walk directly to our home), was for them a
psychological barrier of importance.

2.

With the exception of a limited number of anthropologists,
few Spanish social scientists have done prolonged fieldwork in pueblos. The majority send students with questionnaires to the field or visit the campo themselves for a
month or two at a time, at most.

3.

For the same reason we gave English courses to students.

4.

This basic fact limits the reliability of Andalusian survey
studi es.

5.

For a useful general review of local archives in Castile
see Weisser (1976: Appendix).
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SAMI.NVAT'ITNC
In dit proefschrift laat ik zien hoe in de
Andalusische vlakte nederzettingspatronen nauw verbonden
zijn met specifieke sociale en culturele vormen. Het
eerste deel geeft een beschrijving in het etnografische
heden van vestigingen waaruit de gemeente Santaella
bestaat. Het sociale leven in de gemeente wordt beheerst
door een fundamentele tegenstelling tussen stad en
platteland, pueblo en campo, die ik de "kleine tweedeling'
heb genoemd. De mensen die in de stadachtige kern van de
gemeente wonen beschouwen zichzelf als stedelingen en
onderscheiden zich nadrukkelijk van de mensen die in de
secundaire vestigingen op het platteland wonen. Dit
gepercipieerde onderscheid is gefundeerd op een aantal
fysieke en sociale contrasten tussen stad en platteland:
nederzettingsgrootte, agglomeratiegraad, mate van ruimtelijke differentiatie van de nederzettingen, beroepsstructuur, sociale stratificatie en het sociaal-culturele
klimaat. Een van de "inheemse" sleutelbegrippen in de
gemeentekern is cultura, een ideologie omtrent civilisatie,
die met name uitgedragen wordt door de plaatselijke elite.
De gepercipieerde tegenstelling tussen agro-stad en
platteland wordt uitgedrukt in termen van meer en minder
beschaafd. Het contrast tussen stad en platteland zien
we ook op hoger integratieniveau, in de relatie tussen
de gemeente en de provinciale hoofdstad Cordoba, die ik
de "grote tweedeling" heb genoemd.
In het tweede gedeelte probeer ik na te gaan welke
factoren een rol hebben gespeeld in het ontstaan en
voortbestaan van de agro-stad en het urbane ethos. Het
specifieke proces van vroege staatsvorming in Spanje als
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herovering van de door de Moren gekoloniseerde gebieden,
heeft het nederzettingspatroon en het daaraan gekoppelde
agrarische regiem ingrijpend beïnvloed. Ik heb getracht
aannemelijk te maken dat onder omstandigheden van
endemische onveiligheid op het Andalusische platteland
en het ontbreken van een effectief centraal gezag,
nucleatie van de plattelandsbevolking en fortificatie
van de nederzettingen hand in hand gingen met de vorming
van extensief bewerkte latifundia. De vestingmuren
scheidden de stad, die het omringende land domineerde
vanaf de heuveltop, niet alleen fysiek, maar ook mentaal
van het platteland. Het gepacificeerde leven achter de
muren bracht een civilisering van omgangsvormen met zich
mee. In de perceptie van agro-stedelingen bleef het
gevoel te leven in een beschermde, ommuurde gemeenschap,
nog lang nadat de agro-stad zich buiten haar muren had
uitgebreid bestaan. Dit wordt uitgedrukt in de plaatselijke begrippen extramuros en despoblado. Tot in de
negentiende eeuw bleef de effectieve macht van de
dynastieke staat in de Andalusische periferie gering en
de geweldbeheersing gefragmenteerd. Banditisme maakte
hot leven op het platteland onveilig. De agro-stad bleef
de dominerende nederzettingsvorm.
Kr waren echter ook tijden van betrekkelijke rust,
orde en economische voorspoed. Een groot gedeelte van
de zestiende eeuw was zo'n periode die gekenmerkt werd
door bevolkingsgroei en een lichte tendens tot verspreiding van een deel van de in agglomeraties wonende
agrarische bevolking over het platteland. Kleine
gehuchten ontstonden op grootgrondbezittingen in de
periferie van Santaella. De boeren en arbeiders in
deze gehuchten verbouwden arbeidsintensieve gewassen,
zoals olijven in het district van La Guijarrosa en
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groenten en fruit in de Huertas. De grote economische
en demografische crisis van de zeventiende eeuw maakte
echter oen einde aan deze tendens.
Ook in de tweede helft van de achttiende eeuw
waren de voorwaarden voor agrarische ontwikkeling
gunstig. Een belangrijk nieuw gegeven in deze periode
was dat de verlichte hervormers rond Karel III van
mening waren dat de ontwikkeling van de landbouw gediend
zou zijn met de vestiging van boeren op het land. Bovendien zou een verspreid habitat een belangrijk wapen
zijn in de strijd tegen banditisme. Onder auspiciën van
de staat werden omvangrijke gebieden langs de koninklijke
straatweg door Andalusië ontgonnen en gekoloniseerd door
Vlaamse en Duitse immigranten die speciaal voor dit
doel geronseld werden. Zo ontstond een keten van voornamelijk verspreide vestigingen waarvan er twee grensden
aan het gemeente-territorium van Santaella. De uitbreiding van La Guijarrosa in de negentiende en eerste
helft van de twintigste eeuw werd gevoed door nakomelingen van de kolonisten van La Carlota en San Sebastián.
Andere kleine nederzettingen ontstonden op latifundia
als gevolg van een intensivering van de landbouw en een
geleidelijke overname van adelijke gronden door meer
ondernemende bourgeois eigenaren. Tegelijkertijd werd
in de tweede helft van de negentiende eeuw geweldbeheersing gecentraliseerd in de institutie van Guardia
Civil· Een aanzienlijk deel van de boeren en landarbeiders die zich permanent op het platteland vestigden
waren immigranten. Het is opvallend hoe weinig mensen
uit de kern van de gemeente Santaella hun huis in de
agro-stad verwisseld hebben voor een huis op het land
of in een van de gehuchten. Ondanks een toename van de
veiligheid op het platteland en een geleidelijke
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intensivering van de landbouw is de agro-stad de
dominante nederzettingsvorm gebleven in Andalusië.
Hoewel de ongelijke verdeling van land, dat grotendeels
gemonopoliseerd werd door absenteïstische eigenaren die
het extensief exploiteerden met behulp van dagloon, een van
de factoren was die de landbewerkers van het land
scheidde, bestaat er geen causale relatie tussen ongelijke verdeling van land en een geconcentreerd nederzettingspatroon. Weliswaar gaan latifundisme en agrosteden samen, maar er is ook bewijsmateriaal dat laat
zien dat een geconcentreerd nederzettingspatroon
verenigbaar is met andere vormen van landbezit. Zo
zijn latifundia ook verenigbaar met verspreide nederzettingen, zoals dat het geval is in La Guijarrosa. De
voorbeelden van La Guijarrosa en de Huertas tonen
echter aan dat lange-termijn pacht- en declpacht
contracten, hoewel geen voldoende conditie voor het
ontstaan van verspreide vestigingen, niettemin belangrijk
zijn. De Santaellanos die erin slaagden land en nietagrarische beroepen te verwerven waren niet degenen die
op de cortijos of in de gehuchten woonden. De paden
die mannen moesten betreden om landarbeid achter zich
te laten begonnen in de stad en eindigden daar ook.
Elke verklaring voor het voortbestaan van agro-steden
die geen rekening houdt met het urbane ethos is
onvolledig.
Samengevat komt de argumentatie aangaande de
interventie van het stedelijke ethos in de lange termijn
ontwikkeling van nederzettingsvormen in Andalusië op
het volgende neer. Endemische onveiligheid was de belangrijkste reden waarom landbewerkers en landeigenaren
achter vestingmuren in compacte nederzettingen bleven
wonen. De mensen van alle rangen en standen die
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generaties lang gedwongen waren om reden van veiligheid
dicht op elkaar te wonen in de agro-stedcn ontwikkelden
gedragsstandaarden en een ethos die urbaan waren. Deze
standaarden en ethos vormden bovendien een code voor de
communicatie tussen de lokale gemeenschap en de hogere
niveaus van de Spaanse samenleving, een instrument
waarmee de locale elite relaties met de buitenwereld kon
manipuleren. Deze zich ontwikkelende stedelijke c.q.
beschaafde levenswijze beïnvloedde ook het leven van de
kleine boeren en landarbeiders die afhankelijk waren
van de elite en die in dezelfde compacte nederzetting
woonden. Tot op zekere hoogte werden zij zelfs in de
belangrijke beslissingen die het lot van de gehele
gemeenschap aangingen betrokken.
Het urbane ethos voegde een nieuwe dimensie toe
aan de tweedeling tussen agro-stad en platteland. De
stad was beschaafde ruimte geworden. Een minderheid van
de agro-stcdclingen zag zichzelf echter als meer beschaafd dan de meerderheid die regelmatig tussen de stad
en het platteland op en neer moest trekken om in haar
levensonderhoud te voorzien. De tweeledige habitat van
pueblo en campo drukt dus de kloof tussen ruraal
proletariaat en landbezittende elite uit.
Het platteland, daarentegen, vertegenwoordigde
onbeschaafde ruimte, de ruimte waar vuile, harde en
slecht betaalde landarbeid verricht werd. Al wat hoog
werd gewaardeerd -- vrije tijd, sfeer, prestige, eer,
macht, landbezit, zuiverheid en intellectuele vorming
-- had zijn oorsprong in de agro-stad. Hoewel kleine
boeren en landarbeiders die in de agro-stad woonden niet
konden beantwoorden aan de vereisten van een geciviliseerde levenswijze, hadden zij indirect deel aan de
sfeer (ambiente) die civilisatie in de agro-stad
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schepte.
Het urbane ethos is dus geworteld in de machtsfiguratie en het agrarische regiem van Andalusië.
Toch kan het niet louter als epifenomeen worden
beschouwd. Het heeft ook een eigen momentum dat sterk
genoeg is om als een centripetale kracht te werken
wanneer de materiële condities waaronder het tot ontwikkeling is gekomen veranderen. Zo is tot op heden de
agro-stad de belangrijkste nederzettingsvorm en
oriëntatiekader gebleven voor de agrarische bevolking
van Andalusië.
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Stellingen bij het proefschrift
AGRO-TOWN AND URBAN ETHOS IN ANDALUSIA
van H.G.G.M. Driessen

1. Dat in Andalusië (en andere delen van bet Mediterrane gebied) de
t e g e n s t e l l i n g tussen s t e d e l i j k e en rurale levensvormen wordt
gepercipieerd in termen van beschaafd en onbeschaafd i s een fundamenteel gegeven waarmee ook rekening moet worden gehouden b i j
een analyse van de lange termijn ontwikkeling van nederzettlngsvormen.
2. Het urbane ethos ie zowel het resultaat van de langdurige
concentratie van de Andaluslsche plattelandsbevolking in compacte
kernen a l s een conditie voor bet voortbestaan van deze kernen.
3

De recente studie van Brandes over Andaluslsche folklore toont
eens te meer bet belang aan van een eociaal-wetenschappellJke
analyse van r i t u e e l , grappen, bijnamen, raadsels, parodieën en
dergelijke om inzicht te krijgen in de aard van machts-ongellJkheid.
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: Sex and
of
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Pennsylvania

1980.

4. Het toegankelijk maken van de archieven van de Guardia Civil zou
s o c i a a l - h i s t o r i s c h onderzoek in Spanje in dezelfde mate kunnen
verrijken a l s het openbaar maken van de Inquisì t i e - r e g i s t e r s dat
voor de geschiedenis van mentaliteiten in pre-industrieel Europa
heeft gedaan.
5. Aangezien er weinig bekend i s over de productie en commercialisering van tuinbouwproducten op het Iberisch schiereiland, zal
antropologisch onderzoek moeten Inspelen op de op handen zijnde
incorporatie van Spanje en Portugal in de Europese gemeenschap
en de gevolgen hiervan voor het Europese landbouwbeleid.

6. In studies over de gevolgen van emigratie en modernisering voor
de s o c i a l e structuur van de Mediterrane plattelandegemeenscheppen
heeft men t e e e n z i j d i g de nadruk gelegd op d i s c o n t i n u ï t e i t ,
terwijl z i j vaak bestaande s o c i a a l - c u l t u r e l e patronen eerder
hebben versterkt dan verandert.
7. In hun berichtgeving over antropologisch onùerzoek en haar
r e s u l t a t e n laten Journalisten net een opleiding in de c u l t u r e l e
antropologie zich gemakkelijk verleiden tot een romantisering
en i d e a l i s e r i n g van vreemde culturen.
Zie bÍjvoorbe¿ld.
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Zwier,

Ambo, 1980; en J,
overtuigingen

Fortuin,
en

1980.

8. Het z i j n met пале het h o l i s t i s c h p e r s p e c t i e i , een beeldende
s t i j l en de v i s i e van de participanten die hun vruchten afwerpen
in de antropologlserlng van de geschiedwetenschap, getuige
recente werken van Le Roy Ladurie en Ginzburg.
Zie о.т.:
occitan
С

E. Le Noy Ladurie,

Montaillou:
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Ginzburg,
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19??;
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Miller.

Routledge

& Kegan Faul,

1980.
9. Ginzburg (1980) had zijn betoop aangaande de wederzijdse
beïnvloeding van elite- en boerencultuur aanzienlijk kunnen
versterken door gebruik te maken van de rijke antropologische
traditie die aan dit thema is gewijd.
Ook in mentaliteitsgeschiedenis is de vergelijkende methode
een onmisbaar instrument.

10. De door de crises in de Westerse maatschappij opgewekte
doemdenkenj draagt bij tot een revival van de politieke
ideologie van de survival of the fittest.
11. De enorme verspreiding van graffitti in de Westerse samenleving
is een teken aan de wand.

